


Democratic senator releases document showing ICE got $9.8 million

from FEMA

Haley warns Russia and Iran of 'dire consequences' over Syria military

assaults

Cooper slams Trump's 'tone-deaf' remarks

Tax investigators and Cohen's attorney to meet against federal

prosecutors' request

House Republican alleges misconduct of former FBI officials without

evidence

Trump fist pump before 9/11 service criticized

Attack ad hits Arizona Senate candidate for past comments on

underage prostitution

    Elizabeth Smart reacts to news that woman who helped kidnap her

will be released

    Report: Pharma exec says he had 'moral requirement' to raise drug

price 400%

    Trump calls Puerto Rico response incredible success. 2,975 people

died.

    Fox News host's rant sparks outrage

    Police want to know who put 'crack pipe' vending machines on Long

Island

    World's largest carmaker to use 3D printers to mass produce parts

    Embattled DC cardinal to discuss his possible resignation with Pope

Francis

Trump approval drops &

more than half say he's

not fit to serve

















nobody thinks so ... dancing in

 the streets...yes!























    Kavanaugh accuser's

colleagues defend

integrity

    Christine Blasey Ford's

friends and co-workers

describe her as honest

and meticulous and say

she struggled with the

decision to go public with

her story about Brett

Kavanaugh.

    'Nothing to gain and

much to lose' »



Politics Associated Press

The Latest: McCaskill says she'll vote no on

Kavanaugh

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Latest on Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh and the woman who

accuses him of sexually assaulting her decades

ago (all times local):

    Alibaba's Jack Ma: Trade war killed promise of

1M US jobs

    BREAKING Landslide kills 4 in Philippines

    Airline misspells its own name on plane

    Woolworths pulls needles from shelves after

strawberry crisis

    Co-founder of Dance Theatre of Harlem dies

    Cosby judge denies motion to recuse himself

    Police kill gunman who wounded 4

    A surgeon and his girlfriend allegedly raped

women. The DA fears hundreds of victims

    See a satellite net collect space junk

    Walmart is where the trade war comes home



    Blood or brain fluid? Graphic details of getting

hit at 120 mph

    Blood or brain fluid? Graphic details of getting

hit at 120 mph

    Former UFC champ can return after ban for

failed drug test

    NBA star may end up in LA, but not with LeBron

    Report: Browns ban sideline reporter for yelling

at ref

    He completed medical school while playing in

the NFL

    Opinion

    Yes, Trump can sink even lower

    Yes, Trump can sink even lower

    Trump is in for a rude awakening in Middle East

    Coming home after Hurricane Florence, this is

what I found

    The trouble with the Woody Allen 'puff piece'

    Don't let Trump anywhere near emergency

alerts

    US sanctions are China's big concern right now

Hardball

WaPo: Trump feels vulnerable, angry, unprotected

The Washington Post is reporting that the

President's associates say he "increasingly



believes he is unprotected."

    GOP ready for Kavanaugh vote whether his

accuser testifies or not

    'It struck me as true' - Blasey Ford friend

    Sen. McCaskill to vote ‘no’ on Kavanaugh

    Megyn Kelly on Ford: Hearing her would help

Lawrence: Sen. Grassley proves that Sen.

Grassley is lying

The Last Word

Lawrence: Sen. Grassley proves that Sen.

Grassley is lying

In 1991, The Senate Judiciary Committee pushed

for the FBI to investigate Anita Hill's claims

against Clarence Thomas. But now, Chairman

Grassley is refusing the request by Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford for an independent FBI investigation

into her allegation against Brett Kavanaugh.

Image: President Trump's Supreme Court Justice

Pick Brett Kavanaugh's Nomination In Jeopardy

Over Past Accusations

Supreme Court

Accuser's schoolmate says she recalls hearing of

alleged Kavanaugh incident

Image: Senate Holds Confirmation Hearing For



Brett Kavanugh To Be Supreme Court Justice

Opinion

Why these female prosecutors find the

allegations against Kavanaugh credible

John Kerry: Trump effected 'hostile takeover' of

Republican Party

The Beat with Ari Melber

John Kerry: Trump effected 'hostile takeover' of

Republican Party

Cuban on league probe: Never thought this was

happening under me

Ali Velshi

Cuban on league probe: Never thought this was

happening under me

Woman Claims She Heard About Christine Blasey

Ford Allegation In 1980s

Kav Accuser’s Lawyer Says Rush To Hearing Is

‘Not A Good Faith Investigation’

Federal Agency Says It Lost Track Of 1,488

Migrant Children

Proud Boys Lawyer Arrested For Lying To Cops,

But Can Still Practice Law

Opinion: If GOP Wanted The Truth About

Kavanaugh, They Would Subpoena Mark Judge

Brett Kavanaugh Is A Poster Child For The



American Aristocracy

At 71, Richard Carpenter Finally Opens Up About

Karen

Advertisement by Idolator

YALE PROFS: KAV LIKES ‘EM TO LOOK A

‘CERTAIN WAY’

Kavanaugh Liked Female Clerks Who Looked A

‘Certain Way,’ Yale Student Was Told

By Emily Peck

2 hours ago

HOW CHILDREN ARE COPING AFTER HURRICANE

MARIA

After Maria, School Closures Make Trauma Worse

For Children In Puerto Rico

By Carolina Moreno

AdChoices

LATEST NEWS

33 minutes ago

Trevor Noah Shatters Sen. Orrin Hatch’s Defense

Of Brett Kavanaugh

2 hours ago

Giant Packages Of Marijuana Washed Up In

Florida

4 hours ago

Owner Mark Cuban To Donate $10 Million After

Sexual Harassment Finding Against Mavericks

5 hours ago



Julianne Moore, Eva Longoria And More Thank

Kavanaugh Accuser For Speaking Up

6 hours ago

LeBron James Teams Up With Ryan Coogler Of

‘Black Panther’ For ‘Space Jam’ Sequel

6 hours ago

Trump Feels ‘Terribly’ For Brett Kavanaugh. What

About Christine Blasey Ford?

ELECTIONS HQ

Dark Money Groups Will Have To Disclose Their

Donors In Time For The Midterms

By Paul Blumenthal

A court order invalidating a rule that kept some

election spending secret is going into effect.

Kicking Off #CrashTheParty

Moore’s Message To Democrats On Energizing

Midterm Voters: Stop Playing Nice

TOP VIDEOS

Hillary Clinton Warns That Ignoring Midterm

Elections Will Have ‘Dire’ Effects

A Brief History Of Trump Insulting The U.S.

Military

Trump feels angry, unprotected amid mounting

crises



Publicly, President Trump is going through the

ordinary motions of being president, but behind

the scenes, he is confronting broadsides from

every direction — legal, political and personal.

    By Ashley Parker and Philip Rucker3 hours ago

Republicans set to push forward with Kavanaugh

nomination

Senate Republicans signaled they will continue to

push for a vote soon on embattled Supreme Court

nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh’s confirmation while

the attorney for the woman who accused

Kavanaugh of a sexual assault decades ago

called the GOP insistence on a public hearing

next week “not a fair or good faith investigation.”

    By Seung Min Kim, Josh Dawsey and John

Wagner

GOP fears Kavanaugh confirmation could come at

a steep political cost

Facing a torrent of scrutiny about how they are

handling the sexual assault accusation against

Brett M. Kavanaugh, a male-dominated GOP is

unnerved by the potential fallout of the charged,

gender-infused debates that have upended this



campaign season.

    By Robert Costa

‘These are the stories of our lives’: Prep school

alumni hear echoes in assault claim

A U.S. Customs and Border Protection officer

examines counterfeit Louis Vuitton bags at a

warehouse in Kearney, N.J., in 2015. (AP)

A U.S. Customs and Border Protection officer

examines counterfeit Louis Vuitton bags at a

warehouse in Kearney, N.J., in 2015. (AP)

An unexpected winner from Trump’s trade war:

Knockoff designer bags from China

The authentic high-end handbags, also made in

China, face President Trump’s proposed new

duties of 10 percent beginning Monday. That’s

good news for those who peddle the fake

versions that reach the U.S. market through

clandestine channels.

    By Danielle Paquette3 hours ago

Chevy Chase is 74, sober and ready to work. The

problem? Nobody wants to work with him.

The man who revolutionized television in the

1970s with SNL, who made some of the best



comedies of the 1980s and who as recently as

2012 earned rave reviews for his turn on

“Community” wonders why he can’t get a break.

He has a few theories.

    By Geoff Edgers
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every direction — legal, political and personal.
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nomination

Senate Republicans signaled they will continue to

push for a vote soon on embattled Supreme Court

nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh’s confirmation while

the attorney for the woman who accused

Kavanaugh of a sexual assault decades ago

called the GOP insistence on a public hearing

next week “not a fair or good faith investigation.”
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a steep political cost

Facing a torrent of scrutiny about how they are

handling the sexual assault accusation against

Brett M. Kavanaugh, a male-dominated GOP is
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gender-infused debates that have upended this

campaign season.

    By Robert Costa
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warehouse in Kearney, N.J., in 2015. (AP)

An unexpected winner from Trump’s trade war:

Knockoff designer bags from China

The authentic high-end handbags, also made in

China, face President Trump’s proposed new

duties of 10 percent beginning Monday. That’s



good news for those who peddle the fake

versions that reach the U.S. market through

clandestine channels.

    By Danielle Paquette3 hours ago

Chevy Chase is 74, sober and ready to work. The

problem? Nobody wants to work with him.

The man who revolutionized television in the

1970s with SNL, who made some of the best

comedies of the 1980s and who as recently as

2012 earned rave reviews for his turn on

“Community” wonders why he can’t get a break.

He has a few theories.

    By Geoff Edgers

Veteran who was deported to Mexico returns

home to the U.S.

Alejandra Reyes-Velarde

By Alejandra Reyes-Velarde

GOP pushes Kavanaugh accuser to testify about

sexual assault allegation, but risks a #MeToo

backlash

Trump called the sexual assault allegations



against his Supreme Court pick 'unfair.'

By Sarah D. Wire  and Jennifer Haberkorn

Feinstein under fire for handling of sexual assault

allegations against Kavanaugh

Feinstein under fire for handling of sexual assault

allegations against Kavanaugh

By Jennifer Haberkorn

Environmentalists worry that Florence will leave

behind a toxic mess in North Carolina

Chris Megerian

By Chris Megerian

A year later, Mexico pauses to remember deadly

earthquake: 'I dreaded even thinking of this day'

A year later, Mexico pauses to remember deadly

earthquake: 'I dreaded even thinking of this day'

By Patrick J. McDonnell and Cecilia Sanchez

    • Corruption caused the collapse of buildings in

2017 Mexico City earthquake, a new report finds

More than six women accuse Orange County

surgeon and his girlfriend of sexual assault

By Richard Winton  and Hannah Fry

El Chapo's twin daughters had a decadent

Barbie-themed birthday. Mexicans aren't happy

about it

Kate Linthicum



By Kate Linthicum

EVENING REPORT

California bullet train picks its path between

Burbank and Palmdale

California bullet train picks its path between

Burbank and Palmdale

2 L.A. deputies shot in confrontation with 4 at

East L.A. park; 1 suspect dead

U.S. can't deny passport to person who refused to

pick a gender, judge says

Trump rips Sessions: 'I don't have an attorney

general'

30 homes buried in new landslide triggered by

heavy rain in the Philippines

SUPREME CHAOS INTENSIFIES...

WILL SHE, WON'T SHE?

Kavanaugh accuser forced out of her home over

threats, lawyers say...

Lawmaker Met Her In JULY...

Senator Wants Men to 'Just Shut Up'...

HILLARY: She Deserves Benefit of the Doubt...

BROADDRICK: FBI Should Investigate MY RAPE

ALLEGATIONS...

Another classmate denies being at party...

Story Inconsistencies...



MEDIA BEG FOR MORE...

Nominee appears confident...

POLL: Support slipping...

Defenders Square Off...

PAPER: Drive to sink 'liberal totalitarianism'...

TRUMP: 'If she shows up that would be

wonderful'...

Friday deadline...

MUELLER ENTERS 'FOURTH QUARTER' 

Accuser's schoolmate says she recalls hearing of

alleged Kavanaugh incident

A schoolmate of Brett Kavanaugh accuser

Christine Blasey Ford, Cristina King Miranda says

she heard of the alleged sex assault from

decades ago. Miranda ...

NBCNews.com

today

Friend of Kavanaugh's accuser speaks out

video_youtube

CNN

today

If Republicans Wanted The Truth About

Kavanaugh, They Would Subpoena Mark Judge



There's one person Christine Blasey Ford says

was in the room when she was allegedly sexually

assaulted by Brett Kavanaugh while they were in

high school ...

HuffPost

today

Opinion

Democrats don't want to confirm anyone to the

Supreme Court until after 2020 election

Democrats have an endgame in mind when it

comes to thwarting Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme

Court confirmation. Sen. Mazie Hirono, D-Hawaii,

revealed as ...

Washington Examiner

today

Florence Flooding Hits North Carolina Hog Farms

Hard

Floodwaters have caused the worst damage to

North Carolina's hog farms in nearly two decades,

with more than 5000 animals dying and several

dozen waste ...

The Wall Street Journal

5 hours ago

Trump arrives in NC to survey Florence damage



video_youtube

CNN

today

play_arrow

Jeff Sessions moves to further tighten

immigration courts as Trump attacks him

Attorney General Jeff Sessions continued his

efforts to tighten control of the immigration

courts with two quiet moves Tuesday night, even

as President Donald ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Donald Trump Torches Jeff Sessions: 'I Don't

Have An Attorney General'

"I'm not happy with numerous things," the

president said.

HuffPost

today

Pompeo says North Korea nuclear talks to be

completed by January 2021

The deadline reflects a commitment from North

Korean dictator Kim Jong Un, according to

Pompeo.

CNBC



today

North and South Korea’s agreement is bad news

for Trump

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and South

Korean President Moon Jae-in's agreement is bad

for President Donald Trump's denuclearization

efforts.

Vox.com

today

U.S.

More U.S.

After Middleton, what we know about guns from

recent checks

A mass shooting on Sept. 19, 2018 in Middleton,

Wis., a suburb of Madison, has raised again

debate about guns. Here are things we know

about guns based on ...

PolitiFact

today

Gunman shoots 4 at Middleton software

company; dies in shootout with police

MIDDLETON — A gunman shot four people, none

fatally, at his Middleton workplace Wednesday

morning before he was killed in a shootout with



police, ...

Madison.com

5 hours ago

The Latest: Company officials 'heartbroken' after

shooting

MIDDLETON, Wis. (AP) — The Latest on a

shooting at a software company in Wisconsin (all

times local):

Yahoo News

today

Gunman dies after wounding 4 in shooting

rampage at Wisconsin office building, authorities

say

The suspect was shot by police and died later at

a hospital.

WFAA.com

today

Employee says she, co-workers hid as shooting

unfolded in Middleton

MIDDLETON -- A shooter opened fire inside a

software company in Middleton on Wednesday,

Sept. 19, wounding four people before responding

officers fatally ...

WITI FOX 6 Milwaukee



today

 Police at the scene of a shooting outside

Magisterial District Judge Daniel Shimshock's

office.

4 shot, suspect dead in shooting outside

Pennsylvania judge's office

The suspected gunman was shot and killed by an

officer at the scene, state police said.

CBS News

today

Police kill gunman who wounded four at

municipal building in Pennsylvania

(CNN) A gunman who opened fire Wednesday at a

municipal building in a small Pennsylvania town

was shot dead by a police officer responding to

the incident ...

CNN

5 hours ago

play_arrow

The FBI did investigate Anita Hill's accusation,

and it took 3 days

(CNN) As Christine Blasey Ford's lawyers insist

the FBI investigate her allegation of sexual and

physical assault against Supreme Court nominee



Brett ...

CNN

today

Orrin Hatch backing Kavanaugh continues his

decades of disbelieving women on sexual assault

Utah senator Orrin Hatch surprised no one last

week by announcing there were “lots of reasons

not to believe” psychology professor Christine

Ford's allegation ...

Quartz

today

    McCaskill to vote no on Kavanaugh, cites dark

money concerns

    Sec. Mike Pompeo cracks down on bad

grammar

    Mark Judge, Kavanaugh's high school

classmate, details high school parties in past

writings

    These senators could make or break

Kavanaugh's nomination

    Friend of Kavanaugh's accuser speaks out

    Tech



    iPhone XS and XS Max review: Apple's latest

are the best yet. But do you need them?

    Sony gets in on the retro console craze with

PlayStation Classic

    SpaceX will take a Japanese billionaire on a

trip around the Moon

    ACLU says Facebook allows employers to post

discriminatory ads

    Instagram just made it a lot easier to shop on

the app

    Health

    Denise Mueller Korenek attempting to break

the Cycling World Land Paced Bicycle land speed

record on September 16 in Bonneville, Utah.

    She rode her bike to 183 mph, broke cycling

record that stood for 2 decades

    'Male menopause' no longer just for older men

    Man loses hands and feet after dog-related

infection

    Yogurts deceptively high in sugar, study finds

    6 great exercises for diabetics 

    Entertainment

    LOS ANGELES, CA - MARCH 08: Author Dianna

De La Garza (L) autographs her first novel to

daughter and singer-songwriter Demi Lovato (R)



during the book signing of her new book,

&quot;Falling with Wings&quot; at Barnes &amp;

Noble at The Grove on March 8, 2018 in Los

Angeles, California. (Photo by Brandon

Williams/Getty Images)

    Demi Lovato's mom breaks silence about

Lovato's overdose

    'This is Us' creator gives 'Life Itself'

    'Downton Abbey' movie release date

announced

    Boy band BTS to make history

    Justin Bieber serenades fiancée 

    Travel

    NAIROBI, KENYA - FEB 25: Anthony Bourdain

with W. Kamau Bell in the Kibera slums in

Nairobi, Kenya on February 25, 2018. (photo by

David Scott Holloway)

    Kamau Bell opens up about working with the

late great Anthony Bourdain

    The world's busiest airport revealed

    Israel's high-speed train not exactly speedy

    Cannabis-themed museum opens today

    Unraveling the mysteries of 'Ireland's Alcatraz'

    'This Is Life With Lisa Ling'

    Tegucigalpa, HONDURAS: Four unidentified



members of the Mara Salvatrucha

&quot;MS-13&quot; (juvenile gang) show their

tatoos in the unit where they are kept imprisioned

in the National Penitentiary in Tamara, 30km

north of Tegucigalpa, 01 February 2006. AFP

PHOTO/Elmer MARTINEZ (Photo credit should

read ELMER MARTINEZ/AFP/Getty Images)

    Lisa Ling: How the US helped create Trump's

'violent animals'

    The tools of MS-13's trade

    Has White House policy strengthened MS-13?

    Gang murders rock the suburbs

    'This Is Life With Lisa Ling' returns Sunday

    Deadly warehouse shooting in Maryland

    Mandatory Credit: Photo by SCOTT

SERIO/EPA-EFE/REX/Shutterstock (9887864a)

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) tactical

agents prepare as police search for a gunman

who fled the scene of a shooting at a Rite Aid

Distribution Center in Aberdeen, Maryland, USA,

20 September 2018. Media reports indicate

numerous casualties in the shooting. Multiple

victims in workplace shooting, Aberdeen, USA -

20 Sep 2018

    BREAKING Woman kills multiple people and

wounds others at a drugstore distribution center,



officials say

    Today in politics

    Aides stunned by Trump's respectful handling

of accuser

    Analysis: Kavanaugh case shows how little has

changed

    Anderson Cooper corrects Trump's claim: Not

how it works

    Live updates Ford hasn't closed the door on

testifying, source says

    Trump lawyer: NBC interview was edited

    Opinion: Let's be honest about Democrats'

objections

    Remember her? She flipped off Trump, now

she's doing more

    Top stories

    Team Trump says NBC News edited Holt's

exclusive interview. Here's the truth

    2 h

    More accusers come forward after California

surgeon charged with rape

    Jet Airways plane turns back after passengers

suffer nose and ear bleeds

    6 m

    This satellite image shows Florence's



floodwaters polluting the Atlantic

    2 h

    Deadly E. coli outbreak prompts ground beef

recall

    1 h

    Spain official: Trump wanted to build a border

wall across the Sahara

    BREAKING Dow soars to record high

    Alibaba's Jack Ma: Trade war killed promise of

1M US jobs

    Walmart is where the trade war comes home

    Great white shark lair found in Pacific

    Man allegedly targets ex-wife, kills parents

after getting divorce papers

    News and buzz

    5 h

    Fans upset over Maroon 5 rumor

    Atlanta rapper slams the reported halftime pick

    Jennifer Garner's epic school pickup look

    LeBron on Serena: 'I feel that struggle'

    16 m

    'Veronica Mars' revival coming to Hulu

    Next for Florence survivors: Gutting their

houses

    'America's Got Talent' crowns new winner

      Lead and copper in water at Detroit schools



Business HuffPost

‘What Is Wrong With You?’: Trump Slammed For

Tone-Deaf Comments To Storm Survivors

President Donald Trump made a number of

eyebrow-raising comments on Wednesday

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

Sixty-five women signed onto a letter defending

Brett Kavanaugh’s character amid sexual assault

allegations. Now they’re nowhere to be found.



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

5 hrs ·

Stormy Daniels’ tell-all book contains some

descriptive details about Donald Trump that you

wouldn’t have come across in Bob Woodward’s

best-seller.

Susan Edelman Blank

“Some commentators don’t dispute Dr. Blasey’s

veracity. Instead, they deem an assault as

described by Dr. Blasey as irrelevant to Judge

Kavanaugh’s fitness to serve on the Supreme

Court because he would have been just 17 years

old and drunk at the time. We all know that

teenagers are notoriously impulsive and should

be forgiven for doing things like that, right?

Wrong. Sexual assault cannot be easily dismissed

as youthful indiscretion or the product of

alcoholic intoxication. First, alcohol does not

create violent sexual impulses so much as it

unleashes or magnifies pre-existing ones.”

About this website

nytimes.com



Opinion | Why Sexual Assault Memories Stick

Christine Blasey Ford says she has a vivid

memory of an attack that took…

Amanda Kicklighter Blank The author of this

article was interviewed on today's "The Daily"

podcast and it was really great insight into the

effects of decades old sexual assault. I didn't

have a hard time putting myself into Dr. Blasey's

place, but this article and the interview helped

me do so even more.

https://www.theatlantic.com/.../2018/09/me-too/57

0520/

Manage

theatlantic.com

I Believe Her

ABC News

Police in Texas say they found children drugged

and strapped into plastic car seats with cords

tied around their necks at a daycare.

About this website

abcnews.go.com

Daycare owner dosed kids, tied them into car

seats in dark rooms: Police



ABC News was live — in Aberdeen, Maryland.

4 hrs ·

There are "multiple victims" following a shooting

in Aberdeen, Maryland, authorities say.

Agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives are at the scene and an

FBI team is on the way, law enforcement sources

say. https://abcn.ws/2DhPXDv



Protesters gather on Capitol Hill against

Kavanaugh nomination

Judge Kavanaugh Hearing

Protesters gather on Capitol Hill against

Kavanaugh nomination

Protesters are assembling on Capitol Hill against

Judge Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme Court

nomination as capitol police begin making

arrests.

    Kavanaugh accuser willing to testify next week

under certain conditions, lawyer says

    Maddow: GOP misleads FBI role to avoid

Kavanaugh investigation

    Hirono: Kavanaugh investigation should include

witness tampering

    Blasey Ford friend: 'It struck me as true' 

Image: Rite Aid facility shooting

Jose Luis Magana / AP

Developing

Aberdeen, Maryland, shooting: Three dead after

woman opens fire at Rite Aid facility, shoots self

Brennan on possibility of GOP document dump: 'I

wouldn't be surprised'

Hallie Jackson



Brennan on possibility of GOP document dump: 'I

wouldn't be surprised'

Image: Former Trump Campaign Manager Paul

Manafort in Alexandria federal courthouse for

arraignment on charges discovered during the

special council's Russia investigation

Shawn Thew / EPA file

Opinion

Watergate prosecutor: The Mueller probe puts our

investigation to shame

Puerto Rico, 1 year later

Puerto Rico governor calls death toll study

robust, accurate

Morning Joe

Puerto Rico governor calls death toll study

robust, accurate

Gov. Ricardo Rossello joins Morning Joe to

discuss Puerto Rico one year after Hurricane

Maria, including the George Washington

University report on the death toll from the storm

and why he's calling for statehood for Puerto

Rico.

Image: A Puerto Rican flag painted after the

storm outside the S.U. Matrullas Elementary

School in Orocovis

Latino



On anniversary of Hurricane Maria, Puerto Ricans

mourn, look back

'It's going to be years' before recovery: Luis

Miranda

Hallie Jackson

'It's going to be years' before recovery: Luis

Miranda

Maddow's 1:1 With Hillary Clinton

Clinton: Trump will 'wholesale fire people' after

2018 election

Rachel Maddow

Clinton: Trump will 'wholesale fire people' after

2018 election

Hillary Clinton predicts that President Trump will

engage in mass firings after the 2018 election.

Investigations show Russia's particular interest

in Clinton

Rachel Maddow

Investigations show Russia's particular interest

in Clinton

Clinton: Russian money to NRA should be

investigated

Rachel Maddow

Clinton: Russian money to NRA should be

investigated

Ex-Judiciary Committee staffer: Blasey Ford



treated worse than Anita Hill

The Last Word

Ex-Judiciary Committee staffer: Blasey Ford

treated worse than Anita Hill

Kristine Lucius says that the Judiciary

Committee Republicans, by not letting the FBI

investigate Dr. Ford's claims and by not allowing

other witnesses to testify at the upcoming

hearing, that Dr. Ford is being treated worse than

Anita Hill during her hearing 27 years ago. Lisa

Graves also joins.

Image: President Trump's Supreme Court Justice

Pick Brett Kavanaugh's Nomination In Jeopardy

Over Past Accusations

Supreme Court

Accuser's schoolmate says she recalls hearing of

alleged Kavanaugh incident

Image: Senate Holds Confirmation Hearing For

Brett Kavanugh To Be Supreme Court Justice

Opinion

Why these female prosecutors find the

allegations against Kavanaugh credible

As midterms approach, new polls favor Dems

Morning Joe

As midterms approach, new polls favor Dems



Could Texas break in Texas for Ted Cruz's

Democratic challenger Beto O'Rourke? Will

Andrew Gillum beat Ron DeSantis in Florida? The

Morning Joe panel digs into new polling for clues

on what may happen in the midterm elections.

John Kerry: Trump effected 'hostile takeover' of

Republican Party

The Beat with Ari Melber

John Kerry: Trump effected 'hostile takeover' of

Republican Party

WaPo: Trump feels vulnerable, angry, unprotected

Hardball

WaPo: Trump feels vulnerable, angry, unprotected

Elizabeth Smart speaks out after captor’s prison

release

News

Elizabeth Smart speaks out after captor’s prison

release

Image: Russian President Vladimir Putin and

Chinese President Xi Jinping make pancakes

Sergei Bobylev / Reuters

Global Power

Russia teams up with China to aim for 'desirable

world order'

Florence Latest

New Bern, NC residents hit with boat landing in

their backyard after Hurricane Florence



Stephanie Ruhle

New Bern, NC residents hit with boat landing in

their backyard after Hurricane Florence

Flooded animal farms add 'toxic soup' to

post-Florence concerns: Report

Rachel Maddow

Flooded animal farms add 'toxic soup' to

post-Florence concerns: Report

Image: Dianna Wood, Lynn Wood

Hurricane Florence

Photos: Florence leaves flooding, devastation in

its wake
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Kavanaugh accuser won’t testify Monday but is

open to doing so later next week

In an email to the Senate Judiciary Committee, a

lawyer for Christine Blasey Ford said she wanted

to negotiate conditions for her testimony, saying,

that she “wishes to testify, provided that we can

agree on terms that are fair and which ensure her

safety.”

    By John Wagner and Seung Min Kim51 minutes

ago

Perspective

Millions of women understand Christine Blasey

Ford’s decades of silence

Kavanaugh’s accuser waited 37 years to detail

the alleged attack

    By Petula Dvorak48 minutes ago

In Republican ranks, a quiet uneasiness about

fallout from push to confirm Kavanaugh

HUD gave pay raises, promotions to new hires
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About a third of the 70 appointees at the upper

ranks of the Department of Housing and Urban



Development lack policy experience, a Post

analysis found.
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Is this Washington’s golden age of grift? Or

politics as usual?

Sure, the ethics scandals involving members of

the Trump administration look bad. But is this

really anything new?

    By Roxanne Roberts

BREAKING NEWS

Temporary employee at Md. distribution center

fatally shoots herself after killing 3 people,

wounding 3 others

The shooter, a 26-year-old woman from Baltimore

County, reported to work at a Rite Aid distribution

facility near Aberdeen, Md., before she started

shooting at about 9 a.m., said Harford County

Sheriff Jeff Gahler. Her name has not been

released



    By Dana Hedgpeth and Justin Jouvenal11
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    Photos: The scene in Maryland
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In 2006, she reported her rape. Her hometown

turned against her. What do we owe her?
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Would saving Lehman have saved us from the

Great Recession?

The downturn — and the politics it engendered —

could have been far less severe.
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North Korea’s Kim wants a new summit with

Trump soon to continue denuclearization, South

Korean leader says

South Korean leader Moon Jae-in’s comments

came after a three-day summit with Kim Jong Un.

There, Kim promised to dismantle a key nuclear

site if the United States also takes “steps.”

    By Simon Denyer and Min Joo Kim

    Today’s WorldView: North Korea is now under

minimum pressure

Arrest made in fatal stabbing of D.C. runner who

was recently engaged

Wendy Martinez, 35, staggered into a nearby

takeout restaurant after the attack, where

patrons tried in vain to save her life. Officials

believe the attack was probably random.
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    Watch live: Officials give update on arrest

Children in Australia’s offshore migrant center are

so distraught, some have attempted suicide

Doctors on a desolate island in the South Pacific

have said it's an urgent medical crisis and the

children need to be brought to Australia for

treatment.

    By Siobhán O'Grady

At this rate, Earth risks sea level rise of 20 to 30
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New research finds that a vast area of Antarctica

retreated when Earth's temperatures weren't

much warmer than they are now.
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for the week ahead — every Thursday for 12

weeks.
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California professor accusing Kavanaugh of

assault offers to testify before Senate next week

By Jennifer Haberkorn  and Sarah D. Wire

    • The GOP wants to know why Feinstein didn't

come forward sooner with Kavanaugh allegation

DeLeon tries to link Feinstein to Trump on

immigration: Can this finally get him traction?

Back in 1994, Dianne Feinstein's election came

down to charges she was soft on immigration

because she refused to back Prop 187. Now her

opponent is saying she's too hard on immigration.

How receptive will voters be in age of Trump?

By Jaclyn Cosgrove , Cindy Carcamo  and

Jazmine Ulloa

More than six women accuse Orange County

surgeon and his girlfriend of sexual assault

As more than half a dozen women came forward

to accuse a Newport Beach surgeon and his

girlfriend of sexually assaulting them, one alleged

victim described the couple as a 'Bonnie and

Clyde' team.

By Richard Winton  and Hannah Fry
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California doctors must tell patients if put on

probation for sexual misconduct under new law
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Homeless man found beaten to death under Santa

Monica Pier days after similar attacks in

downtown L.A. 

    Police search for motive in Wis. workplace

shooting

    Authorities say the shooter was 43 years old,
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company since 2017 but don't know what

prompted the attack.
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    Former CFO hit with criminal, civil charges for

underreporting expenses



    3:47p

    Japanese exchange hack results in 6,000

bitcoin stolen

    3:47p

    It’s not just the breadsticks, Olive Garden is

popular for its reputation — and its bathrooms

    3:45p

    Dollar slides as British pound and New

Zealand’s kiwi rally on data

    3:42p

    Dow’s first record since January powered by

surge in Apple’s stock

    3:33p

    Amazon rolls out more Echo devices, but they

could make you spend more money

    3:30p

    Kavanaugh accuser willing to testify in certain

circumstances: report

    Loading more headlines...

dow



Robinhood Responds To Allegations Of

Shortchanging Customers

Benzinga

Aurora Cannabis Stock Trading Suspended on

Robinhood Because Demand Grew Too, Um, High

Fortune

Business Reuters

Forecasters unanimous: U.S.-China trade war bad

for economy - Reuters poll

In a sign the trade war is not likely to end any

time soon, President Donald Trump on Monday

imposed a 10 percent tariff on about $200 billion

worth of Chinese imports and threatened duties

on around $267 billion more if Beijing retaliates,

which it has. When asked what could bring the

next recession closer, about three-fifths of 68

respondents said faster Fed rates hikes than

what are currently expected was the top worry.



    Trump urged Spain to

build wall across Sahara:

Report (Total mental

case/mad as a hatter/crazy as a

bedbug/nutty as a fruit cake-what an

embarrassment!)

    Trump suggested that a wall across the African

Sahara could solve the migrant crisis in Europe,

Spain's foreign ministry says.

    During minister's June visit to U.S. »

Business Reuters

Four General Electric power turbines shut down

in U.S. due to blade issue

"This issue, if not quickly resolved, could hurt

GE's turbine brand image and market share," Jim

Corridore, an analyst at CFRA, said in a note,

cutting his price target to $14 from $15. The

problem was first discovered on turbine blades in



a natural gas-fueled turbine operated by Exelon

Corp in Texas a few weeks ago, GE told Reuters.

The problem forced Exelon to shut down one

turbine.

    91

    Reactions

Politics Yahoo View

Lawrence: Sen. Grassley proves that Sen.

Grassley is lying

In 1991, The Senate Judiciary Committee pushed

for the FBI to investigate Anita Hill's claims

against Clarence Thomas. But now, Chairman

Grassley is refusing the request by Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford for an independent FBI investigation.

Ex-Judiciary Committee staffer: Blasey Ford

treated worse than Anita Hill

Yahoo View

A GoFundMe for Kavanaugh Accuser Christine

Blasey Ford's Private Security Met Its Goal in

Just Hours

Fortune



From Anonymity of Academia to Center of

Supreme Court Confirmation...

OPEN TO TESTIFYING...

DEMANDS FAIRNESS...

Feinstein Blames Media For Outing...

Committee Eyes Independent Lawyer For

Questioning...

COKIE ROBERTS: She Made Her Choice. Now Talk

Ford taps Obama, Clinton alum...

Celebs rally behind: 'We believe you'...

Classmate Recants: 'That It Happened Or Not, I

Have No Idea'...

Leading Anti-Kavanaugh Senator Admitted Teen

Groping...

PAPER: 'Liberal totalitarianism'...

Dem mocks female senator about threats

received: 'Boo hoo'...

FBI stuck in yet another political controversy...

Fury could weigh on Roberts court...

'Compelling Evidence' Will Exonerate Soon?

 Michael Cohen spoke to Mueller for hours...

Asked about Russia, possible collusion, pardon...

FBI memos detail 'partisan axes,' secret

conflicts... Trump Says 'Ridiculous' Spending Bill

Must Pay for Wall... Female shooter behind



Maryland massacre...

3 dead at RITE AID

facility...

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Ford opens door to

testifying next week

Christine Ford, the California professor accusing

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of

sexual assault, told the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Thursday ...

Fox News

2 hours ago

Republicans, be forewarned: Kavanaugh’s

accuser has options

Ford has a powerful story to tell the American

people.

The Washington Post

today

Opinion

Opinion | The Kavanaugh Charade



What are Republicans hiding about him? What

don't they want you to know?

The New York Times

today

Opinion

play_arrow

Woman kills 3 at Rite Aid distribution center in

Maryland, officials say

(CNN) A woman killed three people at a drugstore

distribution center Thursday in Harford County,

Maryland, before shooting herself twice, officials

said.

CNN

one hour ago

3 killed, 2 injured in shooting at Rite Aid

distribution center; suspect in custody

A shooter killed three people and wounded two

others Thursday at a drugstore distribution

center in Harford County, Maryland, officials said.

fox5sandiego.com

today

play_arrow

Puerto Rico gov: No doubt nearly 3,000 died due

to Maria



Washington (CNN) The governor of Puerto Rico

said Thursday there is no doubt that there were

nearly 3,000 deaths as a result of Hurricane

Maria, disputing ...

CNN

today

Hurricane Maria: 4 ways the storm changed

Puerto Rico — and the rest of America

One year ago, Hurricane Maria smashed directly

into Puerto Rico as a Category 4 storm near peak

intensity. With the fuller picture we now have of

the ...

Vox.com

5 hours ago

Kavanaugh Accuser's Classmate: 'That It

Happened Or Not, I Have No Idea'

After saying on social media that the incident

"did happen," a former classmate of Christine

Blasey Ford tells NPR she does not have firsthand

knowledge of it.

NPR

5 hours ago

Accuser's schoolmate says she recalls hearing of

alleged Kavanaugh incident



A schoolmate of Kavanaugh accuser Christine

Blasey Ford, Cristina King Miranda, says she

heard about the alleged assault but doesn't know

if it happened.

NBCNews.com

yesterday

U.S.

More U.S.

Nightmare unfolds in restaurant after psycho

butchers jogger

An avid jogger who just became engaged was

stabbed to death while out on a run in

Washington, DC — in an attack that police say

was likely random, ...

New York Post

today

Yale Law professor gave female students advice

on how to look 'model-like' to get Kavanaugh

clerkship: Report

A top Yale Law School professor known as a

“mentor to women” gave advice to female

students on their physical appearance to help

them get positions with ...

Washington Examiner

4 hours ago



Brett Kavanaugh Liked Female Clerks Who

Looked A ‘Certain Way,' Yale Student Was Told

A few years ago, as she was prepping to

interview for a judicial clerkship, a student at

Yale Law School received a troubling

combination of warning and advice ...

HuffPost

today

ABC News was live.

2 hrs ·

EXCLUSIVE: Former Trump personal attorney

Michael Cohen has participated in multiple

interview sessions with Robert Mueller’s team,

sources tell ABC News. Chief Anchor George

Stephanopoulos has the breaking news:

https://abcn.ws/2NsKC0R

    breaking news

Suge Knight to serve 28 years after pleading no

contest in 2015 hit-and-run-death

By Marisa Gerber  and James Queally



California professor accusing Kavanaugh of

assault offers to testify before Senate next week

By Jennifer Haberkorn  and Sarah D. Wire

    • The GOP wants to know why Feinstein didn't

come forward sooner with Kavanaugh allegation

DeLeon tries to link Feinstein to Trump on

immigration: Can this finally get him traction?

Back in 1994, Dianne Feinstein's election came

down to charges she was soft on immigration

because she refused to back Prop 187. Now her

opponent is saying she's too hard on immigration.

How receptive will voters be in age of Trump?

By Jaclyn Cosgrove , Cindy Carcamo  and

Jazmine Ulloa

    • More immigration judges are coming to L.A.

Will that alleviate the nation's second-largest

backlog?

California becomes the first state to restrict

plastic straws at restaurants

California becomes the first state to restrict

plastic straws at restaurants



Gov. Jerry Brown signed the nation’s first state

law barring restaurants from giving customers

plastic straws — unless you ask.

Patrick McGreevy

By Patrick McGreevy

Over four decades, an 'inexorable' epidemic of

drug overdoses reveals its inner secrets

Over four decades, an 'inexorable' epidemic of

drug overdoses reveals its inner secrets

Melissa Healy

By Melissa Healy

More than six women accuse Orange County

surgeon and his girlfriend of sexual assault

By Richard Winton  and Hannah Fry

AFTERNOON REPORT

Tennis icon Billie Jean King has been a Dodgers

fan for years. Now she'll own a piece of the team

Tennis icon Billie Jean King has been a Dodgers

fan for years. Now she'll own a piece of the team

Student and employee wounded in shooting near

Van Nuys charter school; one suspect at large

4 dead, including suspect, after Maryland

warehouse shooting

Floodwaters inundate lake at North Carolina

power plant, raising alarm

L.A. artist places Trump's Walk of Fame star

behind bars



Lion bites man's toe as he tries to climb fence

into Fresno zoo, police say

Advertisement

Hurricane Maria ravaged the island. Puerto

Ricans live with the scars

Puerto Rico and its residents have struggled to

recover during the past year after Hurricane

Maria ripped through the island, leaving a mess

responsible for nearly 3,000 deaths. The island

marks the storm's anniversary Sept. 20.

Paloma Esquivel

By Paloma Esquivel

    • Op-Ed: Devastation without representation in

Puerto Rico

    NYT columnist defends Ford with his own story

    Ford lawyers say she is open to testifying, but

not Monday

    Senator: Democrats will investigate Kavanaugh

    Live updates Ford's friend says she confided

that she was sexually assaulted in high school

    Clarence Thomas hearing witness: Let's not do

1991 all over again

    Mandatory Credit: Photo by SCOTT
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Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) tactical

agents prepare as police search for a gunman

who fled the scene of a shooting at a Rite Aid

Distribution Center in Aberdeen, Maryland, USA,

20 September 2018. Media reports indicate

numerous casualties in the shooting. Multiple

victims in workplace shooting, Aberdeen, USA -

20 Sep 2018

    Woman kills multiple and wounds others in

Maryland shooting, officials say

    NBC NEWS - ELECTION COVERAGE -- Election

Night 2016 -- Pictured: Lester Holt, Anchor,

&quot;NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt&quot;

on Tuesday, November 8, 2016 in New York --

(Photo by: Heidi Gutman/NBC/NBCU Photo Bank

via Getty Images)

    Team Trump says NBC News edited Holt's

exclusive interview. Here's the truth

    Top stories

    2 h

    At least 44 dead in Lake Victoria boat

accident, officials say

    8 m

    Senators' Gmail accounts targeted by foreign

hackers



    45 m

    ABC: Michael Cohen has done multiple

interviews with Mueller team

    More accusers come forward after California

surgeon charged with rape

    34 m

    Panelist: Don't talk to me like that

    2 h

    Republicans apologize for ad likening a Hindu

deity to the GOP elephant

    2 h

    Trump said build wall in Sahara, Spanish

official says

    Dow soars to record high

    Satellite captures space junk for the first time

    ICE arrested immigrants who came forward to

take in undocumented children

    Anderson Cooper corrects Trump's claim: Not

how it works

    Walmart is where the trade war comes home

Four reasons why Christine Blasey Ford’s

credibility keeps rising

    By Jennifer Rubin



Democratic senators in red states are in a

lose-lose situation

    By Ed Rogers

Perspective

Want to help prevent rape? Withdraw

Kavanaugh’s nomination.

Perspective

I directed White House nominations. Of course

the FBI can check Kavanaugh again.

Perspective

If Kavanaugh attacked Ford, what he’s done

since doesn’t wipe the slate clean

The Plot to Subvert an Election

    For two years, Americans have tried to absorb

the details of the 2016 interference by Russia —

hacked emails, social media fraud, suspected

spies — and President Trump’s claims that it’s all

a hoax.

    We unravel the story so far.

27m ago

Illustration by Matthieu Bourel



How Russia’s Interference in the 2016 Election

Unfolded, and Its Aftermath

Our timeline reveals how parallel threads —

contacts, hacking and social media fraud — often

crossed during the election.

Michael D. Cohen, President Trump’s former

personal lawyer, has spoken repeatedly with

prosecutors in the Russia inquiry.

Republicans In Texas Apologize For

Hindu-Themed Campaign Ad

By Kimberly Yam



By Angelina Chapin

Despite coming of age in the Me Too era, most

kids we spoke to said misogyny and harassment

are ubiquitous in schools.

POLITICS

Lisa Murkowski Just Got Even More Pressure To

Vote Against Brett Kavanaugh

By Igor Bobic

Alaska Gov. Bill Walker (I) and Lt. Gov. Byron

Mallott (D) announced their opposition to the

Supreme Court nominee.



    Your CNNgo preview has expired

    Keep watching CNN anytime, anywhere with

CNNgo.

    Sign in to your TV service provider to get

access to

    all of your favorite CNN shows and specials.

    Sign in to your TV Service Provider

    Report says deputy AG discussed recruiting

Cabinet members to use 25th Amendment.

Rosenstein calls story inaccurate

    WATCH LIVE Trump attends signing ceremony

    The man behind Comey's firing

    He oversees Robert Mueller

    'I think I got it in '91' Joe Biden says of Anita

Hill hearing

    Trump unleashes on Kavanaugh's accuser

    See Republican lawmaker's crude joke

mocking accuser

    Today in politics

    LAS VEGAS, NV - SEPTEMBER 20: Fox News

Channel and radio talk show host Sean Hannity

(L) interviews U.S. President Donald Trump before

a campaign rally at the Las Vegas Convention

Center on September 20, 2018 in Las Vegas,

Nevada. Trump is in town to support the

re-election campaign for U.S. Sen. Dean Heller



(R-NV) as well as Nevada Attorney General and

Republican gubernatorial candidate Adam Laxalt

and candidate for Nevada&#39;s 3rd House

District Danny Tarkanian and 4th House District

Cresent Hardy. (Photo by Ethan Miller/Getty

Images)

    analysis

    'Hispanic, any Hispanic here?' Trump says at

rally

    Trump backs away from call to declassify

Russia probe docs

    These tweets show why people don't report

sexual assaults

    Analysis: Here's one reason Trump shouldn't

despair of midterms

    ABC: Cohen has done multiple interviews with

Mueller team

    Kellyanne Conway to Cuomo in fiery debate: I'll

walk away

    NYT columnist defends Kavanaugh accuser

with his own powerful story

    Trump's Hollywood Walk of Fame star placed

behind bars by repeat offender

    Top stories

    Police gather outside a daycare center in a

private home, after a stabbing in the Queens



borough of New York, U.S., September 21, 2018.

REUTERS/Lloyd Mitchell

    3 infants and 2 adults were stabbed at a day

care center

    Man charged in killing of female jogger

    Today's Google Doodle is a heartwarming

tribute to Mr. Rogers

    Kenya lifts ban on lesbian film 'Rafiki' making it

eligible for Oscars

    Theresa May demands 'respect' from EU

    Woman who killed 3 people at Rite Aid center

was a disgruntled worker

    Man's talent helped free him from prison

    Death toll rises to 126 in ferry tragedy

    Panelist: Don't talk to me like that

Trump, in overt attack on Kavanaugh accuser,

questions her credibility

President Trump said that Christine Blasey Ford,

who has accused Supreme Court nominee Brett

M. Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her when

they were teenagers, would have previously

reported the attack if it “was as bad as she says.”

    By John Wagner, Seung Min Kim and Sean

Sullivan29 minutes ago



The Fix

Analysis

McConnell just erased any doubt about

Republicans’ intentions to hear Ford out

In his own words, the top Senate Republican

wants to "plow right through" Christine Blasey

Ford's allegations to get Brett M. Kavanaugh on

the court.

    By Amber Phillips1 hour ago

The Fix

Analysis

Kavanaugh’s accuser might be better off with a

criminal trial. So might Kavanaugh.

Legal experts explain why a criminal trial might

be better than a congressional hearing.

    By Deanna Paul1 hour ago

MORE COVERAGE

The Fix: Conservatives hyped a pundit who

promised to prove Kavanaugh innocent. Then

they saw his theory.

(American Institutes for Research)

(American Institutes for Research)

In 1960, about a half-million teens took a test.



Now it could predict whether they get

Alzheimer’s.

A study released this month found that subjects

who did well on test questions as teenagers had

a lower incidence of Alzheimer’s and related

dementias in their 60s and 70s than those who

scored poorly.

    By Tara Bahrampour

    Take the quiz: Sample questions from the 1960

test 

Trump walks back plan to declassify Russia

probe documents

The retreat came after the president said Justice

Department officials and others had persuaded

him not to release the information for the time

being.

    By Devlin Barrett3 hours ago

    'Can He Do That?': A discussion about Trump's

order to declassify Russia probe documents



Rosenstein Suggested Secretly Recording Trump

and Discussed 25th Amendment

    Rod Rosenstein made the suggestions in 2017

after President Trump fired James Comey,

according to several people. He is the official

who later appointed Robert Mueller.

    Mr. Rosenstein, the deputy attorney general,

told officials he was serious about wearing a

wire, and that he might be able to persuade Jeff

Sessions and John F. Kelly to invoke the 25th

Amendment.

breaking8m ago

Two weeks into his job as deputy attorney

general, Rod J. Rosenstein was confronted with a

crisis: the president’s firing of James B. Comey as

F.B.I. director. T.J. Kirkpatrick for The New York

Times

Here’s a brief history of the 25th Amendment and

how it works.

Sept. 6

In Reversal, Trump No Longer Demands

Declassification of Russia Documents

In a tweet on Friday morning, Mr. Trump said that

instead of an immediate release, Justice



Department officials would review the

documents.

2h ago

The Russia Investigation

The Plot to Subvert an Election: Unraveling the

Russia Story So Far

To many Americans, the intervention seemed to

be a surprise attack. For Vladimir V. Putin,

however, it was long-overdue payback.

8m ago

Illustration by Matthieu Bourel

This timeline shows the full scale of Russia’s

interference in the 2016 election, and its

aftermath.

8m ago

Michael D. Cohen, President Trump’s former

personal lawyer, has spoken repeatedly with

prosecutors in the Russia inquiry.

3h ago

Supreme Court Nominee

Ending Days of Restraint, Trump Questions

Kavanaugh Accuser’s Claims

    President Trump directly questioned for the

first time the veracity of the accusations levied

by a woman who has said Judge Brett M.



Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her while they

were both teenagers.

    Mr. Trump said in a Twitter post that if the

alleged attack “was as bad as she says,” charges

would have been filed by Christine Blasey Ford, or

her parents.

2m ago

Many Voters Tend to Believe Kavanaugh Accuser,

Even if They Question Her Motive

In a Pennsylvania swing district, voters are

gripped by, and divided over, the allegations

against Judge Kavanaugh.

58m ago

Conservative Pundit Points Finger at Another Man

to Deflect From Kavanaugh

The lawyer Edward Whelan’s theory that Dr.

Blasey was attacked by a classmate of Judge

Kavanaugh’s has heads shaking — and Mr.

Whelan apologizing.

20m ago



BATTLE OF BRETT!

Kavanaugh accuser may testify after all -- under

right terms...

NOT MONDAY, MAYBE NEXT WEDNESDAY?

Committee Eyes Independent Lawyer For

Questioning...

Memory's frailty may be playing role...

U.S. Marshals Probe Threats Against Kavanaugh

Family...

Dems: We Already Know He's Guilty...

GILLIBRAND: Asking Accuser to Testify 'Is

Silencing Her'...

msnbc

Kavanaugh accuser's sister-in-law: 'No doubt

she’s telling the truth'

In her first televised interview ever, Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford’s sister-in-law, Sandra Ford Mendler,

talks to NBC News’ Kristen Welker about Ford’s

allegations of sexual assault against Supreme

Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. Mendler says

there is “no doubt” her sister-in-law is telling the

truth and that she is “proud” of Ford’s courtage

facing the situation, which she described as

“private and difficult.”



    Rep. Anna Eshoo defends Kavanaugh accuser:

'It takes a lot of courage'

    Trump maintains support for Kavanaugh at

rally

    Number opposing Kavanaugh confirmation

rises

    Kavanaugh: I will attend Monday hearing 'so

that I can clear my name'

Pompeo: We're taking ‘important steps’ on North

Korea

msnbc

Pompeo: We're taking ‘important steps’ on North

Korea

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo joins Andrea

Mitchell to discuss North Korea, Iran, Yemen, and

Kavanaugh allegations.

Joe Biden: Christine Blasey Ford shouldn’t be

‘vilified’ like Anita Hill

Craig Melvin

Joe Biden: Christine Blasey Ford shouldn’t be

‘vilified’ like Anita Hill

Conway: 'Tone down' Kavanaugh attacks

Stephanie Ruhle

Conway: 'Tone down' Kavanaugh attacks

President Trump Departs The White House For



Travel To South Carolina

Andrew Harrer / Bloomberg via Getty Images

Immigration

Stephen Miller bests Pompeo, Haley and Mattis to

get his way on immigration

Tariffs hitting Vice President Mike Pence's

hometown

Velshi & Ruhle

Tariffs hitting Vice President Mike Pence's

hometown

Comey on Mueller probe: It’s been incredibly

productive

Hardball

Comey on Mueller probe: It’s been incredibly

productive

In an interview with “St. Louis On The Air,” James

Comey says he thinks the Mueller Probe has been

incredibly productive and they could possibly be

in “the 4th quarter.”

Cohen has 'accepted the fact he is going to

prison'

Morning Joe

Cohen has 'accepted the fact he is going to

prison'

Bad to worse for Trump: Michael Cohen

reportedly cooperating with Mueller



Deadline White House

Bad to worse for Trump: Michael Cohen

reportedly cooperating with Mueller

First black female senator on what's changed

since Anita Hill

All In

First black female senator on what's changed

since Anita Hill

Former Senator Carol Moseley Braun, who was

inspired to run for Senate by the Hill-Thomas

hearings, talks about what has and hasn't

changed since then.

Kavanaugh impartiality threatened by close

Trump strategizing

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh impartiality threatened by close

Trump strategizing

Image: Senate Holds Confirmation Hearing For

Brett Kavanugh To Be Supreme Court Justice

Opinion

Why these female prosecutors find the

allegations against Kavanaugh credible

Musician will.i.am: I get 'embarrassing' questions

about Trump abroad

The Beat with Ari Melber

Musician will.i.am: I get 'embarrassing' questions



about Trump abroad

Salt Bae versus...Marco Rubio?

All In

Salt Bae versus...Marco Rubio?

'Racism is banned on Facebook but white

nationalism is not.'

Ali Velshi

'Racism is banned on Facebook but white

nationalism is not.'
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Reclusive Millionaire Warns: "Get Out Of Cash

Now"Investing Outlook

Image: U.S. President Donald Trump's personal

lawyer Michael Cohen arrives at his hotel in New

York

Brendan McDermid / Reuters

Maddow Blog

As Michael Cohen talks to Mueller, Trump has

reason to worry
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Taiwan on sexual assault warrant
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Trump and Russia
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manslaughter
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    Florence floodwaters breach dam at power

plant; coal ash could spill
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    Trump: If Kavanaugh's alleged attack 'as bad

as' Ford claims, charges would have been filed
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Trump Attacks Blasey Ford, Asks Why She Didn’t

Call Cops After Alleged Assault

Rape Survivors Share Why They Stayed Quiet In

Powerful #WhyIDidntReport Tweets

3D-Printed Gun Creator Cody Wilson Arrested In

Taiwan On Sexual Assault Charge

Viral ‘Women For Brett Kavanaugh’ Photo Has
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Mitch McConnell Says Republicans Will ‘Plow

Right Through’ Nominating Kavanaugh
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With Gushing #MAGA Tweet
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Karen
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YIKES: KAV ALLY’S VILE THEORY BLOWS UP



Kavanaugh Friend Stirs Outrage With Conspiracy

Theory On Christine Blasey Ford

By Marina Fang

3 hours ago

TRUMP WALKS BACK DEMAND FOR RUSSIA

PROBE DOCUMENTS

DOJ Convinces Trump To Back Off Declassifying

Secret Russia Probe Documents

By Ryan J. Reilly

3 hours ago
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Stephen Colbert Has Some Fun With Brett
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Beyoncé’s Former Drummer Accuses Her Of

‘Extreme Witchcraft’
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During ‘Calm’ Delivery
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Come Back Unless They’ve ‘Done The Work’
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Prince Harry Pulls The Ultimate Husband Move At

Meghan Markle’s Palace Party

ELECTIONS HQ

Joe Biden Endorses Staten Island Democrat Max

Rose’s Bid For Congress

By Daniel Marans

“Staten Islanders and South Brooklynites deserve

a representative who works as hard as them and

that is Max Rose."

WoC Candidates For 2018: ‘You’re Going To Have

To Learn How To Say Our Names’

For Democrats To Flip The Senate, The N.J. Race

Shouldn’t Be In Doubt, But It Is
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Kavanaugh Accuser Receiving Death Threats
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Single Parent
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By Ed Mazza
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Can’t Even

By Ron Dicker

IN THE NEWS
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Christine Blasey Ford’s Attorneys Lay Out

Conditions For Senate Hearing

By Carla Herreria

Negotiations for Kavanaugh's accuser to speak to

the Senate panel mostly focused on logistics and

safety issues.
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U.S. NEWS

Florence Floodwaters Breach High-Risk Coal Ash

Pond, Threatening Cape Fear River

Coal ash might be escaping and flowing into the
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Senate panel to give Kavanaugh accuser more

time to decide whether to testify

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Charles E.

Grassley (R-Iowa) capped an extraordinary

late-night back-and-forth by giving Christine

Blasey Ford one more day to respond to his offer

for her and Supreme Court nominee Brett M.

Kavanaugh to testify before his panel next week.

    By Sean Sullivan, Seung Min Kim and John

Wagner31 minutes ago
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looked at her LinkedIn page
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‘The storm itself is not our biggest problem. Our

problem is what comes next.’

Hurricane Florence came and went. But many

riverfront towns in North Carolina are just now

experiencing the menace that has mounted

steadily: water. Long after the winds and the

rains, the river rises relentlessly out of its banks,

lapping over curbs and through doorways.
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charged with animal cruelty — and

speedingTrump walks back his plan to declassify

Russia probe documents

National

    A serial rapist eluded police for years. Then

they searched a genealogy site.

    Immigration judges’ union calls for immigration

court independent from Justice

DepartmentTrump administration diverts nearly a

half-billion dollars to migrant children in

custodyAfter outcry, Yale removes prestigious



honor from professor who sexually harassed a

colleague

PostEverything

    Perspective

    I directed White House nominations. Of course

the FBI can check Kavanaugh again.

    Perspective

    I know why Christine Blasey Ford didn’t come

forward earlier. I didn’t, either.

    Perspective

    I helped write a speech defending a vote for

Clarence Thomas. I regret it still.

    Perspective

    Kavanaugh’s Senate hearing isn’t a trial. The

standard isn’t ‘reasonable doubt.’

Local

    Taylor Gourmet to close all locations by

Sunday

    Scooter rider fatally struck by SUV in Dupont

Circle, officials sayD.C. arrests for marijuana use

to result in citation, not custody, officials

sayAutumn equinox is upon us



Sports

    U-Md. releases report on Jordan McNair, laying

out timeline that led to player’s death

    TV and radio listings: September 22Orioles

score lots of runs, but still lose to YankeesAustin

Voth will start in place of Tanner Roark for the

Nationals on Saturday

Lifestyle

    5 wines, including a three-star Rhone, that

taste much more expensive than they are

    From local bottles to screw caps, a decade of

wine trendsThese are the 5 recipes our readers

loved most this week

    Perspective

    Carolyn Hax: Brother thinks sister’s altruism is

a ploy to gain points with mom

Arts

    Perspective

    The night I danced with Arthur Mitchell at the

White House

    Review

    Motherhood isn’t all it’s cracked up to be in



‘Pramkicker’

    Review

    Putin for laughs and a random shooting for

tears in two topical shows

    Review

    ‘Dear Evan Hansen’ writer Levenson’s new epic

probes Jewish identity

Technology

    PayPal bans Alex Jones, saying Infowars

'promoted hate or discriminatory intolerance’

    Former Google chief predicts the Internet will

split by 2028: A Chinese Web and an American

one

    Perspective

    The new iPhone is in stores. Here are 5

reasons to wait before buying one.Fatal e-scooter

accident emerges just as California legalizes

riding without a helmet

Business & Real Estate

    Bailout checks begin arriving for farmers, as

Trump’s trade war escalates

    Amazon’s Alexa is coming for your microwave,

wall clock and moreDow, S&P surge to record



closes as economy steams ahead

    Perspective

    7 credit myths that can cost you a lot of money

Federal Government

    Perspective

    Private tax collection, raising much less than

expected, hit again

    Perspective

    Report: Federal prisons fail to provide adequate

services for female inmatesPolitical nonprofits

must now name many of their donors under

federal court ruling after Supreme Court declines

to interveneTSP ‘lifecycle’ funds to tilt more

toward stocks

Obituaries

    Robert Venturi, postmodern architect who

argued ‘Less is a bore,’ dies at 93

    C. Payne Lucas, leader of relief efforts across

Africa, dies at 85Jon Burge, alleged ringleader of

police torture in Chicago, dies at 70Marilyn Lloyd,

10-term Tennessee congresswoman, dies at 89
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Your Evening Briefing

Here’s what you need to know at the end of the

day.

Sign Up for Five Weeknight Recipes

This week: bold flavors, easy techniques and no

hidden fussiness.

Got a confidential news tip?



Do you have the next big story? Share it with our

journalists.

S.&P. 500

-0.04%

Dow

+0.32%

Nasdaq

-0.51%

67°F80° 64°

Compton, CA

Rosenstein Suggested Secretly Recording Trump

and Discussed 25th Amendment

    Rod Rosenstein made the suggestions in 2017

after President Trump fired James Comey,

according to several people. He is the official

who later appointed Robert Mueller.

    Mr. Rosenstein, the deputy attorney general,

told officials he was serious about wearing a

wire, and that he might be able to persuade Jeff

Sessions and John F. Kelly to invoke the 25th

Amendment.

5h ago

Two weeks into his job as deputy attorney

general, Rod J. Rosenstein was confronted with a

crisis: the president’s firing of James B. Comey as



F.B.I. director. T.J. Kirkpatrick for The New York

Times

Here’s a brief history of the 25th Amendment and

how it works.

7h ago

In Reversal, Trump No Longer Demands

Declassification of Russia Documents

In a tweet on Friday morning, Mr. Trump said that

instead of an immediate release, Justice

Department officials would review the

documents.

5h ago

Supreme Court Nominee

Kavanaugh Accuser Granted Extra Day to

Negotiate Her Testimony

    Senator Charles E. Grassley said he would

grant Christine Blasey Ford an additional day to

negotiate after her lawyer sent a blistering email

accusing Mr. Grassley’s aides of pressuring her

client to reach an agreement to testify by Friday

night.

    President Trump directly questioned for the

first time the accusations levied by Dr. Blasey,

who has said Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh sexually

assaulted her when they were teenagers.



1h ago

Many Voters Tend to Believe Kavanaugh Accuser,

Even if They Question Her Motive

In a Pennsylvania swing district, voters are

gripped by, and divided over, the allegations

against Judge Kavanaugh.

6h ago

Conservative Pundit Points Finger at Another Man

to Deflect From Kavanaugh

The lawyer Edward Whelan’s theory that Dr.

Blasey was attacked by a classmate of Judge

Kavanaugh’s has heads shaking — and Mr.

Whelan apologizing.

8h ago

FLORENCE AFTERMATH

Florence’s Floodwaters Breach Power Plant,

Sending Toxic Coal Ash Into River

    Duke Energy shut down a power plant in

Wilmington, N.C., on Friday after a dam at the site

breached, allowing coal ash to flow into the

nearby Cape Fear River.

    The Environmental Protection Agency links the

substances in coal ash to nervous-system

problems, reproductive issues and cancer.



1h ago

Coal ash refers to what’s left after coal is burned.

Here’s why it’s so dangerous.

4h ago

A Flight Over the Flooding, Saving Lives

Coast Guard helicopters joined the

search-and-rescue operations over the Carolinas

after Hurricane Florence.

52m ago

The Russia Investigation

The Plot to Subvert an Election: Unraveling the

Russia Story So Far

To many Americans, the intervention seemed to

be a surprise attack. For Vladimir V. Putin,

however, it was long-overdue payback.

52m ago

Illustration by Matthieu Bourel

This timeline shows the full scale of Russia’s

interference in the 2016 election, and its

aftermath.

52m ago

Billionaire Backer of Maria Butina Had Russian

Security Ties

The oligarch who helped finance Ms. Butina has



been an investor in projects linked to the Russian

government.

5h ago

The Brothel Empire and the Ex-Detective, Always

One Step Ahead of the Law

    A former vice detective is at the center of one

of the New York Police Department’s worst

scandals in recent years.

    Here is his story, as uncovered by a team of

Times reporters.

Sept. 21

Midterm Elections

At Missouri Rally, Trump Continues Attacks on

Federal Law Enforcement

    President Trump cast the midterm election as

a rallying cry for his agenda while promising to

eliminate the “lingering stench” at the Justice

Department.

    “We have great people in the Department of

Justice,” Mr. Trump said, “but you have some real

bad ones. You see what happened at the F.B.I.”

1h ago

Senator Ted Cruz, Republican of Texas, and



Representative Beto O’Rourke, the Democrat

challenging him for a Senate seat, in Dallas on

Friday during the first of three debates before the

midterm elections. Nathan Hunsinger/EPA, via

Shutterstock

Ted Cruz and Beto O’Rourke Clash Over ‘Jim

Crow,’ Immigration and Kavanaugh in Debate

In an hourlong debate in Dallas, Senator Cruz and

Representative O’Rourke accused one another of

mischaracterizing their views and being “out of

step” with Texas.

2h ago

With More Than 200 L.G.B.T. Candidates,

Advocates Hope for a ‘Rainbow Wave’ in the

Midterms

The number of lesbian, gay, bisexual and

transgender candidates running for office this

year is higher than ever. But there is a partisan

split among the nominees.

Sept. 20

Opinion

The Editorial Board

G.O.P. Leaders Can’t Even Fake Respect for

Christine Blasey Ford



They are struggling to pretend they will fairly

weigh her accusations against Brett Kavanaugh.

4h ago

Gail Collins

Gail Collins

Beto and Ted — Who’s Ahead?

It’s Cruz versus O’Rourke in the clash of the

Texas titans. A look at the first big debate of the

election season.

3h ago

Bret Stephens

Bret Stephens

This I Believe About Blasey v. Kavanaugh

David Margolick

We Need More Enemies of the People

Greg Hampikian

The Dangers of DNA Testing

Roger Cohen

Roger Cohen

Democracy Will Still Surprise Us

Michelle Alexander

Michelle Alexander

We Are Not the Resistance

Paul Krugman

Paul Krugman

Making Tariffs Corrupt Again



John Delury

Kim Jong-un Has a Dream. The U.S. Should Help

Him Realize It.

An Evangelical’s Plea: Oppose Kavanaugh

Men, Tell Us About Your High School Experience

Editors’ Picks

Rebecca Toh for The New York Times

Singapore, for Those Who Aren’t Crazy Rich

In the hit movie “Crazy Rich Asians,” the country

looks luxe. But it’s easy to have a great time (and

eat memorably well) without spending much.

TravelSept. 20

What Happens When a Single Art Project

Becomes a Decades-Long Obsession?

Rodin and Duchamp toiled away on pieces for

spectacular lengths of time. But in an era of

digital hyperdrive, fidelity to one work seems

even more heroic.

T MagazineSept. 18

The American Past: A History of Contradictions

The author Jill Lepore’s “These Truths” shows

both the successes and failures that have made

the country what it is today.

Book ReviewSep



Man killed under Santa Monica Pier was sleeping

after fishing trip, not homeless, family says

James Queally

By James Queally

    live updates

Daniels connects with Pittman for 50-yard

touchdown; USC trails 30-24

Trump dismisses Kavanaugh's accuser, tweeting

if alleged sexual assault was 'as bad as she says,'

charges would've been filed

By Eli Stokols , Noah Bierman  and Jennifer

Haberkorn

    • Opinion: Trump just did Kavanaugh zero

favors by questioning his accuser

    Decision California

Do Gavin Newsom and John Cox even want the

same job? Their visions of California's

governorship radically differ

Dakota Smith

By Dakota Smith



    • GOP midterm strategy: Forget Trump and

paint the Democrat as 'too far left'

    • California faces new and newly urgent

challenges. Join us as we explore the state's

future

EVENING REPORT

Sacramento authorities arrest UC Berkeley

employee as NorCal Rapist suspect

Sacramento authorities arrest UC Berkeley

employee as NorCal Rapist suspect

Bob Greenblatt stepping down as NBC

Entertainment chairman

Memos by former FBI official McCabe say

Rosenstein considered secretly recording Trump

Indiana to ask Supreme Court to hear abortion

case

A sexy 'Handmaid's Tale' costume is pulled from

the market — for many reasons

Politics Associated Press

GOP, Kavanaugh accuser in standoff over her

Senate testimony

WASHINGTON (AP) - A high-stakes standoff

between Republicans and the woman accusing



Brett Kavanaugh of a three-decade-old sexual

attack stretched into the weekend after the

Senate Judiciary Committee chairman said his

panel would vote Monday on Kavanaugh's

Supreme Court nomination without a deal on her

conditions for testifying.

Politics Esquire

So Why Did Trump Get

Cold Feet About

Declassifying Those

Russia Probe Documents?

Maybe it was something

more than just the

requests of our allies.



    Ford has until 2:30 p.m. ET to decide to testify

    GOP adviser helping Kavanaugh abruptly quits

amid sex harassment claim

    Reagan's daughter reveals her own rape

    GOP senator 'appalled' by Trump tweet

    GOP worries allegation could drive suburban

women voters away

    Ben Carson ties Kavanaugh allegation to old

socialist group

    GOP nominee: Kavanaugh accusation 'absurd'

because they 'never went anywhere'

    These 3 senators have been here before

    US-China trade talks stall amid tariff standoff

    Trump's decision to put new tariffs on $200B

worth of goods ends discussions for now

    How the US trade war might impact your beer

    The stuff you buy at Walmart is about to cost

more

    The trade war reaches your medicine cabinet

    Jack Ma: Trade war could last 20 years

    2 h

    breaking Captain arrested in ferry disaster as

death toll climbs to 209

    5 h

    Candidate's brothers and sisters endorse his



opponent

    Cuomo: Trump doubled down on dumb

    1 h

    Commerce secretary ordered to testify in

Census lawsuit

    2 h

    25 killed in attack on military parade

    Amazon wants Alexa everywhere

    Watch Ted Cruz, Beto O'Rourke spar in testy

debate

    3D gun creator wanted on child sex assault

charge is arrested in Taiwan

    Great white shark lair found

    How Trump's former attorney might help

prosecutors

    Opinion: Trump's global insignificance is about

to be exposed

    4 h

    44 dead as Carolinas brace for more flooding

Mike Flynn to be sentenced in December

Rachel Maddow

Mike Flynn to be sentenced in December

President Trump's former National Security

Adviser Michael Flynn will be sentenced on

December 18th, Rachel Maddow reports.



    Sean Hannity tells Trump: Don't fire

Rosenstein. This is a setup.

    Rosenstein joked about secretly recording

Trump

Image: Chuck Grassley

Pablo Martinez Monsivais / AP

The Query

Spokesman for GOP on Kavanaugh nomination

resigns; has been accused of harassment in the

past

Grassley extends deadline Kavanaugh accuser

Christine Blasey Ford

Brian Williams

Grassley extends deadline Kavanaugh accuser

Christine Blasey Ford

Beto O'Rourke & Ted Cruz trade jabs at fiery

Senate debate

Brian Williams

Beto O'Rourke & Ted Cruz trade jabs at fiery

Senate debate

In a razor close race, Sen. Ted Cruz and the

Democrat challenging him for his Senate seat,

Texas Democrat Rep. Beto O'Rourke debated

Friday in Dallas. MSNBC's Brian Williams has a

look.



Rep. Anna Eshoo defends Kavanaugh accuser: 'It

takes a lot of courage'

Hallie Jackson

Rep. Anna Eshoo defends Kavanaugh accuser: 'It

takes a lot of courage'

Kavanaugh accuser's sister-in-law: 'No doubt

she’s telling the truth'

msnbc

Kavanaugh accuser's sister-in-law: 'No doubt

she’s telling the truth'

Joe Biden: Christine Blasey Ford shouldn’t be

‘vilified’ like Anita Hill

Craig Melvin

Joe Biden: Christine Blasey Ford shouldn’t be

‘vilified’ like Anita Hill

Cohen has 'accepted the fact he is going to

prison'

Morning Joe

Cohen has 'accepted the fact he is going to

prison'

Pompeo: We're taking ‘important steps’ on North

Korea

msnbc

Pompeo: We're taking ‘important steps’ on North

Korea

Does Rosenstein bombshell mean Mueller's

tenure is limited?



Brian Williams

Does Rosenstein bombshell mean Mueller's

tenure is limited?

After The New York Times reported in 2017 that

Rosenstein discussed secretly recording Trump,

could this mean the president is inching closer to

trying to shut the Mueller investigation down

completely? Julia Ainsley reacts.

Flooded coal ash dump threatens downriver NC

city with toxicity

Rachel Maddow

Flooded coal ash dump threatens downriver NC

city with toxicity
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Reclusive Millionaire Warns: "Get Out Of Cash

Now"Investing Outlook
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    Need answers on progressive plans for health

care? This lawmaker's a good place to start.
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    Immigration crackdown lets domestic abusers

go free, experts warn
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    13h ago

    Maryland trainers gave inadequate care to

Jordan McNair, report finds

    13h ago
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with the journey to Mars?
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    HUD Secretary Carson defends Kavanaugh by

bringing up paternity claim he faced
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over past sexual misconduct
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hearing for Ford
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Businesswoman under big thumb losing papers

Opinion

Amy Chua's advice to would-be Kavanaugh clerks

was sexist and all-too common

Image: When Harry Met Sally - 1989

Opinion

Hollywood's idea that men and women can't be

'just friends' sets us up to fail

Image: Donald Trump, Christopher Wray

Opinion

Kavanaugh chaos highlights major flaw in FBI

background check process

It's time for women to embrace their rage

Opinion

It's time for women to embrace their rage



Republicans play deadline games with

Kavanaugh accuser

Rachel Maddow

Republicans play deadline games with

Kavanaugh accuser

NY Times story may give Trump excuse he seeks

to fire Rosenstein

Rachel Maddow

NY Times story may give Trump excuse he seeks

to fire Rosenstein

Dr. Ford legal team calls GOP arbitrary deadline

'bullying'

Rachel Maddow

Dr. Ford legal team calls GOP arbitrary deadline

'bullying'

The Rachel Maddow Show

MORE
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MORE

#WhyIDidntReport: victims answer Trump

The Last Word

#WhyIDidntReport: victims answer Trump

Lawrence: Republicans have no intention of fair

hearing for Ford

The Last Word



Lawrence: Republicans have no intention of fair

hearing for Ford

Why GOP Senators want someone else to

question accuser

The Last Word

Why GOP Senators want someone else to

question accuser

Number opposing Kavanaugh confirmation rises

Morning Joe

Number opposing Kavanaugh confirmation rises

FDA sees ‘substantial’ increase in teen

e-cigarette use

Morning Joe

FDA sees ‘substantial’ increase in teen

e-cigarette use

After Maria, Chef Jose Andres worked to feed

Puerto Rico

Morning Joe

After Maria, Chef Jose Andres worked to feed

Puerto Rico

Morning Joe

More

11th Hour
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Wash Post: Trump doesn't trust Rosenstein after



NYT story
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Wash Post: Trump doesn't trust Rosenstein after

NYT story

NYT: Rosenstein discussed secretly taping Trump

& 25th Amendment

Brian Williams

NYT: Rosenstein discussed secretly taping Trump

& 25th Amendment

Poll: More Americans oppose Kavanaugh

nomination than support it

Brian Williams

Poll: More Americans oppose Kavanaugh

nomination than support it

World Reuters

China summons U.S. ambassador to protest

sanctions over Russia military equipment

Chinese Deputy Foreign Minister Zheng Zeguang

summoned Ambassador Terry Branstad to lodge

"stern representations" and protest the

sanctions, the foreign ministry said. Earlier,

Chinese defense ministry spokesman Wu Qian

said China's decision to buy fighter jets and

missile systems from Russia was a normal act of



cooperation between sovereign countries, and

the United States had "no right to interfere". On

Thursday, the U.S. State Department imposed

sanctions on China's Equipment Development

Department (EED), the branch of the military

responsible for weapons procurement, after it

engaged in "significant transactions" with

Rosoboronexport, Russia's main arms exporter.

World AFP

India 'arrogant' for cancelling rare meeting:

Pakistan's Khan

India's decision to cancel rare talks with

Islamabad was disappointing and "arrogant",

Imran Khan said Saturday, after New Delhi

accused Pakistan's prime minister of harbouring

an "evil agenda". India pulled the plug on a

meeting between its foreign minister and her

Pakistani counterpart, set for next week on the

sidelines of a major UN conference, just one day

after saying it would go ahead. The foreign

ministry in New Delhi blamed the about-face on

recent actions that had revealed Pakistan's "evil

agenda" and the "true face" of Khan, who hit

back on Twitter Saturday.



Politics HuffPost

I Revealed A Priest Abused Me 30 Years Ago. If

I'm A Hero, Why Isn't Christine Blasey Ford?

Three weeks ago, I publicly revealed that I was

abused by my parish priest

Politics Associated Press

Trump delays Russia probe documents; allies

voiced concerns

President Trump delayed his own order to

declassify and release documents from the FBI's

Russia investigation.

Rep.'s siblings endorse his opponent. 1 calls him

'racist'

Ted Cruz is asked if he lost his dignity

US-China trade talks stall amid tariff standoff

Ex-Trump official reportedly changes her story

about Flynn and Russian diplomat

Cuomo: Trump doubled down on dumb

Senator's re-election campaign donated only half

of money it received from Franken group

Here's how Michael Cohen might be helpful to



prosecutors

New Jersey sheriff steps down after uproar over

racist remarks

Opinion: Trump's global insignificance is about to

be exposed

World Reuters

For bold Chinese buyers of soybeans, bargain U.S.

prices trump trade war

XIAN/BEIJING (Reuters) - At least two cargoes of

U.S. soybeans are heading for China as some

buyers are willing to risk taking up historically

cheap U.S. beans even amid worries that Beijing

may take further steps to deter imports amid

mounting trade tensions with Washington. Grain

traffic from the United States to China has nearly

ground to a halt since Beijing hit $50 billion in

U.S. imports, including soybeans, with hefty

tariffs, in retaliation for a similar move by

Washington. The buyers of the beans, which are

used to make meal for animal feed and oil for

cooking, are not known, and the cargoes may

have been booked before the tariffs were

introduced.



Politics Bloomberg

Michael Cohen Makes Unannounced Visit to New

York Federal Courthouse

President Donald Trump's former lawyer, Michael

Cohen, has paid an unannounced visit to the

federal courthouse in New York where he pleaded

guilty a month ago. Cohen is awaiting a

December sentencing after pleading guilty to tax

fraud, bank fraud and campaign finance

violations. During his plea, Cohen said Trump

directed him to arrange payments to a porn star

before the 2016 election.

    Was publicist 'duped' to set up Trump Tower

meeting?

    Publicist Rob Goldstone wrote the email to

Donald Trump Jr. that would later pique the

interest of special counsel Robert Mueller's

prosecutors.

    More details emerge in new book »



Susan Edelman Blank

 They told me everything I need to know about

who they are.

    Bill Hendrick: Lindsey Graham is a fool and so

are these are 'men'! Buncha wimps.

    Susan Bernstein: Almost embarrassed to admit

that at one time he was one of a few Repu I

respected. Then golf with his buddy.!











Susan Edelman Blank

 Unglued. Unraveling. Trump is falling apart. The

chaos candidate is the chaos president. This pin

was created by a member of The National

Coalition of Concerned Mental Health

Professionals for Jill Wine- Banks to wear on

MSNBC when she gives her commentary. You

might have noticed that she wears pins on her

lapel. They all have significance. She will be on

the Joy Reid Show this Saturday, wearing and

discussing the significance of this pin. Please

tune in!
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ABC News was live — in Washington, DC.

Yesterday at 12:32 PM ·

The ABC News Politics team has the latest on

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s

sexual assault allegation. Earlier today, Pres.

Trump challenged Christine Blasey Ford's

allegation against Kavanaugh. Plus, before Ford

testifies, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell

predicts Kavanaugh will be confirmed.

https://abcn.ws/2MSZKz8 

Open Letter from Yale Law Students, Alumni, and

Educators Regarding Brett Kavanaugh

*Please sign below. Additional signatories will be

added regularly*

July 10, 2018

To Dean Gerken and the Yale Law School

leadership,

We write today as Yale Law students, alumni, and

educators ashamed of our alma mater. Within an

hour of Donald Trump’s announcement that he

would nominate Brett Kavanaugh, YLS ‘90, to the

Supreme Court, the law school published a press

https://abcn.ws/2MSZKz8


release boasting of its alumnus’s

accomplishment. The school’s post included

quotes from Yale Law School professors about

Judge Kavanaugh’s intellect, influence and

mentorship of their students.

Yet the press release's focus on the nominee's

professionalism, pedigree, and service to Yale

Law School obscures the true stakes of his

nomination and raises a disturbing question: 

Is there nothing more important to Yale Law

School than its proximity to power and prestige?

Judge Kavanaugh’s nomination presents an

emergency — for democratic life, for our safety

and freedom, for the future of our country. His

nomination is not an interesting intellectual

exercise to be debated amongst classmates and

scholars in seminar. Support for Judge

Kavanaugh is not apolitical. It is a political

choice about the meaning of the constitution and

our vision of democracy, a choice with real

consequences for real people. Without a doubt,

Judge Kavanaugh is a threat to the most

vulnerable. He is a threat to many of us, despite

the privilege bestowed by our education, simply

because of who we are. 



Since his campaign launched, Trump has

repeatedly promised to appoint justices who

would overturn Roe v. Wade. Overturning that

decision would endanger the lives of countless

people who need or may need abortions —

including many who sign this letter. Trump’s

nomination of Judge Kavanaugh is a reliable way

to fulfill his oath. Just a few months ago, Judge

Kavanaugh ruled to deny a detained immigrant

minor her constitutional right to abortion.

Decades-old Supreme Court precedent makes

clear that the government may not place an

undue burden on a pregnant person’s access to

abortion. But Judge Kavanaugh clearly did not

feel constrained by precedent: what could be a

greater obstacle than a cage? The minor had

never wavered in her decision to seek an abortion

and had received a judicial bypass from a state

judge who found that she was competent to make

the decision. Yet Kavanaugh condescendingly

and disingenuously held that she must wait

weeks until she was in a “better place” to make a

choice about her own bodily autonomy — at

which point she might not be able to have a legal

abortion. Further, Kavanaugh argued that to

require immigration authorities to stop blocking

her from accessing this right would force the



government into complicity. 

The judge employed similar spurious reasoning in

a 2015 dissent arguing that the ACA’s

contraceptive mandate violated the rights of

religious organizations, even though those

organizations were granted an accommodation

that allowed them to opt out of providing

contraceptive coverage. Kavanaugh’s opinions

give us grave concern that he will consistently

prioritize the beliefs of third-parties over the

rights of the oppressed — not only when it comes

to abortion and contraception, but also regarding

other forms of medical care (including care for

transgender patients), family privacy, and sexual

liberty. Litigants harness this same logic when

arguing that institutions have a religious right to

discriminate against LGBT people — an issue the

Court is certain to take up in the years to come. 

Judge Kavanaugh would also act as a rubber

stamp for President Trump’s fraud and abuse.

Despite working with independent counsel Ken

Starr to prosecute Bill Clinton, Judge Kavanaugh

has since called upon Congress to exempt sitting

presidents from civil suits, criminal

investigations, and criminal prosecutions. He has



also noted that “a serious constitutional question

exists regarding whether a president can be

criminally indicted and tried while in office.” This

reversal does not reflect high-minded

consideration but rather naked partisanship. At a

time when the President and his associates are

under investigation for various serious crimes,

including colluding with the Russian government

and obstructing justice, Judge Kavanaugh’s

extreme deference to the Executive poses a

direct threat to our democracy. 

As part of his assault on the administrative state

— based not in law, as he claims, but on policy

preference — Judge Kavanaugh has undermined

attempts to protect the environment and regulate

predatory lenders and for-profit colleges. He has

called now-defunct Net Neutrality regulations

violations of the First Amendment. If elevated,

the judge would pose an existential threat to the

government’s ability to regulate for the common

good and further twist the First Amendment

beyond recognition, using it as a sword to

advance his personal political preferences. His

appointment would usher in a new era of

Lochner, with “black-robed rulers overriding

citizens’ choices.”



Judge Kavanaugh has consistently protected the

interests of powerful institutions and disregarded

the rights of vulnerable individuals. On the D.C.

Circuit he denied a student with disabilities

access to the remedial education he was

promised after he emerged from juvenile

detention. In a 2008 dissent, Judge Kavanaugh

argued undocumented workers are not protected

by labor laws. In 2016, Judge Kavanaugh ruled

that employers can require employees to waive

their right to picket. In a concurrence, he argued

that the National Security Agency’s sweeping call

surveillance program was consistent with the

Fourth Amendment. As an attorney, he advocated

for prayer at open public school events in brazen

contravention of our country’s separation of

church and state. 

The list goes on. We see in these rulings an

intellectually and morally bankrupt ideologue

intent on rolling back our rights and the rights of

our clients. Judge Kavanaugh’s resume is

certainly marked by prestige, groomed for exactly

this nomination. But degrees and clerkships

should not be the only, or even the primary,

credential for a Supreme Court appointment. A

commitment to law and justice is.



Now is the time for moral courage — which for

Yale Law School comes at so little cost. Perhaps

you, as an institution and as individuals, will

benefit less from Judge Kavanaugh’s ascendent

power if you withhold your support. Perhaps

Judge Kavanaugh will be less likely to hire your

favorite students. But people will die if he is

confirmed. We hope you agree your sacrifice

would be worth it. Please use your authority and

platform to expose the stakes of this moment and

the threat that Judge Kavanaugh poses.
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Kavanaugh accuser accepts Senate panel’s

request to testify, lawyers say

The emerging accord marked the most concrete

signs of progress yet in high-stakes negotiations

that seemed to be at an impasse at the start of

the weekend. Still, the Senate has made no

public announcement of a hearing, and those

close to the situation cautioned that they still

needed to resolve some disagreements.

    By Seung Min Kim, Sean Sullivan and Emma



Brown55 minutes ago

‘Incredibly frustrated’: Inside the GOP effort to

help Kavanaugh survive allegation

In mock questioning sessions, Supreme Court

pick Brett M. Kavanaugh refused to answer some

questions that he saw as too personal.

    By Seung Min Kim and Josh Dawsey

Accuser moved 3,000 miles to reinvent her life. It

wasn’t far enough.

Christine Blasey Ford's husband, Russell Ford,

remembered her mindset when Justice Anthony

M. Kennedy announced his retirement. She even

considered moving to another country, her

husband said.

    By Jessica Contrera, Ian Shapira, Emma Brown

and Steve Hendrix

The memorial stands at a busy intersection in

Bladensburg, Md. (Michael Robinson Chavez/The

Post)

The memorial stands at a busy intersection in

Bladensburg, Md. (Michael Robinson Chavez/The

Post)



Who are the 49 World War I servicemen stirring a

legal battle over a giant cross?

Ninety-three years after the Peace Cross was

dedicated, the U.S. Supreme Court could wade

into a legal skirmish over the future of the

memorial, a 40-foot-tall granite and concrete

cross that a federal appeals court ruled was an

unconstitutional government endorsement of

religion.

    By Ann E. Marimow and Michael E. Ruane

Trump holds his fire as advisers urge him not to

dismiss Rosenstein

The president has long wanted to get rid of the

deputy attorney general, but aides say recent

revelations in Justice Department memos should

be held in reserve.

    By Devlin Barrett, Robert Costa and Josh

Dawsey

    The Fix: 4 things we need to know about the

Rod Rosenstein bombshell

subscribe

The story must be told.



Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

I went to an elite prep school like Kavanaugh's.

Here's what I saw.

    By Greg Jaffe

Ford runs circles around hapless Republicans,

who now have a second scandal

    By Jennifer Rubin

I helped write a speech defending a vote for

Clarence Thomas. I regret it still.

    By Stephen Rodrick

I know why Christine Blasey Ford didn’t come

forward earlier. I didn’t, either.

    By Eileen McClure Nelson

Why women’s rage is healthy, rational and

necessary for America



    By Carlos Lozada

Trump sees ‘tremendous progress’ on the Koreas

where none exists

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

Trump administration seeks to limit access to

U.S. for immigrants who use or are likely to use

public assistance

The proposed changes amount to a broad

expansion of the government’s ability to deny

visas or residency to immigrants if they benefit

from programs like Medicaid or housing vouchers.

    By Nick Miroff1 hour ago

Turkey faces perilous mission in northern Syria —

and possible disaster if it fails

Ankara fears a regime offensive in Idlib could

send refugees racing to the border and fuel a new

militancy.

    By Erin Cunningham

(The Washington Post)



(The Washington Post)

How a British music publicist ended up in the

middle of the Russia storm

Since helping broker a meeting between Donald

Trump Jr. and a Russian lawyer, Rob Goldstone

said his life has been “quite a whirl.”

    By Rosalind S. Helderman

Minnesota legislator quits race after daughter

says he molested her

Jim Knoblach, a Republican state representative

in Minnesota, denied the allegations but dropped

his bid for reelection, saying he needs to focus on

“healing my family.”

    By Reis Thebault

Men who allegedly shot neighbor in mattress

dispute arrested — again — after video surfaces

Police took John Miller and his son, Michael

Miller, into custody citing “great concern” for the

community and declaring the original bond

insufficient.

    By Reis Thebault



Vintage-looking Tiger Woods poised for first win

in over five years

A five-under 65 on Saturday at the Tour

Championship put Woods, in search of a victory

for the first time since the 2013 WGC-Bridgestone

Invitational, up by three shots.

    By Jacob Bogage1 hour ago

POST DOCS

The Best of The Post’s Video Journalism

Repercussions of War

7:11

(The Washington Post)

How a mother and daughter survived the pain of

rape and genocide

Angel’s mother tried to kill her twice. Nearly 23

years since Rwanda’s genocide, they are still

dealing with the repercussions of war and rape.

    By Rhonda Colvin

Campaign 2018

Female GOP candidates face certain hurdles

Murder with Impunity

Inside one neighborhood where most murders are

never solved
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Only half of George Washington’s Supreme Court

nominees showed up on time

All of George Washington’s Supreme Court

nominees were confirmed in only two days, but

half of them were tardy.

    By Michael S. Rosenwald
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it is still scarce.
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'I'm just going to move': North Carolina residents

assess their flooded homes
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Supreme Court Nominee

Brett Kavanaugh’s Accuser Reaches Tentative

Deal to Testify on Thursday

    The agreement between senators and Christine

Blasey Ford, who accused Judge Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual assault, could alter the

course of a bitter Supreme Court confirmation

fight.

    But in a setback for Dr. Blasey, a third person

denied having any recollection of the party where

the alleged assault occurred.

23m ago

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh during his

confirmation hearing. Erin Schaff for The New

York Times

Trump Galvanized a Movement of Women.

Kavanaugh Is Testing It.

The judge’s fate, and the Senate’s treatment of

his accuser, have the makings of a pivot point in

American politics.

6h ago

TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

U.S. Aims to Sharply Restrict New Green Cards

for Those on Public Aid



    Immigrants who legally use public benefits like

food assistance and Section 8 housing vouchers

could be denied green cards under new rules.

    The proposal, aimed at keeping out people the

administration deems a drain on the economy,

could affect millions of poor immigrants.

1h ago

Talk of the 25th Amendment Underscores a

Volatile Presidency

The deputy attorney general’s reported

discussion last year of a mechanism to remove

the president showed just how fractured the

team around President Trump is.

8h ago

The deputy attorney general, Rod Rosenstein,

suggested secretly recording Mr. Trump and

discussed the 25th Amendment.

Sept. 21

CHINA

China and Vatican Reach Deal on Appointment of

Bishops

    It ends a decades-old power struggle and is the

Communist country’s first formal recognition of

the pope’s authority within the Catholic Church in



that nation.

    The deal comes at a time when the pope is

under scrutiny for the handling of clerical sex

abuse, and is likely to fuel discontent from

conservative forces within the church.

1h ago

Preparations before a Mass in Anyang, in the

province of Henan, China, last month. Pak

Yiu/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

Beijing Demands U.S. Withdraw Sanctions

Imposed Over Military Purchases From Russia

Chinese officials summoned the U.S. ambassador

in Beijing to denounce the new sanctions from

Washington.

6h ago

Chinese officials canceled plans for trade talks in

Washington this week.

9h ago

POLITICS

Sheldon Adelson Sees a Lot to Like in Trump’s

Washington

    The casino magnate and his wife, initially

skeptical of President Trump, are thrilled with

some of his policies and have donated $55 million



to Republican campaigns.

    Mr. Adelson enjoys a direct line to the

president and used his access to push Mr. Trump

to move the U.S. embassy in Israel to Jerusalem

and cut Palestinian aid.

5h ago

Are You a Democratic Socialist?

Democratic socialists have been one of the

breakout groups of the 2018 election season, but

many voters don't know what exactly they stand

for. Do you?

9m ago

Six siblings of a Republican congressman,

alarmed by his views, endorsed his opponent in

campaign ads.

6h ago

Listen to Some of the Best Sounds From Around

the World

    What if we let sound lead us around the world?

The deafening roar of Iceland’s Dettifoss

waterfall. Echoes that don’t stop in a mausoleum

in India. The surprising sounds of lava from

Kilauea in Hawaii.

    Take a sonic adventure. Listen to the world in



the magazine’s Fall Voyages Issue.

6h ago

Your Weekend

11 of Our Best Weekend Reads

    Unraveling the Russia election plot. Puerto

Rico a year after Hurricane Maria. Who is

Christine Blasey Ford? We are Ranch Nation. And

more.

    Have a cup of tea and read some fantastic

journalism.

Sept. 22

The Week in Good News: Here are seven great

things we wrote about this week.

Sept. 20

Test your knowledge of the week’s headlines

with our news quiz.

9m ago

Opinion

Henry Nicholls

Let Teenagers Sleep In

Starting schools before 8:30 a.m. shows a tragic

disregard for both the mental health of children

and for science.



11h ago

Britt Peterson

The Long Year of #MeToo on Capitol Hill

What it feels like to have to prep your boss for the

Kavanaugh hearings.

Kai-Fu Lee

What China Can Teach the U.S. About Artificial

Intelligence

The Editorial Board

Britain Stumbles Toward Disunion

Maureen Dowd

Maureen Dowd

Sick to Your Stomach? #MeToo

Jennifer Weiner

Jennifer Weiner

The Patriarchy Will Always Have Its Revenge

Frank Bruni

Frank Bruni

Is This Man the Antidote to Donald Trump?

Ross Douthat

Ross Douthat

The Burden of Proof for Kavanaugh

Paul Krugman

Paul Krugman

Steeper Versus Deeper (Wonkish)

Rodrigo Zeidan



Still Haunted by Grocery Shopping in the 1980s

Men, Tell Us About Your High School Experience

Editors’ Picks

David Wolkowsky, via the Key West Art Historical

Society

Tennessee Williams Made Paintings. They Were

About Love and Loss, Too.

The playwright’s little-known artworks provide an

intimate look at his preoccupation with eternal

questions and his feeling of being an outsider.

Art & DesignSept. 21

In ‘Colette,’ Keira Knightley Trades Her Corsets

for a Daring Suit

In this new period drama, the clothes have their

own character arc. “The costumes really reflect

what’s happening inside Colette,” says the

director.

MoviesSept. 19

A Cambodian Refugee Cooks From Memory at

Nyum Bai

Since opening the restaurant in Oakland, Calif., in

February, Nite Yun has followed Khmer cooking

traditions that war and genocide nearly wiped

out.



Brits Warned Trump Against Releasing Carter

Page Surveillance Docs

The U.K. is America's closest intelligence ally

and has a strong interest in keeping the

surveillance application out of sight. But Trump

still hasn't ruled out ...

The Daily Beast

today

In Reversal, Trump No Longer Demands

Declassification of Russia Documents

WASHINGTON — In a rare retreat, President

Trump on Friday reversed himself and said he

was no longer demanding that documents related

to the Russia ...

The New York Times

yesterday

China cancels military talks with U.S. in protest

at sanctions over Russia military equipment

reign ministry on Saturday summoned the U.S.

ambassador in Beijing to protest Washington's

decision to sanction a Chinese military agency

and its director for ...

Reuters



today

China Fires Back Against U.S. Sanctions For

Purchases Of Russian Weapons

China has warned the U.S. to withdraw sanctions

on its military or face consequences. The U.S.

imposed the sanctions on Thursday over China's

purchase of ...

NPR

Shipping containers stacked in Long Beach, Calif.

The cancellation of trade talks between

American and Chinese officials came as

President Trump plans to put his biggest round of

tariffs on Chinese goods into effect on Monday.

China Cancels Plans for Trade Talks in

Washington

The move comes shortly before President

Trump's biggest round of tariffs on Chinese goods

is expected to go into effect.

The New York Times

US-China trade talks stall amid tariff standoff

Negotiations between the United States and

China have stalled after President Donald Trump

ordered new tariffs on Chinese goods.

CNN



    GOP allies urge Trump not to fire Rosenstein

ahead of Kavanaugh confirmation

    McConnell calls Trump about his Kavanaugh

tweets

    Senate Judiciary contacts Ford's friend about

party

    Ford told friends she is uncomfortable in

enclosed spaces

    Kavanaugh classmate details senior year

    ROME, ITALY - MARCH 23: (EDITORIAL USE

ONLY AND STRICTLY NO COMMERCIAL OR

MERCHANDISING USAGE - BOOKS OUT,

BROADCAST OUT, All image rights and copyrights

reserved to the photographic Service of

L&#39;Osservatore Romano. IMAGE IS NOT

LICENSED FOR USAGE BEYOND 60 DAYS OF

CREATE DATE) Recently elected Pope Francis

and his predecessor, Pope Emeritus Benedict

XVI, pray together at the papal summer residence

Castel Gandolfo on March 23, 2013 near Rome,

Italy. Pope Francis and Pope Emeritus Benedic

met to have a private lunch. Historically there is

no known records of a pope and former pope

meeting as a new pontiff is only elected on the

death his predecessor. (Photo by Servizio

Fotografico L&#39;Osservatore Romano via Getty



Images)

    Two Popes, dramatic accusations and their

deafening silence

    A Catholic yells 'Shame on you!' at cardinal

    Vatican: Catholic bishops to return to China

    Cardinal: My mom is ashamed to be Catholic

    Top stories

    Ex-Trump official changes her story about

Flynn and Russian diplomat

    Trump admin wants to block visas, green cards

for those likely to use public benefits

    32 m

    Pompeo: Support Trump or get a new job

    37 m

    Receding floodwaters leave dead fish on

highway in North Carolina

    Great white shark lair found in the Pacific

    Father and son accused of killing neighbor over

a box spring

    Female voter on Kavanaugh: What teen hasn't

done this?

    36 m

    Rescuers search for hurt solo sailor

    2 h

    Japan lands robot rovers on asteroid



‘Incredibly frustrated’: Inside the GOP effort to

help Kavanaugh survive allegation

In mock questioning sessions, Supreme Court

nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh refused to answer

some questions that he saw as too personal. The

tense preparations underscore the monumental

stakes of public testimony from Kavanaugh and

Christine Blasey Ford, who has accused him of

sexual assault.

    By Seung Min Kim and Josh Dawsey

Kavanaugh accuser accepts Senate panel’s

request to testify, lawyers say

The emerging accord marked the most concrete

signs of progress yet in high-stakes negotiations

that seemed to be at an impasse at the start of

the weekend. Still, the Senate has made no

public announcement of a hearing, and those

close to the situation cautioned that

disagreements remained.

    By Seung Min Kim, Sean Sullivan and Emma

Brown

Christine Blasey Ford moved 3,000 miles to



reinvent her life. It wasn’t far enough.

Her husband, Russell Ford, remembers her

mind-set when Justice Anthony M. Kennedy

announced his retirement. She even considered

moving to another country, he said.

    By Jessica Contrera, Ian Shapira, Emma Brown

and Steve Hendrix

The memorial stands at a busy intersection in

Bladensburg, Md. (Michael Robinson Chavez/The

Post)

The memorial stands at a busy intersection in

Bladensburg, Md. (Michael Robinson Chavez/The

Post)

Who are the 49 World War I servicemen behind a

legal battle over a giant cross?

Ninety-three years after the Peace Cross was

dedicated, the U.S. Supreme Court could wade

into a legal skirmish over the future of the

memorial, a 40-foot-tall granite and concrete

cross that a federal appeals court ruled was an

unconstitutional government endorsement of

religion.

    By Ann E. Marimow and Michael E. Ruane



Trump holds his fire as advisers urge him not to

dismiss Rosenstein

The president has long wanted to get rid of the

deputy attorney general, but aides say recent

revelations in Justice Department memos should

be held in reserve.

    By Devlin Barrett, Robert Costa and Josh

Dawsey

    The Fix: 4 things we need to know about the

Rod Rosenstein bombshell

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

I went to an elite prep school like Kavanaugh's.

Here's what I saw.

    By Greg Jaffe

Ford runs circles around hapless Republicans,

who now have a second scandal



    By Jennifer Rubin

I helped write a speech defending a vote for

Clarence Thomas. I regret it still.

    By Stephen Rodrick

I know why Christine Blasey Ford didn’t come

forward earlier. I didn’t, either.

    By Eileen McClure Nelson

Why women’s rage is healthy, rational and

necessary for America

    By Carlos Lozada

Trump sees ‘tremendous progress’ on the Koreas

where none exists

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

Trump administration seeks to limit access to

U.S. for immigrants who use or are likely to use

public assistance

The proposed changes amount to a broad



expansion of the government’s ability to deny

visas or residency to immigrants if they benefit

from programs like Medicaid or housing vouchers.

    By Nick Miroff

Turkey faces perilous mission in northern Syria —

and possible disaster if it fails

Ankara fears a regime offensive in Idlib could

send refugees racing to the border and fuel a new

militancy.

    By Erin Cunningham

(The Washington Post)

(The Washington Post)

How a British music publicist ended up in the

middle of the Russia storm

Since helping broker a meeting between Donald

Trump Jr. and a Russian lawyer, Rob Goldstone

said his life has been “quite a whirl.”

    By Rosalind S. Helderman

Minnesota legislator quits race after daughter

says he molested her

Jim Knoblach, a Republican state representative



in Minnesota, denied the allegations but dropped

his bid for reelection, saying he needs to focus on

“healing my family.”

    By Reis Thebault

Men who allegedly shot neighbor in mattress

dispute arrested — again — after video surfaces

Police took John Miller and his son, Michael

Miller, into custody citing “great concern” for the

community and declaring the original bond

insufficient.

    By Reis Thebault

‘That is his one pass’: Man accused of

kidnapping, strangling woman to commit a sex



act will not go to prison

Alaska officials defended the plea deal, saying it

was a means to compel the defendant to undergo

sex-offender treatment and monitoring.

    By Amy B Wang

POST DOCS

The Best of The Post’s Video Journalism

Repercussions of War

(The Washington Post)

How a mother and daughter survived the pain of

rape and genocide

Angel’s mother tried to kill her twice. Nearly 23

years since Rwanda’s genocide, they are still

dealing with the repercussions of war and rape.



    By Rhonda Colvin

Campaign 2018

Female GOP candidates face certain hurdles

Murder with Impunity

Inside one neighborhood where most murders are

never solved

WATCH MORE VIDEOS

The spectacular rise and fall of Paul Manafort

Explore a full playlist of Post documentary video

WEEKEND PICKS

Retropod

Podcast

(Library of Congress)

(Library of Congress)

Only half of George Washington’s Supreme Court

justices showed up on time



All of George Washington’s Supreme Court

nominees were confirmed in only two days, but

half of them were tardy.

    By Michael S. Rosenwald

5:18

0:00 / 

Wellness

You’ve been told how many minutes of cardio to

do weekly. What about strength training?

Magazine

Scientists thought they had created the perfect

tree. But it became a nightmare.

Voraciously

These fudgy, flourless brownies are a chocolate

lover’s dream
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For some women in China, ‘love markets’ are the

last resort to find a husband

((c) 2018, The Washington Post, Inc.)Graphic

((c) 2018, The Washington Post, Inc.)

A mystery dinosaur in the basement

(Ann Gerhart and Danielle Rindler/Post)Graphic

(Ann Gerhart and Danielle Rindler/Post)

How #MeToo has changed the D.C. power

structure - so far

(Tom Toles/Post)Visual Story

(Tom Toles/Post)

Opinion | Cartoons: The GOP is indulging in some

rough-elephant play

(Sarah L. Voisin/The Post)Story



(Sarah L. Voisin/The Post)

‘Water is everything.’ But for many in Puerto Rico,

it is still scarce.

(Getty Images, EPA-EFE/Shutterstock, Matt

McClain/The Post)Photos

(Getty Images, EPA-EFE/Shutterstock, Matt

McClain/The Post)

(J. Ribas, Ashleigh Joplin/The Washington Post)

'I'm just going to move': North Carolina residents

assess their flooded homes

UP NEXT

Man told police that slaying of black man was

‘practice’ for race attack

Who is K-pop supergroup BTS, and why are they

giving a speech at the U.N.?



    Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford

moved 3,000 miles to reinvent her life. It wasn’t

far enough.

    Opinion Ford runs circles around hapless

Republicans, who now have a second scandal

    ‘Incredibly frustrated’: Inside the GOP effort to

save Kavanaugh amid assault allegation

    Perspective In the ’80s, boys’ prep schools like

Kavanaugh’s could be bastions of misogyny

    Minnesota legislator quits race after daughter

says he molested her 



Politics AFP

Supreme Court nominee accuser agrees to testify

before US Senate

The woman whose sexual assault allegation

threatens to bring down President Donald

Trump's Supreme Court nominee has agreed to

testify in the Senate, her lawyers said Saturday,

setting up a dramatic showdown next week.

Christine Blasey Ford's decision followed days of

negotiations and came after Trump turned

against her and said her accusation could not be

true. After the Senate Judiciary Committee

received a message from Ford's lawyers, several

members confirmed she had accepted their

committee's request to testify.

The GOP and the Kavanaugh Crucible



The National Interest

Evangelicals push Senate Republicans to confirm

Kavanaugh

Associated Press

Sponsored Motley Fool

Motley Fool Issues Rare "Double Down" Buy Alert

Amazon, Microsoft among tech's biggest names

that are now loyal, paying customers of this

company - stock price set to soar.

World Associated Press

Russia blames Israel for downing of plane by

Syrian forces

MOSCOW (AP) - The Russian Defense Ministry on



Sunday again blamed Israel for the downing of a

Russian plane by Syrian government forces and

said Israel appeared "ungrateful" for Moscow's

efforts to rein in Iran-backed fighters in Syria.

Science Engadget

Japan's Hayabusa 2 mission lands on target

asteroid

After months of hovering around its target,

Japan's Hayabusa 2 mission has made contact.

Two of the host spacecraft's landers (ROVER-1A

and 1B) have touched down on the surface of the

asteroid 162173 Ryugu and have already been

hopping around as they take photos (like the one

above) and gauge the space rock's temperature.

MASCOT (Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout),



meanwhile, will tumble rather than fly but can

use its camera, infrared spectrometer,

magnetometer and radiometer to study the

smaller structural details of the asteroid's looser

surface material.

World Reuters

All aboard: Hong Kong bullet train signals

high-speed integration with China

While the $11 billion rail project has raised fears

for some over Beijing's encroachment on the

Chinese-ruled city's cherished freedoms,

passengers at the sleek harbourfront station

were full of praise for a service that reaches

mainland China in less than 20 minutes. "Out of

10 points, I give it nine," said 10-year-old Ng



Kwan-lap, who was traveling with his parents on

the first train leaving for Shenzhen at 7 a.m. "The

train is great. It's very smooth when it hits

speeds of 200 kilometers per hour." Mainland

Chinese immigration officers are stationed in one

part of the modernist station that is subject to

Chinese law, an unprecedented move that some

critics say further erodes the city's autonomy.

Politics HuffPost

Christine Blasey Ford Agrees To 'Provide

First-Hand Knowledge' On Kavanaugh Allegation

Christine Blasey Ford's attorneys say she

"accepts" the Senate Judiciary

Ford tentatively agrees to testify in Kavanaugh

case on Thursday, source says



KABC – Los Angeles

Supreme Court nominee Kavanaugh's accuser

tentatively agrees to testify on Thursday: media

Reuters

Rich Guy’s Brutally Honest Message to America

A 1970's New York Times best-selling author is

back with new predictions that could affect this

country in ways few could have guessed.

Entertainment Esquire

This Is What the Cast of 'Dazed and Confused'

Looks Like Now

All right, all right, all right. From Esquire



World Reuters

China cancels military talks with U.S. in protest

at sanctions over Russia military equipment

China's Defence Ministry said in a statement it

would recall navy chief Shen Jinlong from a visit

to the United States and postpone planned talks

in Beijing between Chinese and U.S. military

officials that had been set for next week. It added

that China's military reserved the right to take

further countermeasures, without giving further

details. Ministry spokesman Wu Qian said China's

decision to buy fighter jets and missile systems

from Russia was a normal act of cooperation

between sovereign countries, and the United

States had "no right to interfere".



Politics Reuters

Supreme Court nominee Kavanaugh's accuser

tentatively agrees to testify on Thursday: media

The agreement is in the works for California

professor Christine Blasey Ford to possibly testify

on Thursday, but details have yet to be finalized,

CNN and other media reported late on Saturday.

The report said that her lawyers will talk again on

Sunday with Senate officials. U.S. Senate

Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley

had set a Saturday afternoon deadline for Ford,

who has accused Kavanaugh of sexual assaulting

her at a high school party 36 years ago, to decide

whether and how she will testify.







U.S. HuffPost

Woman Who Took In Pets During Florence Faces

Charges For Allegedly Giving Them Medicine

A North Carolina animal rescuer is facing criminal

charges for allegedly

World AFP

Iran adhering to nuclear

deal: British PM



Iran is adhering to its

commitments under the

Iran nuclear deal and the

accord -- repudiated by

the United States -- should

stay in place, Britain's

prime minister said in an

interview broadcast on

Sunday. "From what we



see, we believe that it is

doing that," Theresa May

told CBS. Looking at -- the

way in which -- Iran is

acting in the region -- to

destabilize the region.



Kavanaugh accuser will testify Thursday in front

of Senate Judiciary Committee

The deal comes after days of intense

negotiations in which Christine Blasey Ford’s

lawyers sought to push back a hearing initially

scheduled for Monday into accusations that she

was sexually assaulted by Supreme Court

nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh when they were

teenagers.

    By Karoun Demirjian and Emma Brown

The party of men: Kavanaugh fight risks

worsening the GOP’s gender problem

The moment shows the gulf that has emerged

between the parties as they navigate America’s

cultural reckoning on sexual assault.



    By Philip Rucker, Ashley Parker and Robert

Costa

A Cosby accuser’s powerful message for

Christine Blasey Ford

‘Incredibly frustrated’: Inside the GOP effort to

help Kavanaugh survive allegation

Graham: Appoint special counsel to probe

‘bureaucratic coup’ against Trump

The Republican senator didn’t call for the firing of

Deputy Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein but

blamed others in the department who he said

have “tried to destroy this president.”

    By Tom Hamburger

Zou Rui, 25, is an engineer working in



e-commerce giant JD.com's highly automated

warehouse near Shanghai. (Yuyang Liu for The

Post)

Zou Rui, 25, is an engineer working in

e-commerce giant JD.com's highly automated

warehouse near Shanghai. (Yuyang Liu for The

Post)

He’s one of the only humans at work — and he

loves it

Zou Rui is one of four babysitters who oversee

hundreds of robots that pack roughly 200,000

boxes each day inside a warehouse the size of

seven football fields. Analysts say it’s a peek at

the future of manual work in China and beyond —

a place where a chosen few tend to the

machines, while most workers have been

rendered obsolete.



    By Danielle Paquette

For Nikki Haley, a lower profile as Trump heads

back to the U.N.

When President Trump appears at the annual

United Nations gathering this week, Haley will

still be a central figure. But her role narrowed as

aides with more nationalist agendas gained favor.

    By Anne Gearan and John Hudson

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1
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I went to an elite prep school like Kavanaugh's.

Here's what I saw.

    By Greg Jaffe

If Republicans don’t get answers, Democrats will

in 2019

    By Jennifer Rubin

Kavanaugh has a doppelganger — no, not that

one

    By Megan McArdle

Kavanaugh’s Senate hearing isn’t a trial. The

standard isn’t ‘reasonable doubt.’



    By Caprice Roberts

In 2006, she reported her rape. Her hometown

turned against her. What do we owe her?

    By Elizabeth Bruenig

Trump sees ‘tremendous progress’ on the Koreas

where none exists

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

Russia revives allegations of Israeli culpability in

downed plane in Syria

Russia’s harsh critique of Israel’s role raises

questions about their relationship in the future.



    By Liz Sly, Anton Troianovski and Ruth Eglash

After Florence, thousands of dead fish wash

ashore — onto a highway

Residents described a “horrible decaying flesh

smell,” and firefighters used a hose to try to clear

the road.

    By Reis Thebault

Women don’t just face a gender pay gap. They

also suffer from a stock options gap.

New research suggests the gender pay gap

extends to a common form of non-traditional

compensation, particularly in the tech industry.

    By Brian Fung



The ‘bride price’ in China keeps rising. Some

villages want to put a cap on it.

The custom has been around for centuries, but

costs are swelling as the country copes with one

of the biggest demographic imbalances in history.

    By Amanda Erickson

NFL Week 3

Redskins running back Adrian Peterson, left, ran

for two touchdowns in the team’s win over Green

Bay. (Jonathan Newton/The Post)

Redskins running back Adrian Peterson, left, ran

for two touchdowns in the team’s win over Green

Bay. (Jonathan Newton/The Post)

Redskins take down the Packers and a hobbled

Aaron Rodgers in 31-17 victory



Washington rode an impressive first-half

performance to a win, which ties the team with

Eagles for first place in NFC East.

    By Les Carpenter

    Redskins-Packers takeaways: Adrian Peterson

bounces back

The town that gave the world Spam is proud to be

‘autism-friendly’

Ten years ago, Austin, Minn., became one of the

first towns to launch a community-wide effort to

reduce the disorder’s stigma and make

businesses aware of the needs of autistic

customers.



    By Amy Ellis Nutt

POST DOCS

The Best of The Post’s Video Journalism

Fired and Rehired

(The Washington Post)

Here’s how an officer fired for killing an unarmed

man got his job back

Fired from the Miami Police Department, here is

how one officer out of hundreds nationwide won

their jobs back over the objections of the police

chief.

    By Dalton Bennett

A Newspaper for Healing

Parkland students report on the shooting they



survived and the classmates they lost

A Toxic Town, a Search for Answers

This town says it’s dying of cancer. Can one

doctor help them get out?

WATCH MORE VIDEOS

A text. A death. And a police officer left unwanted

by a city that once praised him.

Explore a full playlist of Post documentary video

WEEKEND PICKS

Retropod

Podcast

(AP)

(AP)

Winnie and Nelson Mandela’s marriage survived

prison but not freedom

Their 38-year marriage endured his incarceration

and hers.



    By Michael S. Rosenwald
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How #MeToo has changed the D.C. power

structure - so far
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Opinion | Cartoons: The GOP is indulging in some

rough-elephant play

(Sarah L. Voisin/The Post)Story
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‘Water is everything.’ But for many in Puerto Rico,

it is still scarce.

(Getty Images, EPA-EFE/Shutterstock, Matt

McClain/The Post)Photos

(Getty Images, EPA-EFE/Shutterstock, Matt

McClain/The Post)
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Video
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'I'm just going to move': North Carolina residents

assess their flooded homes

UP NEXT

Man told police that slaying of black man was

‘practice’ for race attack
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Play Video7:54

Who is K-pop supergroup BTS, and why are they

giving a speech at the U.N.?
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moved 3,000 miles to reinvent her life. It wasn’t
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Politics

    Minnesota legislator quits race after daughter

says he molested her

    Ed Whelan offers to resign from conservative

think tank he led

    Analysis

    Showtime’s ‘The Circus’ is fast food — tasty if

not always nourishingChristine Blasey Ford

moves closer to deal with Senate Republicans to

testify against Kavanaugh

World

    Japan’s Abe finds himself on sidelines amid

outreach with North Korea

    Maldives opposition declares victory over



autocratic ruler in presidential electionIndia

launches ‘Modicare,’ the world’s biggest

government health programTrump administration

seeks to limit access to U.S. for immigrants who

use or are likely to use public assistance

National

    Even as the U.S. grows more diverse, the

medical profession is slow to follow

    Men who allegedly shot neighbor in mattress

dispute arrested — again — after video

surfacesMan accused of kidnapping woman and

masturbating on her given ‘one pass,’ won’t go to

prisonDam breach sends toxic coal ash flowing

into a major North Carolina river



PostEverything

    Perspective

    I directed White House nominations. Of course

the FBI can check Kavanaugh again.

    Perspective

    I saw Florence sending millions of gallons of

animal feces flooding across North Carolina.

    Perspective

    I know why Christine Blasey Ford didn’t come

forward earlier. I didn’t, either.

    Perspective

    I helped write a speech defending a vote for

Clarence Thomas. I regret it still.

    Perspective

    He was 8 and suicidal, and suddenly six cops

were in his living room



    State agency rejects Va. school district’s plan

to arm school employeesD.C.-area forecast: Rainy

and cool through tomorrow, warmer and still

unsettled into midweekRedskins vs. Packers

weather forecast: Rainy, cloudy and cool

Sports

    Analysis

    College football winners and losers Week 4:

Stanford rallies and leaves Oregon dazed and

confused

    NFL Week 3: Drew Brees sparkles in OT; Jimmy

Garoppolo injured; Patrick Mahomes sizzles; Clay

Matthews steamsRedskins-Packers takeaways:

Adrian Peterson bounces back and defense gets
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 Dr. Brandy Lee; Donald Trump (AP/Yale/Salon)

Psychiatrist Bandy Lee: Trump is getting worse;

“I suspect he is unable to tolerate reality”

Yale psychiatrist who edited “Dangerous Case”

bestseller says an urgent intervention “was

indicated long ago”
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Two weeks ago, the New York Times published

an anonymous op-ed by a senior Trump

administration official who was deeply concerned

about President Trump's mental health and his

authoritarian tendencies. (Don Foster, a retired

scholar who specializes in textual analysis -- and

correctly identified Joe Klein as the author of

"Primary Colors" -- thinks he knows who that

person is.)

For the New York Times to publish such an op-ed,

and for a White House official to warn the

American people and the world about a

dangerous president is unprecedented in the

country's history. But the article was not

surprising to at least one person. Bandy Lee, a

professor of psychiatry at the Yale University



School of Medicine, says she was contacted last

year by White House insiders, who were "scared"

that the president was "unraveling."

Lee has been tracking the apparent decline in

Donald Trump's mental health for several years.

She has convened a conference on the obligation

of mental health professionals to warn the public

about the dangers he represents, and is also the

editor of the bestselling book "The Dangerous

Case of Donald Trump: 27 Psychiatrists and

Mental Health Experts Assess a President."

Click for Sound

Will Donald Trump's mental health continue to

decline? In what ways is special counsel Robert

Mueller's investigation exacerbating Trump's



apparent mental and emotional unraveling? How

do collective narcissism and violence tie Donald

Trump to his supporters? Are Trump's

authoritarian impulses connected to his mental

health? Is the safety of the world imperiled by

Donald Trump's access to nuclear weapons?

This conversation has been edited for clarity and

length.

What was your first reaction when the New York

Times published the anonymous op-ed by a White

House official?

I was not surprised. I was struck by how the

op-ed was being treated as such a big deal. I

think it’s admirable that the writer chose to



divulge the information about Donald Trump's

very dangerous and worrisome behavior. But in

many ways Trump's behavior was expected. As

mental health professionals, we see the

psychological symptoms in process so the result

and outcome are very often not that surprising.

So as events unfold, it’s merely a playing out of

what was inevitable with Trump's paranoia and

trying to hunt down the person in the White

House who wrote the New York Times op-ed.

You have said that two officials in the White

House actually reached out to you last year with

their fears about Donald Trump's mental health.

That occurred during October of last year. There

were two phone calls saying that these persons



were from the White House. They seemed very

credible and very genteel over the phone. They

were very respectful. They were calling because

they found me to be credible based on the book I

edited about Donald Trump's mental health.

These people were trying to figure out a solution

and really just asking for help.

Beautify Your Deck: Tips From the Experts

[Video]

By Behr Paint

The anonymous New York Times op-ed is a cry for

help -- which is how I read it as a mental health

professional. It's all very understandable, in a

way, because mental impairment can be quite

overwhelming and powerful in ways that regular



people who are not used to seeing such mental

symptoms can be caught unaware. They will also

often be left at a loss as to how to respond,

because the mental health symptoms being

reported about Donald Trump can overcome

healthy individuals through their sheer force.

So much of this is predictable from a clinical

standpoint. Trump is not going to get better. What

are his symptoms?

Donald Trump has shown a number of symptoms

which are now quite obvious to even an untrained

person. He is impulsive. He is reckless. He has

shown a lack of empathy and a lack of concern

about consequences. His grip on reality is loose. I

suspect he is unable to tolerate reality for what it



is. So, Trump has to make himself into a person

who is infallible and an expert on everything.

Therefore, when reality does not comport with his

emotional needs, he has to fabricate his own

version of reality. Trump has also shown a

tendency of needing to present himself as being

strong and powerful. He is constantly

preoccupied with his self-image, he is unable to

tolerate criticism and he lashes out when there is

a hint of anyone being against him or challenging

his authority. The truth of the matter is quite the

opposite. Trump's behavior is a sign of weakness,

not strength.
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Is Trump's behavior somehow strategic, as a

means of keeping the public and his political

enemies confused? Or is this all just impulse and

instinct, a sign of his mental instability?

Both elements are at work. He tries to strategize.

But when someone is behaving in a way that is

caused by their mental impairment, their behavior

becomes predictable and rather rigid. Normal



behavior is actually very wide-ranging. You can

choose not to behave a certain way, you can

change your method, you can change your

responses. That's a more healthy response. In

Donald Trump's case, we find that his responses

are almost always predictable.

For example, the denial of any failure or error in

Puerto Rico. That can be very effective, and

therefore be mistaken for strategy. But it is

actually impairment. Donald Trump can't, for

example, decide to think more carefully or

respond more thoughtfully to events. He simply

reacts. That is one of the ways that we can

determine that his behavior is more of a symptom

than a thoughtful strategic response.



This makes Trump vulnerable to being

manipulated by a foreign power (or others) who

do not have the American people's best interests

at heart.

Those who have figured out that Trump is

predictable can stroke his ego or present

themselves as being "strong men," autocrats and

the like -- he will start to worship you and behave

in ways that are advantageous to you. This is why

I believe Trump has been so difficult to remove

through the 25th Amendment, impeachment or

other checks and balances, because he is so

amenable and easy to manipulate. This means

that all variety of extreme policies which

wouldn't have passed under a healthier president

are possible under this one.



So the psychological and emotional issues

actually play into his authoritarian behavior and

his demagoguery?

Authoritarian behavior is actually pathology. It is

a certain set of traits which makes individuals

vulnerable to being controlled. We think of

authoritarian behavior as being strong and

confident, but actually it's more obsequious.

There is a whole population following the

authoritarian and being loyal to him no matter

what. He leads them to destruction and the end

results are almost always quite devastating --

which is why it's actually not a healthy situation.

A  system like despotism or tyranny or fascism is

really not a political ideology so much as a

collective state of poor health that leads



eventually to harm for the collective body.

I have argued that Trump leads a political cult

tied together by racism and other antisocial

behavior, and that it is all evidence of collective

narcissism. Trump is personally violent and has

also encouraged violence by his supporters.

He thrives on fear and anger. Trump stokes that

to his advantage. One of the reasons that my

colleagues and I said that Trump was dangerous

during his campaign was because he incites

violence. He is attracted to violence. Trump will

continually wish to either provoke or be drawn to

violence himself -- such as starting a war, even a

nuclear war. Nuclear weapons will be especially

attractive to him because of their destructive



power. That power won't deter Trump, but rather

may draw him to more violence. It is all

connected. The incitement of violence in the

population, the attraction to war and division, and

powerful weapons.

There has been an increase in hate crimes,

beginning with Trump's campaign and through

almost two years of his presidency. Bullying

among children has increased. There are mass

shootings. Violence seems to be spreading in

Trump's America.

Pathology itself is spreading. It can be seen as

something that's contagious. Violence is learned

behavior. So when you present violence as a

viable response to conflict -- and not only do you



reward people who act violently, but you glorify it

and show it as a valid means of resolving

problems -- then yes, there's plenty of evidence

showing that children will learn to be violent.

This is a predictable consequence of rewarding

not just an aggressive violent person to the office

of presidency but also the rhetoric he uses and

the climate he encourages. The greatest danger

that Mr. Trump is posing to our nation at this

point and internationally is the culture of violence

that he's laying the groundwork for. There has

been an escalating gun murder rate since

Trump's campaign and presidency. There are also

the highest gun murder rates in 25 years and

epidemics of suicide which are at the highest

levels in decades.



READ MORE: I was wrong about the "blue wave":

It's here. But where will it land and what does it

mean?

You and your fellow mental health professionals

have continued to issue public warnings about

Donald Trump's danger to the country and the

world. What are some of the specifics?

We recently put out a statement that special

prosecutor Robert Mueller’s investigations are

likely to provoke Donald Trump into taking

extreme and dangerous measures to try to

distract the public.

The same would apply with the revelations that

are coming forth with Robert Woodward's book or



the New York Times op-ed, his diminishing

popularity -- all these things are going to be

additional stresses on an already stressed

presidency. His level of lying -- it's already at a

pathological level, but the Washington Post noted

that his rate of lying has quadrupled. In other

words, in the first six months of this year he lied

twice as much as he did in the entire preceding

year.

All those are signs of deterioration: His

increasingly angry tweets, his resorting to more

and more fantastical versions of reality, his

conspiracy theories -- the deep state and so forth.

These are signs of deterioration and we're

treading dangerously close to something

devastating happening. When we make



predictions, we’re not saying that something will

definitely happen, but when the probability

exceeds a certain level of acceptability, then

mental health professionals have a duty to warn

and to alert the public. That's why we've been

speaking up all this time, but the situation has

become much more dire.

It is unfortunate that we don’t have a political

solution at this point. The correct response and

treatment would involve containment -- and

denying Trump access to nuclear weapons.

How does Trump's denying that thousands of

people were killed in Puerto Rico from Hurricane

Maria reflect his mental health? Likewise, on the

anniversary of 9/11, Trump was acting



inappropriately as well, celebrating and

congratulating himself as he got off Air Force

One.

That just shows how Trump lacks basic human

qualities. This is actually a very debilitating,

impairing condition where he is unable to have

empathy for other people. Trump is so focused on

himself, and probably always preoccupied with

protecting himself and survival of the self. Those

of us who have a basic sense of self-worth, and

are grounded in our ability to accept ourselves

and to see ourselves as being significant, don't

have need to constantly be on guard or

constantly attack imaginary threats. It is all

revealing of his level of fragility.



Trump doesn't seem to have an internal sensor

that says, "This is wrong". Instead it is just

literally, “Here's what I feel. I'm going to do it."

Trump doesn't have that internal restraint. He has

to constantly guard himself unless he's getting

perpetual adulation and approval from others. He

truly feels as if he's catastrophically in danger of

losing himself. That is why something like  a

devastating nuclear war would not be

inconceivable to him. Trump has built himself up

to be as the undefeatable, powerful, all-knowing

person. If that façade were to crumble, then it

will feel as if the entire universe were crumbling

as well. It would become very attractive for

Trump to launch a war or to use nuclear

weapons. We know from his speeches, his own



words, that he's very attracted to nuclear

weapons. Trump has even asked, “Why do we

have them if we don't use them?”

All his actions are in preparation for something

like a nuclear war. I wouldn't be surprised if that

would be the first place he goes. This is quite

beyond the imagination of most people. We can't

even conceive of that being a response, let alone

a response that we would take, because a normal

person would think about the level of devastation

and the consequences. But Donald Trump is

unable to think of consequences, as far as we

can tell.

Trump has shown a detachment from reality, and

of being someone who has shown a severely



impaired ability to be empathetic. Trump also has

shown a level of cruelty and pleasure in inflicting

pain on others. Everything is going in the

direction of something very harmful and

devastating. It's only a matter of the stress rising

to the level where Trump would make such a

decision, to start a war or use nuclear weapons.

This is a very dangerous situation.

But ordinary people will tend to think that “Well,

he won't go that far, he won't do this.” In other

words, he wouldn't destroy himself and human

civilization. That's an assumption on our part

based on normal behavior. What mental health

professionals can perhaps do for society is to

educate the public on how serious the signs

Trump is manifesting really are.



Mental health professionals routinely assess,

treat and contain individuals like Donald Trump

on a daily basis. It's routine. There are medical

standards of response, even if it is not happening

at the political level where it should. Usually,

with an individual like Donald Trump you need an

urgent mental health evaluation. This has not

happened yet, even though the need for one was

indicated long ago.

How Trump is destroying the GOP

Rick Wilson on how a "chain of bad decisions"

wrecked the Republican Party.
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Evil is defined as the absence of good. Every

person has different definitions of evil and



goodness. However, in many cases true evil is

very hard to recognize especially for people who

always try to find something good in others.

We can not ignore that there are truly evil people

around us and we need to learn how to notice the

signals that show us when someone means

nothing else but to harm us.

1. Reality denial

Regardless of how obvious the truth is these

people will always deny it. Their truth is the only

that matters even though it is complete opposite

of the reality. Their truth is actually reflection of

their wicked, unhealthy thoughts and ideas.



2. Fact twisting

These people are incredible manipulators. They

are able to twist any fact that they do not want to

accept. They possess ability to take things out of

context and create a story that is in their favor.

3. Hiding information

All information that they believe can compromise

their goals will be immediately withheld. By

keeping this information a secret they believe

that they are not doing anything wrong i.e. they

do not consider this to be lying. However, if this

silence harms others than, it is certainly lying.

Moreover, they will blame you and make you feel

guilty for lacking trust.



4. Misleading people

What they are very good at is misleading you by

making you feel attacked, incompetent,

vulnerable, afraid or hated. They achieve this by

carefully choosing well-thought words.

5. Constant lies

Whatever they may be talking about they will

always add” juicy “information because they feel

satisfaction when they lie to other people.

6. No remorse

These people will never feel sorry for hurting

people. They enjoy destroying relationships or



anything that other people find meaningful. They

find pleasure in other people’s sufferings. If they

see something good, they will do all in their

power to destroy it.

7. Avoid responsibility

Lack of moral is one of the key traits of these

people. They never admit or apologize for their

mistakes.

8. Manipulators

Masters of manipulation is their second name.

They always have a plan and will do anything to

realize it.



9. Fair-weather friends

They change like the weather. They will be your

friends when you are happy and successful.

However, as soon as you face hardships they will

disappear. Do not expect support from them.

They will be around you only if they can gain

something.

10. Time thieves

They can not stand other people being successful

and they will do anything in their power to

prevent them from realizing their plans. They hate

when others are better than them .

11. Double lives



They have a different story for everyone. You can

never truly get a clear picture of who these

people are. They often lead double lives and no

one really knows them well.

12. Control freaks

They look at other people as their toys and want

to have complete control over them. This can be

clearly seen when they lose control over them

and their true intentions appear on the surface.

These traits can be found in many people but if

you notice more of them in one person then it is

time for you to distance from them and to

eventually remove them from your life.



Always be careful when somebody appears to be

perfect. Try to be more attentive and observant of

this person’s interactions because you never

know what truly lies beneath.

Source : http://fullyawaremind.com 
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In an hourlong debate that took place at Southern

Methodist University in Dallas, the men traded

barbs on a host of issues from immigration, gun

control, police brutality and support for President

Donald J. Trump.
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Thursday, lawyers say
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Kavanaugh accuser reaches deal to testify

Thursday, lawyers say

Christine Blasey Ford, who has accused

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of

sexual assault, has agreed to testify in an open

hearing with the Senate Judiciary Committee

on Thursday.
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Garret Ventry, an adviser for the Senate

Judiciary Committee, has resigned amid

questions from NBC News about a previous

sexual harassment complaint.
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Albert Edwards thinks the stock market should

stop drinking the Kool Aid.

Albert Edwards, global strategist at Société

Générale, this week cautioned that the

moment of reckoning for stocks is near and

investors should stop buying into the fantasy



of a robust economy as a recession is lurking

right around the corner.

The stock market, he said, “truly has drunk the

strong economy Kool-Aid.”

That warning comes as the Federal Reserve is

all but certain to raise the benchmark interest

rate when the Federal Open Market Committee

meets next week. And as the central bank

maintains a hawkish stance, investors are

wondering how high Treasury yields can go

before the stock market’s red hot rally hits a

wall.

Conventional wisdom suggests that once the



10-year note starts yielding more than 3%,

appetite for stocks tends to taper.

But for Edwards, the market is already on

precarious footing and it has only mere months

to go before everything falls apart.

The strategist — who has doggedly warned

that the central banks’ easy-money policies

since the 2008 financial crisis have created a

giant bubble that would eventually plunge the

global markets into a financial ice age —

believes 2018 is looking a lot like 2007.

“The economic data looked just as strong back

in June 2007 and only a few mavericks had



figured out a recession was on the way,”

Edwards told MarketWatch.

If history repeats itself, which he seems to

think it will, the selloff in stocks will be

triggered by rising yields on the back of

improving economic data even as expectations

for inflation remains muted.

“Then, like now, enthusiasm on U.S. growth

was reaching its heady climax,” he wrote in a

note to clients.

And although the famed perma-bear himself

declined to predict a specific number that

could trigger a market collapse, he cited



research from his colleague Stephanie Aymes

who projected selling pressure to accelerate

when the 10-year Treasury yield nears 3.05%, a

level that was recently breached.

“The Citi Economic Surprise Index for the U.S.

had slumped back towards zero. That

convergence of expectations with the data

normally means yields should have continued

to paddle sideways around 2.8% — and yet we

have seen this dramatic rise,” he said.

The yield on the 10-year note TMUBMUSD10Y,

+0.01%  moved above the closely watched 3%

mark on Monday with upward pressure

expected to steadily build as the Fed



continues to tighten the monetary policy on a

booming economy. The central bank is widely

expected to hike the federal-funds rate,

currently at 1.75% to 2%, by 25 basis points

when the FOMC convenes its two-day meeting

on Sept. 25.

Edwards’s bearish outlook rings hollow at a

time when the U.S. economy is prospering and

corporate earnings are growing by double

digits. Yet, his references to a looming

recession may not be as outlandish as it

seems given concerns about an inverted yield

curve where long-term yields such as the

10-year Treasury yield fall below their

shorter-term peers. This inversion typically



happens when confidence in the economy is

weak and is viewed as a harbinger of doom as

it has preceded every U.S. recession over the

past six decades.

A number of strategists expect the

10-year/2-year yield curve to flip some time

next year with Oliver Jones, a markets

economist at Capital Economic, projecting an

inversion in early 2019.

The 10-year yield traded at 3.06% and the

2-year hit 2.80% Friday, a mere spread of 26

basis points.

In contrast to Edwards, Tom Lee, managing



partner at Fundstrat Global Advisor, said

stocks should remain largely immune to the

adverse impact of higher rates until the

10-year tests 4% which is where price to

earnings ratio starts to feel pressure.

“A sustained rise in rates has the biggest

effect on growth versus value [stocks],

favoring value,” he said.

Meanwhile, most fund managers surveyed by

Bank of America Merrill Lynch said that 3.6% is

the “magic number” that would make them

rotate away from stocks into bonds.

The central bank has telegraphed four



interest-rate hikes this year or one each

quarter, with the markets penciling in another

increase in December after this month.

However, mounting friction between the U.S.

and China could result in a more cautious

message from the central bank, according to

Bricklin Dwyer, U.S. senior economist at BNP

Paribas.

“We expect a discussion of the ‘downside

risks’ to growth and ‘upside risks’ to inflation

posed by these trade policy changes in both

Chair Powell’s press conference and the

subsequent minutes of the meeting,” said

Dwyer in a note.



President Donald Trump on Monday announced

new tariffs on about $200 billion in Chinese

goods and threatened additional penalties as

part of his effort to force trading partners to

offer more advantageous terms.

In response, China retaliated with tariffs of 5%

to 10% on $60 billion worth of U.S. products

that will take effect Sept. 24 and said it may

introduce more measures if the U.S. goes

ahead with higher tariffs.

Supreme Court Nominee

Christine Blasey Ford Has Committed to

Testifying Before the Senate



    Some details need to be finalized, but

lawyers for Dr. Blasey said those would not

impede her testifying Thursday on her

accusation of sexual assault against Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh.

    The on-again, off-again talks have thrown

the Supreme Court confirmation proceedings

for Judge Kavanaugh, who has denied the

allegations, into turmoil.

4h ago

The woman who has accused Judge Brett M.

Kavanaugh, President Trump’s Supreme Court

nominee, of sexually assaulting her decades

ago is set to testify on Thursday. Doug

Mills/The New York Times



Trump Galvanized a Movement of Women, and

Kavanaugh Is Testing It

The judge’s fate, and the Senate’s treatment of

his accuser, have the makings of a pivot point

in American politics.

Sept. 22

TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

U.S. Aims to Sharply Restrict New Green Cards

for Those on Public Aid

    Immigrants who legally use public benefits

like food assistance and Section 8 housing

vouchers could be denied green cards under

new rules.

    The proposal, aimed at keeping out people



the administration deems a drain on the

economy, could affect millions of poor

immigrants.

Sept. 22

Talk of the 25th Amendment Underscores a

Volatile Presidency

The deputy attorney general’s reported

discussion last year of a mechanism to remove

the president show the depths of the fractures

in the team around President Trump.

Sept. 22

The deputy attorney general, Rod J.

Rosenstein, suggested secretly recording Mr.

Trump and discussed the 25th Amendment.
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Sheldon Adelson Sees a Lot to Like in Trump’s

Washington

    The casino magnate and his wife, initially

skeptical of President Trump, have donated

$55 million to Republican campaigns.

    Mr. Adelson enjoys a direct line to the

president and used his access to push Mr.

Trump to move the U.S. Embassy in Israel to

Jerusalem and cut Palestinian aid.

Sheldon Adelson and his wife Miriam, attended

a presidential debate at Hofstra University in

Hempstead, N.Y., in September 2016. Damon



Winter/The New York Times

Are You a Democratic Socialist?

Democratic socialists have been one of the

breakout groups of the 2018 election season,

but many voters don't know what exactly they

stand for. Do you?

Walmart, Patagonia and Lyft are making

pushes to increase voter turnout in November.

DIPLOMACY

An Undiplomatic Trump? At This U.N. Meeting,

His Aides Fear the Opposite

    For President Trump’s advisers, the biggest



risk at the United Nations General Assembly

this year is that he will be overly enthusiastic

about engaging with adversaries.

    Laying out requirements is one thing;

controlling the president’s conviction that he

can outmaneuver any leader, or strike any

deal, is another.

China Is Confronting New U.S. Hostility. But Is

It Ready for the Fight?

As the acrimony intensifies, Beijing’s

immediate worry is how the Chinese public will

handle the trade war and what effect it might

have on domestic stability.



    Politics

Kavanaugh accuser commits to Senate hearing

Thursday as battle lines harden for a

high-stakes confrontation

Christine Blasey Ford's attorneys say that she

will testify ahead of Kavanaugh — not after, as

she had sought — to present their opposing

memories of a drunken party where she says

she was nearly raped.

By Laura King

    • GOP troubles with women get worse after



Trump defends Kavanaugh on sexual assault

accusation

    L.A. Now

California police uphold few complaints of

officer misconduct — and the investigations

stay secret

A Times analysis shows law enforcement

agencies upheld 8.4% of complaints over the

last decade. Most were rejected without

explanation.

James Queally

By James Queally
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A year after his stormy debut at the U.N.,

Trump will claim that his combative approach

to foreign policy has been successful

President Trump will speak Tuesday before the

United Nations General Assembly, the kind of

multilateral group he disdains. But he loves the

global spotlight.

By Tracy Wilkinson , Eli Stokols  and Laura

King
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Senate Democrats

Investigate a New

Allegation of Sexual

Misconduct, from Brett

Kavanaugh’s College

Years



By Ronan Farrow and

Jane Mayer

Deborah Ramirez, a Yale classmate of Brett

Kavanaugh’s, has described a dormitory party

gone awry and a drunken incident that she

wants the F.B.I. to investigate.

Photograph by Benjamin Rasmussen for The

New Yorker

As Senate Republicans press for a swift vote

to confirm Brett Kavanaugh, President Trump’s

nominee to the Supreme Court, Senate



Democrats are investigating a new allegation

of sexual misconduct against Kavanaugh. The

claim dates to the 1983-84 academic school

year, when Kavanaugh was a freshman at Yale

University. The offices of at least four

Democratic senators have received

information about the allegation, and at least

two have begun investigating it. Senior

Republican staffers also learned of the

allegation last week and, in conversations with

The New Yorker, expressed concern about its

potential impact on Kavanaugh’s nomination.

Soon after, Senate Republicans issued

renewed calls to accelerate the timing of a

committee vote. The Democratic Senate

offices reviewing the allegations believe that



they merit further investigation. “This is

another serious, credible, and disturbing

allegation against Brett Kavanaugh. It should

be fully investigated,” Senator Mazie Hirono, of

Hawaii, said. An aide in one of the other

Senate offices added, “These allegations seem

credible, and we’re taking them very seriously.

If established, they’re clearly disqualifying.”

The woman at the center of the story, Deborah

Ramirez, who is fifty-three, attended Yale with

Kavanaugh, where she studied sociology and

psychology. Later, she spent years working for

an organization that supports victims of

domestic violence. The New Yorker contacted

Ramirez after learning of her possible



involvement in an incident involving

Kavanaugh. The allegation was conveyed to

Democratic senators by a civil-rights lawyer.

For Ramirez, the sudden attention has been

unwelcome, and prompted difficult choices.

She was at first hesitant to speak publicly,

partly because her memories contained gaps

because she had been drinking at the time of

the alleged incident. In her initial

conversations with The New Yorker, she was

reluctant to characterize Kavanaugh’s role in

the alleged incident with certainty. After six

days of carefully assessing her memories and

consulting with her attorney, Ramirez said that

she felt confident enough of her recollections

to say that she remembers Kavanaugh had



exposed himself at a drunken dormitory party,

thrust his penis in her face, and caused her to

touch it without her consent as she pushed

him away. Ramirez is now calling for the F.B.I.

to investigate Kavanaugh’s role in the incident.

“I would think an F.B.I. investigation would be

warranted,” she said.

In a statement, Kavanaugh wrote, “This

alleged event from 35 years ago did not

happen. The people who knew me then know

that this did not happen, and have said so. This

is a smear, plain and simple. I look forward to

testifying on Thursday about the truth, and

defending my good name--and the reputation

for character and integrity I have spent a



lifetime building--against these last-minute

allegations.”

The White House spokesperson Kerri Kupec

said the Administration stood by Kavanaugh.

“This 35-year-old, uncorroborated claim is the

latest in a coordinated smear campaign by the

Democrats designed to tear down a good man.

This claim is denied by all who were said to be

present and is wholly inconsistent with what

many women and men who knew Judge

Kavanaugh at the time in college say. The

White House stands firmly behind Judge

Kavanaugh.”

Ramirez said that, when both she and



Kavanaugh were freshmen at Yale, she was

invited by a friend on the women’s soccer team

to a dorm-room party. She recalled that the

party took place in a suite at Lawrance Hall, in

the part of Yale known as Old Campus, and

that a small group of students decided to play

a drinking game together. “We were sitting in a

circle,” she said. “People would pick who

drank.” Ramirez was chosen repeatedly, she

said, and quickly became inebriated. At one

point, she said, a male student pointed a gag

plastic penis in her direction. Later, she said,

she was on the floor, foggy and slurring her

words, as that male student and another stood

nearby. (Ramirez identified the two male

onlookers, but, at her request, The New Yorker



is not naming them.)

A third male student then exposed himself to

her. “I remember a penis being in front of my

face,” she said. “I knew that’s not what I

wanted, even in that state of mind.” She

recalled remarking, “That’s not a real penis,”

and the other students laughing at her

confusion and taunting her, one encouraging

her to “kiss it.” She said that she pushed the

person away, touching it in the process.

Ramirez, who was raised a devout Catholic in

Connecticut, said that she was shaken. “I

wasn’t going to touch a penis until I was

married,” she said. “I was embarrassed and

ashamed and humiliated.” She remembers



Kavanaugh standing to her right and laughing,

pulling up his pants. “Brett was laughing,” she

said. “I can still see his face, and his hips

coming forward, like when you pull up your

pants.” She recalled another male student

shouting about the incident. “Somebody yelled

down the hall, ‘Brett Kavanaugh just put his

penis in Debbie’s face,’ ” she said. “It was his

full name. I don’t think it was just ‘Brett.’ And I

remember hearing and being mortified that this

was out there.”

Ramirez acknowledged that there are

significant gaps in her memories of the

evening, and that, if she ever presents her

story to the F.B.I. or members of the Senate,



she will inevitably be pressed on her

motivation for coming forward after so many

years, and questioned about her memory, given

her drinking at the party.

And yet, after several days of considering the

matter carefully, she said, “I’m confident about

the pants coming up, and I’m confident about

Brett being there.” Ramirez said that what has

stayed with her most forcefully is the memory

of laughter at her expense from Kavanaugh

and the other students. “It was kind of a joke,”

she recalled. “And now it’s clear to me it

wasn’t a joke.”

Video From The New Yorker

Trump Nominates Kavanaugh to the Supreme



Court

By his freshman year, Kavanaugh was

eighteen, and legally an adult. During his

confirmation hearing before the Senate

Judiciary Committee, Kavanaugh swore under

oath that as a legal adult he had never

“committed any verbal or physical harassment

or assault of a sexual nature.”

The New Yorker has not confirmed with other

eyewitnesses that Kavanaugh was present at

the party. The magazine contacted several

dozen classmates of Ramirez and Kavanaugh

regarding the incident. Many did not respond to

interview requests; others declined to



comment, or said they did not attend or

remember the party. A classmate of Ramirez’s,

who declined to be identified because of the

partisan battle over Kavanaugh’s nomination,

said that another student told him about the

incident either on the night of the party or in

the next day or two. The classmate said that

he is “one-hundred-per-cent sure” that he was

told at the time that Kavanaugh was the

student who exposed himself to Ramirez. He

independently recalled many of the same

details offered by Ramirez, including that a

male student had encouraged Kavanaugh as

he exposed himself. The classmate, like

Ramirez, recalled that the party took place in a

common room on the first floor in Entryway B



of Lawrance Hall, during their freshman year.

“I’ve known this all along,” he said. “It’s been

on my mind all these years when his name

came up. It was a big deal.” The story stayed

with him, he said, because it was disturbing

and seemed outside the bounds of typically

acceptable behavior, even during heavy

drinking at parties on campus. The classmate

said that he had been shocked, but not

necessarily surprised, because the social

group to which Kavanaugh belonged often

drank to excess. He recalled Kavanaugh as

“relatively shy” until he drank, at which point

he said that Kavanaugh could become

“aggressive and even belligerent.”



Another classmate, Richard Oh, an

emergency-room doctor in California, recalled

overhearing, soon after the party, a female

student tearfully recounting to another student

an incident at a party involving a gag with a

fake penis, followed by a male student

exposing himself. Oh is not certain of the

identity of the female student. Ramirez told her

mother and sister about an upsetting incident

at the time, but did not describe the details to

either due to her embarrassment.

Mark Krasberg, an assistant professor of

neurosurgery at the University of New Mexico

who was also a member of Kavanaugh and

Ramirez’s class at Yale, said Kavanaugh’s



college behavior had become a topic of

discussion among former Yale students soon

after Kavanaugh’s nomination. In one e-mail

that Krasberg received in September, the

classmate who recalled hearing about the

incident with Ramirez alluded to it and wrote

that it “would qualify as a sexual assault,” he

speculated, “if it’s true.”

One of the male classmates who Ramirez said

egged on Kavanaugh denied any memory of the

party. “I don’t think Brett would flash himself

to Debbie, or anyone, for that matter,” he said.

Asked why he thought Ramirez was making the

allegation, he responded, “I have no idea.” The

other male classmate Ramirez said was



involved in the incident commented, “I have

zero recollection.”

In a statement, two of those male classmates

who Ramirez alleged were involved in the

incident, the wife of a third male student she

said was involved, and three other classmates,

Dino Ewing, Louisa Garry, and Dan Murphy,

disputed Ramirez’s account of events: “We

were the people closest to Brett Kavanaugh

during his first year at Yale. He was a

roommate to some of us, and we spent a great

deal of time with him, including in the dorm

where this incident allegedly took place. Some

of us were also friends with Debbie Ramirez

during and after her time at Yale. We can say



with confidence that if the incident Debbie

alleges ever occurred, we would have seen or

heard about it—and we did not. The behavior

she describes would be completely out of

character for Brett. In addition, some of us

knew Debbie long after Yale, and she never

described this incident until Brett’s Supreme

Court nomination was pending. Editors from

the New Yorker contacted some of us because

we are the people who would know the truth,

and we told them that we never saw or heard

about this.”

MORE FROM
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The former friend who was married to the male

classmate alleged to be involved, and who

signed the statement said of Ramirez, “This is

a woman I was best friends with. We shared

intimate details of our lives. And I was never

told this story by her, or by anyone else. It

never came up. I didn’t see it; I never heard of

it happening.” She said she hadn’t spoken with

Ramirez for about ten years, but that the two

women had been close all through college, and

Kavanaugh had remained part of what she

called their “larger social circle.” In an initial

conversation with The New Yorker, she

suggested that Ramirez may have been

politically motivated. Later, she said that she

did not know if this was the case.



Ramirez is a registered Democrat, but said that

her decision to speak out was not politically

motivated and, regarding her views, that she

“works toward human rights, social justice,

and social change.” Ramirez said that she felt

“disappointed and betrayed” by the statements

from classmates questioning her allegation,

“because I clearly remember people in the

room whose names are on this letter.”

Several other classmates said that they

believed Ramirez to be credible and honest,

and vouched for her integrity. James Roche

was roommates with Kavanaugh at the time of

the alleged incident and is now the C.E.O. of a

software company in San Francisco. “Debbie



and I became close friends shortly after we

both arrived at Yale,” he said. “She stood out

as being exceptionally honest and gentle. I

cannot imagine her making this up.” He said

that he never witnessed Kavanaugh engage in

any sexual misconduct, but did recall him

being “frequently, incoherently drunk.” He

described Ramirez as a vulnerable outsider. “Is

it believable that she was alone with a wolfy

group of guys who thought it was funny to

sexually torment a girl like Debbie? Yeah,

definitely. Is it believable that Kavanaugh was

one of them? Yes.” Another acquaintance from

college, Jennifer Klaus, similarly said that she

considered the allegation plausible, adding,

“Debbie’s always been a very truthful,



kind—almost to the point of being

selfless—individual.” A third classmate, who

Ramirez thought had attended the party, said

that she was not present at the incident. The

former student, who asked not to be named,

said that she also found Ramirez credible.

Former students described an atmosphere at

Yale at the time in which alcohol-fuelled

parties often led to behavior similar to that

described by Ramirez. “I believe it could have

happened,” another classmate who knew both

Kavanaugh and Ramirez said. Though she was

not aware of Kavanaugh being involved in any

specific misconduct, she recalled that heavy

drinking was routine and that Ramirez was



sometimes victimized and taunted by male

students in his social circle. “They were

always, like, ‘Debbie’s here!,’ and then they’d

get into their ‘Lord of the Flies’ thing,” she

said. While at Yale, Kavanaugh became a

member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity,

or “DKE,” which several students said was

known for its wild and, in the view of some

critics, misogynistic parties. Kavanaugh was

also a member of an all-male secret society,

Truth and Courage, which was popularly

known by the nickname “Tit and Clit.”

Ramirez said that she continued to socialize

with one of the male classmates who had

egged Kavanaugh on during the party during



college; she even invited the classmate to her

house for Thanksgiving one year, after he told

her that he had nowhere to go. She also

attended his wedding, years later, as a guest

of his wife, and said that she posed for

photographs with Kavanaugh, smiling.

Ramirez said that she remained silent about

the matter and did not fully confront her

memories about it for years because she

blamed herself for drinking too much. “It was a

story that was known, but it was a story I was

embarrassed about,” she said. More recently,

she has begun to reassess what happened.

“Even if I did drink too much, any person

observing it, would they want their daughter,



their granddaughter, with a penis in their face,

while they’re drinking that much?” she said. “I

can say that at fifty-three, but when I was

nineteen or twenty I was vulnerable. I didn’t

know better.” Reflecting on the incident now,

she said she considers Kavanaugh’s male

classmates culpable. “They’re accountable for

not stopping this,” she said. However, “What

Brett did is worse.” She added, “What does it

mean, that this person has a role in defining

women’s rights in our future?”

As Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearings became

a national story, the discussions among

Ramirez and Kavanaugh’s classmates took on

heightened urgency, eventually spreading to



news organizations and to the Senate. Senate

aides from Ramirez’s home state of Colorado

alerted a lawyer, Stanley Garnett, a former

Democratic district attorney in Boulder, who

currently represents her. Ramirez ultimately

decided to begin telling her story publicly,

before others did so for her. “I didn’t want any

of this,” she said. “But now I have to speak.”

Ramirez said that she hoped her story would

support that of Christine Blasey Ford, the

California professor who has raised an

allegation of sexual misconduct against

Kavanaugh that bears several similarities to

Ramirez’s claim. Like Ramirez, Ford said that

Kavanaugh was involved in sexual misconduct



at a party while drunk and egged on by a male

friend. In July, she sent a letter to Senator

Dianne Feinstein alleging that, at a party in the

summer of 1982, when she was fifteen and

Kavanaugh was seventeen and in high school,

Kavanaugh pushed her into a bedroom, locked

the door, pinned her to a bed, and covered her

mouth to stop her screams as he attempted to

pull off her clothes. Details of Ford’s allegation

were initially made public by The New Yorker,

which did not name her at the time.

Subsequently, she disclosed her name in an

interview with the Washington Post. In her

letter, Ford said that during the incident she

feared that Kavanaugh might inadvertently kill

her. She alleged that a male friend and



Georgetown Prep classmate of Kavanaugh’s,

Mark Judge, was present in the room,

alternately urging Kavanaugh to “go for it” and

to “stop.” Kavanaugh has denied the

allegation.

Ford’s allegation has made Judge a potentially

pivotal witness for Kavanaugh. Judge told The

New Yorker that he had “no recollection” of

such an incident. Judge, who is a conservative

writer, later gave an interview to The Weekly

Standard in which he called Ford’s allegation

“just absolutely nuts,” adding, “I never saw

Brett act that way.” Asked by the interviewer

whether he could remember any “sort of

rough-housing with a female student back in



high school” that might have been “interpreted

differently by parties involved,” Judge told the

publication, "I can’t. I can recall a lot of

rough-housing with guys.” He added, "I don’t

remember any of that stuff going on with girls."

After seeing Judge’s denial, Elizabeth Rasor,

who met Judge at Catholic University and was

in a relationship with him for about three

years, said that she felt morally obligated to

challenge his account that “ ‘no horseplay’

took place at Georgetown Prep with women.”

Rasor stressed that “under normal

circumstances, I wouldn’t reveal information

that was told in confidence,” but, she said, “I

can’t stand by and watch him lie.” In an



interview with The New Yorker, she said,

“Mark told me a very different story.” Rasor

recalled that Judge had told her ashamedly of

an incident that involved him and other boys

taking turns having sex with a drunk woman.

Rasor said that Judge seemed to regard it as

fully consensual. She said that Judge did not

name others involved in the incident, and she

has no knowledge that Kavanaugh

participated. But Rasor was disturbed by the

story and noted that it undercut Judge’s

protestations about the sexual innocence of

Georgetown Prep. (Barbara Van Gelder, an

attorney for Judge, said that he “categorically

denies” the account related by Rasor. Van

Gelder said that Judge had no further



comment.)

Another woman who attended high school in

the nineteen-eighties in Montgomery County,

Maryland, where Georgetown Prep is located,

also refuted Judge’s account of the social

scene at the time, sending a letter to Ford’s

lawyers saying that she had witnessed boys at

parties that included Georgetown Prep

students engaging in sexual misconduct. In an

interview, the woman, who asked to have her

name withheld for fear of political retribution,

recalled that male students “would get a

female student blind drunk” on what they

called “jungle juice”—grain alcohol mixed with

Hawaiian Punch—then try to take advantage of



her. “It was disgusting,” she said. “They

treated women like meat.”

Kavanaugh’s attitude toward women has come

to play a central role in his confirmation

process. His backers have offered portrayals of

his strong support for girls and women. When

Kavanaugh accepted Trump’s nomination to

the Court at a White House event in July, he

and Trump both stressed that he had numerous

female law clerks, and that he coached his

young daughters’ school basketball teams.

During his Senate confirmation hearings,

Kavanaugh at one point ushered into the

Senate hearing room a large group of school

girls whose basketball games he had coached,



showcasing his warm and supportive

relationships with women. Earlier this month,

on the same day The New Yorker reported

details of Ford’s allegation, Republicans on the

Judiciary Committee released a letter from

sixty-five women defending the nominee. On

Monday, CNN reported that the White House

has been contacting many of those women

again, hoping to present their perspective to

the media, perhaps as part of a group news

conference.

The very different portrayals of Kavanaugh and

his social scene offered by Ford, and now

Ramirez, come at a crucial point in the

confirmation process. On Friday, Republican



Senator Charles Grassley, of Iowa, the

chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,

issued a public ultimatum to Ford, announcing

that he would schedule the committee’s vote

on Kavanaugh’s confirmation for Monday

morning if she did not respond to an invitation

to testify by a deadline, set first for Friday

night and then for Saturday afternoon. Lawyers

for Ford had pushed back, demanding an

outside investigation of Ford’s allegation by

the F.B.I. before she offered testimony, and

said that she needed additional time to

prepare. The White House and F.B.I. have

declined to pursue that F.B.I. investigation,

though Grassley has stated that his office has

conducted its own inquiries into the matter. On



Sunday, Ford’s lawyer and the committee

reached an agreement for her to testify on

Thursday.

In a statement, Kavanaugh’s attorneys Beth

Wilkinson and Alexandra Walsh, wrote, “Judge

Kavanaugh fully and honestly answered the

Judiciary Committee’s questions over multiple

days only to have unsubstantiated allegations

come out when a vote on his confirmation was

imminent. What matters in situations like

these are facts and evidence.” Like

Kavanaugh, they said that on Thursday,

“testimony and evidence will confirm what

Judge Kavanaugh has made clear all

along—that he did not commit the sexual



assault Dr. Blasey Ford describes.”

The issue has proved to be politically delicate

for the White House. Last week, Vanity Fair

reported that White House officials were

concerned about additional allegations against

Kavanaugh emerging, and cited a source who

claimed that Ivanka Trump, the President’s

daughter and adviser, had urged him to

withdraw Kavanaugh’s nomination. Trump has

defended Kavanaugh in the wake of Ford’s

allegations. In a series of tweets on Friday, he

sought to undermine her account of events,

writing, “I have no doubt that, if the attack on

Dr. Ford was as bad as she says, charges

would have been immediately filed with local



Law Enforcement Authorities by either her or

her loving parents.” He described Kavanaugh

as “a fine man,” who he wrote was “under

assault by radical left wing politicians.”

Ramirez said that witnessing the attempts to

discredit Ford had made her frightened to

share her own story, which she knew would be

attacked due to the gaps in her memory and

her level of inebriation at the time. “I’m afraid

how this will all come back on me,” she said.

Her attorney, Garnett, said that he and

Ramirez had not yet decided when and how

she would convey the details of her allegation

to the Senate Judiciary Committee and

whether new counsel would represent her in



Washington. “We’re carefully evaluating what

the appropriate next steps would be,” he said.

They both said that an F.B.I. investigation of

the matter was merited. “I do believe an F.B.I.

investigation of this kind of character-related

information would be appropriate, and would

be an effective way to relay the information to

the committee,” Garnett said. Of Ramirez, he

added, “She’s as careful and credible a witness

as I’ve encountered in thirty-six years of

practicing law.” Ramirez said that she hoped

an investigation could be carried out before

the committee voted on Kavanaugh’s

nomination. “At least look at it,” she said of

her claim. “At least check it out.”
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advantage in November elections

Pompeo on intelligence sharing: 'We're trying

to all get at the same end'

Meet the Press

Pompeo on intelligence sharing: 'We're trying

to all get at the same end'

Law advocate: GOP using 'bullying tactics' on

Kavanaugh accuser

msnbc

Law advocate: GOP using 'bullying tactics' on

Kavanaugh accuser



Sen. Perdue: 'There’s no rush here' on

Kavanaugh hearings

Meet the Press

Sen. Perdue: 'There’s no rush here' on

Kavanaugh hearings

Sen. Grassley's ex-press aide resigns over

alleged harassment in past

Weekends with Alex Witt

Sen. Grassley's ex-press aide resigns over

alleged harassment in past

Garret Ventry, an adviser for the Senate

Judiciary Committee, has resigned amid

questions from NBC News about a previous

sexual harassment complaint.
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PROCEEDINGS

Feinstein Calls For Kav Hearing Cancellation

After New Misconduct Allegation
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Bourdain’s Final ‘Parts Unknown’ Season
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By Ed Mazza
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Beto O’Rourke Went To Whataburger After Cruz

Debate, Air-Drummed A Who Song

By Andy McDonald

The Texas Democratic Senate candidate keeps

playing to his strength -- likeability (especially

compared to his foe).

Devin Nunes’ Opponent Andrew Janz Is

Running On Water

Arizona Republican’s Siblings Endorse His

Opponent In Brutal Ads



Supreme Court Nominee

As Deal Is Reached With Kavanaugh’s Accuser,

Feinstein Calls for Delay

    Christine Blasey Ford, the woman who has

accused Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh of sexual

assault, will testify on Thursday before the

Senate Judiciary Committee.

    But not long after Dr. Blasey agreed to

testify, Senator Dianne Feinstein requested “an

immediate postponement,” citing a second

accusation of misconduct that surfaced

Sunday.

4h ago

The woman who has accused Judge Brett M.



Kavanaugh, President Trump’s Supreme Court

nominee, of sexually assaulting her decades

ago is set to testify on Thursday. Doug

Mills/The New York Times

Kavanaugh Was Supposed to Be a Boon for the

G.O.P., but Not Anymore

Republican leaders in battleground states like

Missouri are doubtful that candidates can

wield the court nomination as a cudgel without

risking repercussions.

9h ago

President Trump has been forced into the role

of spectator in Judge Kavanaugh’s

confirmation effort, our correspondent writes.

5h ago
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An Undiplomatic Trump? At This U.N. Meeting,

His Aides Fear the Opposite

    For President Trump’s advisers, the biggest

risk at the United Nations General Assembly

this year is that he will be overly enthusiastic

about engaging with adversaries.

    Laying out requirements is one thing;

controlling the president’s conviction that he

can outmaneuver any leader, or strike any

deal, is another.

9h ago

China Is Confronting New U.S. Hostility. But Is

It Ready for the Fight?



As the acrimony intensifies, Beijing’s

immediate worry is how the Chinese public will

handle the trade war and what effect it might

have on domestic stability.

8h ago

As tariffs on Chinese goods go into effect on

Monday, tech companies are warning that

America’s dominance is at risk.

 Images

French Turn on Macron, as They Grow

Impatient for Results

    If the French were willing to give Emmanuel

Macron, the youthful president, a chance, that

time appears to be running out.

    The far-right party is waiting in the wings,



polling a close second to Mr. Macron’s

movement before elections for the European

Parliament next year.

Tiny Device Is a ‘Huge Advance’ for Treatment

of Severe Heart Failure

    A clip used to repair damaged heart valves

sharply reduced deaths among patients with a

grim prognosis.

    If the device is approved by the Food and

Drug Administration as expected then insurers,

including Medicare, likely will cover it.

Doctors performed a procedure to install a

device called a MitraClip, which helps repair



the heart’s mitral valve, in a hospital in Aurora,

Colo. Kent Nishimura/The Denver Post, via

Getty Images

2018 ELECTIONs

Scandal Shakes a Virginia House Republican,

Adding to Electoral Tremors

    Representative Scott Taylor, a former Navy

SEAL, was expected to have a relatively easy

time winning re-election.

    But after his campaign was rocked by a

petition scandal, he joined a handful of other

Republicans facing accusations of misconduct

and unexpectedly close races.

9h ago



Representative Scott Taylor’s campaign is

facing accusations that it was part of an

improper effort to help an independent

candidate get on the ballot, hurting his

Democratic opponent. Parker Michels-Boyce

for The New York Times

Female candidates are increasingly doubtful

that voters are ready to elect them, a survey

shows.

Sept. 20

Will the defeat of renegade Democrats bring a

blue wave to Albany?

8h ago
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How Jeff Bezos Should Spend the Money He



Promised for Schools

There are several grass-roots efforts to spread

the Montessori method he admires that could

really use the money.
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Presidential Lying Is Contagious

Donald Trump’s chronic dishonesty threatens

to infect his entire administration.

11h ago
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The Supreme Court Is Coming Apart

Charles M. Blow

Charles M. Blow

Thomas, Kavanaugh and Race

    Politics

New sexual abuse allegations roil Kavanaugh

nomination

The White House and Brett M. Kavanaugh

issued swift denials tonight after an explosive

new account emerged of alleged sexual

misconduct by the Supreme Court nominee

when he was in college.

By Laura King  and Sarah D. Wire



    • Opinion: How close is #MeToo to full riot

mode?

    Politics

GOP troubles with women get worse after

Trump defends Kavanaugh on sexual assault

allegation — and a second accuser comes

forward

Christine Blasey Ford’s accusation that Brett

Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her when they

were in high school — plus allegations by a

second woman dating back to Kavanaugh's

college years — have firmly set gender politics

as a central force in the midterm election.



Michael Finnegan

By Michael Finnegan

    L.A. Now

California police uphold few complaints of

officer misconduct and the investigations stay

secret

A Times analysis shows law enforcement

agencies upheld 8.4% of complaints over the

last decade. Most were rejected without

explanation.

James Queally

By James Queally



    The Next California

Can California’s next governor fix the state’s

problems? It depends on Palo Alto

The state's budget is propped up by its richest

citizens. What happens if they fall on hard

times?

    Nation

A year after his stormy debut at the U.N.,

Trump will claim that his combative approach

to foreign policy has been successful

President Trump will speak Tuesday before the



United Nations General Assembly, the kind of

multilateral group he disdains. But he loves the

global spotlight.

By Tracy Wilkinson , Eli Stokols  and Laura

King

Disneyland Resort hotel workers approve a

new contract with a $15-an-hour minimum

wage

Brush fire burns 3,000 acres in Castaic area,

prompting road closures and evacuations

Russia again says Israel is to blame for the

downing of its military plane by Syrian forces

Chasing 'likes' on Instagram, hikers break

limbs — and need rescuing



Officials blame social media for the recent

increase in rescue missions to Eaton Canyon

and other hiking hotspots

Jaclyn Cosgrove

By Jaclyn Cosgrove

    Business

From super agent to Disney castoff, Michael

Ovitz on his epic fallout with Michael Eisner

Bill Plaschke: Rams were much more at home

in their L.A. victory over the Chargers































U.S. Variety

Brett Kavanaugh Accused of Sexual

Misconduct by Second Woman

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh, who

is facing heavy scrutiny after Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford accused him of sexually

assaulting her in high school, has been

accused by another woman, Deborah Ramirez,

of sexual misconduct. In a New Yorker report

from Ronan Farrow and Jane Mayer, Ramirez

recounts an incident that she says occurred

during the […]

Second woman accuses Trump court pick of

sexual misconduct: New Yorker

AFP



Report: 2nd woman claims sexual misconduct

by Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

KABC – Los Angeles

Second woman accuses Trump court pick of

sexual misconduct: New Yorker  AFP

Report: 2nd woman claims sexual misconduct

by Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

KABC – Los Angeles
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    He expected to be fired. Now, he'll meet

Trump.

    WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 24: U.S.

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein

leaves after a meeting at the White House

September 24, 2018 in Washington, DC. White

House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee

Sanders said that Rosenstein will meet with

President Donald Trump on Thursday to

discuss recent revelations that Rosenstein had

talked about secretly recording the president

and about invoking the 25th Amendment to

remove him from office. (Photo by Alex

Wong/Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    The expectation that Rod Rosenstein would



leave came after a report that he discussed

recording Trump

    live updates Rosenstein returns to Justice

Dept. building

    Rosenstein denies discussing plot to record

and remove Trump

    Analysis: Departure would turn Mueller

investigation on its head

    Here's who would replace Rosenstein

    Fox gives Trump conflicting advice

    Opinion: Rosenstein is a lightning rod

    Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee during the second day of

his Supreme Court confirmation hearing on



Capitol Hill September 5, 2018 in Washington,

DC.

    Analysis

    Kavanaugh slams 'smears' and says he

won't quit

    • Analysis: Trump says the Kavanaugh

hearings are 'totally political.' He's right.

    • Kavanaugh accuser explains why she

came forward

    Live Updates

        1 min agoKavanaugh to give 7 p.m. ET

interview

        8 min agoFriend of second Kavanaugh

accuser: 'We need to stand with her'

        20 min agoMcConnell vows to give

Kavanaugh up or down vote



        28 min agoWhy she came forward: 'I felt

agony yet urgency and a civic duty'

        44 min agoMcConnell slams Democrats'

handling of accusations as 'a smear campaign,

pure and simple'

        53 min agoTrump says he will meet with

Rosenstein on Thursday

        1 hr 13 min agoThursday's Kavanaugh

hearing is still on (and his new accuser won't

be there)

        1 hr 21 min agoSusan Collins won't

comment on the latest accusation

        1 hr 56 min agoWhy Team Kavanaugh is

lumping both allegations together as "smears"

        2 hr 4 min agoMaryland police say they

are not investigating another Kavanaugh



allegation

        2 hr 16 min agoKavanaugh: 'I will not be

intimidated into withdrawing'

        2 hr 34 min agoAccuser's sister: 'Deb has

been tremendously brave'

        2 hr 40 min agoDid Sessions hint at big

news ahead of Rosenstein reports?

        2 hr 55 min agoRosenstein is back at the

Justice Department

        3 hr 11 min agoSarah Sanders: Rosenstein

and Trump to meet Thursday

        3 hr 16 min agoKellyanne Conway defends

Kavanaugh on White House surrogates phone

call

        3 hr 24 min agoAdam Schiff: 'Under no

circumstances should Rod Rosenstein resign'



        3 hr 36 min agoMcCabe: I'm concerned

about the Mueller probe if Rosenstein is out

        3 hr 46 min agoRosenstein's meeting with

Kelly is over, but he's still at the White House

        3 hr 50 min agoAnti-Kavanaugh protests

lead to arrests at the Capitol

        4 hr 1 min agoRosenstein had expected to

stay on through the midterms, people say

        4 hr 9 min agoSources: Rosenstein told

White House he would resign, work out details

on Monday

        4 hr 25 min agoGOP leadership

determined to move forward with Kavanaugh's

nomination

        4 hr 28 min agoRosenstein summoned to

the White House



        4 hr 40 min agoLindsey Graham assails

"total collapse" of SCOTUS confirmation

process

        4 hr 46 min agoDem senator calls for

"impartial, federal investigation" into

Kavanaugh allegations

        5 hr 3 min agoDeputy Attorney General

Rod Rosenstein expects to be fired today

        5 hr 4 min agoAnti-Kavanaugh protesters

are rallying outside Susan Collins' office

        5 hr 4 min agoHow Kavanaugh and the

White House responded to the new allegation

        5 hr 4 min agoTrump defends Kavanaugh,

says allegations against him are unfair

        5 hr 4 min agoThe Kavanaugh nomination

just got even more complicated
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Trump Went Completely Off the Wall on His



'Tour de Bad' Radio Interview

The president started to gin up doubt about Dr.

Christine Blasey Ford's allegations-then went

off the wall completely.

Chuck Grassley Releases Letter Christine

Blasey Ford Sent To Dianne Feinstein

HuffPost

Ronan Farrow Says Second Kavanaugh

Accuser Came Forward Because ‘Senate

Democrats Began Looking’

The Wrap
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Household Has in a Savings Account

The number might surprise you.
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    Reactions

World Business Insider

'Bullyism': China says it won't negotiate on

trade with the US as the latest tariffs bite

European and Asian markets were lower

Monday after China said it wouldn't negotiate



with the US on trade if the Trump

administration continued to threaten higher

tariffs. China published a white paper on

Monday attacking what it called the

"protectionist practices" and "trade bullyism

practices of the US administration," according

to the state-run Chinese news service Xinhua.

China calls US an 'economic bully' as Trump

imposes $200bn of trade tariffs

The Telegraph

China says U.S. trying to force it to submit on

trade as new tariffs kick in

Reuters
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Bite into comfort and creaminess with our

Savory Chicken Pie Recipe! You can get this

make veggie-filled chicken pie recipe served in

under an hour.
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Celebrity HuffPost

Ronan Farrow Stands Behind Reporting On

Latest Brett Kavanaugh Accuser

Journalist Ronan Farrow hit the morning news



circuit on Monday to support his

White House Responds To Second Kavanaugh

Accuser By Attacking Alleged Victim

HuffPost

Kavanaugh denies allegations made by second

accuser

Business American City Business Journals

Sears CEO Lampert has new rescue plan, but

says Sears must 'act immediately'

Eddie Lampert, CEO of Sears Holdings Corp.

(Nasdaq: SHLD), says his ESL Investments

hedge fund has a new plan to rescue the

beleaguered retailer, but Sears must "act



immediately" to avoid bankruptcy. In a

proposal unveiled Sept. 23, Lampert and ESL

propose to reduce the debt of the Hoffman

Estates, Illinois-based retailer by 78 percent,

reduce annual interest expense by 80 percent

and lower future debt obligations. In addition,

ESL and Lampert want to sell Sears Home

Services and other assets "to allow Sears to

focus on its core business while improving

liquidity." The proposal also includes a plan for

Sears to sell an additional $1.5 billion in real

estate.

    9
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U.S. Variety

Prosecutors Want Bill Cosby Declared a

‘Sexually Violent Predator’ as Sentencing

Starts

NORRISTOWN, Pa. - Prosecutors in the Bill

Cosby sexual assault case spent Monday

morning trying to show that the disgraced

entertainer should be declared a “sexually

violent predator” - a designation that would

subject him to a lifetime of registering as a sex

offender. Psychologist Kristen Dudley, a

member of the Pennsylvania board that

assesses […]

Bill Cosby Will Be Sentenced the Same Week

as a Claim Against Brett Kavanaugh Is Heard.



Why That Coincidence Matters

Fortune

Cosby's lawyers, psychologist spar in court

over 'predator' label

Reuters
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Deputy AG Rod Rosenstein reportedly out at

the Department...

CNBC's Eamon Javers reports that Deputy

Attorney General Rod Rosenstein is being

summoned to the White House following



reports that he is out at the Department of

Justice.
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World Bloomberg

Allegations Mount Against Trump’s Court Pick

Want to receive this post in your inbox every

day? Sign up for the Balance of Power

newsletter, and follow Bloomberg Politics on

Twitter and Facebook for more. New sexual

misconduct allegations emerged late

yesterday against Donald Trump’s Supreme

Court nominee, just as the Senate Judiciary



Committee prepares to hear testimony from a

woman claiming he assaulted her in high

school. The New Yorker magazine reported

that Senate Democrats are investigating an

incident that allegedly took place during

Kavanaugh’s college years at Yale University

involving a fellow student.

McCarthy: New Kavanaugh allegations are not

prosecutable

FOX News Videos

A Second Sexual Misconduct Allegation and a

Possible Delay: The Latest in Brett

Kavanaugh's Nomination
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Trump to his critics in Puerto Rico: No

statehood

President Trump says that once "good

leadership" is in place in Puerto Rico,

statehood could be "something they talk

about."

Calls San Juan's mayor 'incompetent' » The

pot calling the kettle black ..... Puerto Rico

should consider current status a preferable

blessing!                       
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particularly women of color, seriously.
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UPDATE: ROD SAFE — ’TIL THURSDAY

White House: Rosenstein And Trump Had

‘Extended Conversation’ About Recent News

By Antonia Blumberg, Marina Fang, and Ryan J.

Reilly

NATIONWIDE KAVANAUGH WALKOUT

Women Walk Out Across The Country In

Support Of Kavanaugh’s Accusers

By Andy Campbell, Emma Gray, and Laura

Bassett
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By Robert Kuttner, Columnist
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Beto O’Rourke Went To Whataburger After Cruz

Debate, Air-Drummed A Who Song

By Andy McDonald

The Texas Democratic Senate candidate keeps

playing to his strength -- likeability (especially

compared to his foe).

Devin Nunes’ Opponent Andrew Janz Is

Running On Water

Arizona Republican’s Siblings Endorse His 
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Kavanaugh vows to fight allegations as Trump,

GOP dig in

In a defiant letter to the Senate Judiciary

Committee, Supreme Court nominee Brett M.

Kavanaugh said he would “not be intimidated

into withdrawing from this process.” Trump

and other Republicans loudly echoed that

assessment, with the president saying he is

looking forward to a confirmation vote.

    By John Wagner and Seung Min Kim2 hours

ago

Kavanaugh offers deeply personal defense in

Fox News interview



The Fix

New Kavanaugh allegation is on precarious

legal ground, former sex-crimes prosecutors

say

Three former prosecutors said that it’s not

surprising to see another woman come forward

in such cases; it happens often. Yet they

remain wary of Deborah Ramirez’s allegations.

    By Deanna Paul3 hours ago

The conspiracy theory about the media and the

Kavanaugh nomination has a few holes

128 arrested after anti-Kavanaugh protest on

Capitol Hill

Rosenstein to stay as deputy attorney general,



will meet with Trump

The two men will meet Thursday, the White

House press secretary said, after officials had

described a series of private discussions that

pointed to Rod J. Rosenstein's resignation or

firing.

    By Devlin Barrett, Ashley Parker, Carol D.

Leonnig and Rosalind S. Helderman1 hour ago

The surface of Esieh Lake looks as if it’s

boiling. (Jonathan Newton/The Post)

The surface of Esieh Lake looks as if it’s

boiling. (Jonathan Newton/The Post)

Arctic lakes are leaking dangerous greenhouse

gases. And one is behaving very strangely.



The volume of gas wafting from Esieh Lake,

set against the austere peaks of the Western

Brooks Range, could deliver the climate

system another blow if lakes like it turn out to

be widespread.

    By Chris Mooney

Trump an ‘absolute no’ on Puerto Rico

statehood because of San Juan’s ‘horror show’

of a mayor

San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulín Cruz has

criticized the federal response to Hurricane

Maria in the past year. Puerto Rico Gov.

Ricardo Rosselló, who has been pushing for

statehood for the commonwealth, called the



president's remarks “disrespectful.”

    By John Wagner2 hours ago

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

I smell a rat

    By Dana Milbank

We no longer want to just win. We want to

destroy.



    By Michael Gerson

Confirmation will be broken as long as America

is

    By Charles Lane

MSNBC loops footage of Rosenstein leaving

house as media scrambles

    By Erik Wemple

Trump turns relative against relative. But in

politics, that's nothing new.

    By Jeff Greenfield



Trump should leave Rod Rosenstein alone

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

Trump arrives at U.N. to promote foreign

agenda but domestic turmoil reigns

President Trump is both on home ground and

enemy territory this week, back in his beloved

Trump Tower in New York and surrounded by

diplomats wary of or sometimes hostile to his

“America First” nationalism.

    By David Nakamura and Anne Gearan1 hour

ago



Analysis

Republicans claim they saw a payroll tax cut.

Democrats claim they didn’t.

Polling gives a specific example of a place

where perceived reality diverges for Americans

depending on their political party.

    By Philip Bump3 hours ago

Newspaper apologizes for cartoon that

depicted Christine Blasey Ford demanding

M&Ms and roses

The cartoon published in the Indianapolis Star

mocked Ford — the professor who alleged that

Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh

sexually assaulted her while both were



teenagers — for her requests during a back

and forth with Republican senators last week.

    By Eli Rosenberg1 hour ago

China thinks the trade war isn’t really about

trade

Many Chinese think President Trump is trying

to thwart China’s rise — and that adds another

layer of complications to the trade war.

    By Anna Fifield

    U.S. and China clobber each other with

biggest sets of tariffs yet



In a blow to Israel, Russia says it will send

Syria powerful antiaircraft missiles

The flare-up in tensions between Russia and

Israel marks a turnabout after months of

personal diplomacy between Russian President

Vladimir Putin and Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu.

    By Anton Troianovski, Loveday Morris and

Liz Sly

Amazon is doling out raises of as little as 25

cents an hour in what employees call ‘damage

control’

The hourly raises come as Amazon faces

continued scrutiny over the treatment and pay



of its workers, particularly in its more than 100

U.S. fulfillment centers with 200,000

employees.

    By Abha Bhattarai2 hours ago

Catching fish and keeping faith: How an

Indonesian teen survived 49 days at sea

Aldi Novel Adilang, 19, was working alone in a

floating fishing hut when its mooring broke.

    By Amanda Erickson
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How Republicans are casting doubt on

Kavanaugh's accusers
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GOP pushes for swift hearing as Kavanaugh

accuser discusses terms for testimony
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Supreme Court Nominee

Brett Kavanaugh, Facing New Allegations,

Vows He Will Not Withdraw

    Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh denied new

sexual misconduct allegations and said he

would “not be intimidated into withdrawing” as

the Supreme Court nominee.

    Senior Republicans are closing ranks around

the nominee, and they echoed Judge

Kavanaugh’s claims.

2h ago

Senior Republicans accused Democrats of



running a “smear campaign” to derail Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh’s confirmation. Erin Schaff

for The New York Times

Kavanaugh’s Yearbook Page Is ‘Horrible,

Hurtful’ to a Woman It Named

Judge Kavanaugh and some high school

friends described themselves in a yearbook as

“Renate Alumni.” The woman they were

referring to is furious.

4m ago

We asked teenagers across the U.S. what they

think about the accusations against Judge

Kavanaugh.

Sept. 24

Rosenstein Thought He Would Be Fired. This Is



What Happened Instead.

    Rod J. Rosenstein, the deputy attorney

general, started Monday thinking President

Trump was going to fire him.

    That didn’t happen, but the events of the day

offered a remarkable display of anxiety

gripping the White House — even for an

administration famous for chaos.

20m ago

1:59How Rosenstein Protects Mueller From

Trump

Mr. Rosenstein has fiercely defended the

special counsel for the Russia investigation,

Robert S. Mueller III — one of the president’s



most frequent targets. Eric Thayer for The New

York Times

Read the Times article that revealed Mr.

Rosenstein’s conversations about the

president.

7h ago

International Relations

What Trump Aides Are Worried About on His

Return Trip to the U.N.

    For President Trump’s advisers, the biggest

risk at the United Nations General Assembly

this year is that he will be overly enthusiastic

about engaging with adversaries.

    Laying out requirements is one thing;

controlling the president’s conviction that he



can outmaneuver any leader, or strike any

deal, is another.

Sept. 23

Taiwan, a democracy without U.N.

representation, is struggling to get noticed as

the General Assembly convenes.

Sept. 21

Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, Humiliated by

Attack, Vow to Retaliate

As its neighbors refuse to condemn a deadly

attack on a military parade, the country said it

would strike back against what it sees as a

campaign to undermine its government.

1h ago



Trade War

Trump’s Tariffs May Hurt, but Quitting China Is

Hard to Do

    The worsening trade war between the

United States and China has intensified

pressure on companies to move their factories.

    But few places can match the country’s

convenience and reliability.

1h ago

Garment workers earlier this month arriving for

their shifts at a factory in Phnom Penh,

Cambodia. Adam Dean for The New York Times

President Trump signed a revised free trade

agreement with South Korea.



1h ago

Hotel Workers Fret Over a New Rival: Alexa at

the Front Desk

    Unlike manufacturing workers, low-wage

service sector employees had remained until

now largely shielded from job-killing

technologies.

    But as advancements threaten to displace

hotel workers, unions are making job

protection and new opportunities a priority in

contract talks.

The Evolution of Kyrsten Sinema, from

Homeless Child to Senate Candidate

Ms. Sinema, the Democratic nominee in



Arizona, has made her story of childhood

homelessness a central part of her political

identity. But documents and contradictory

statements raise questions about it.

Ms. Sinema has made her story of childhood

homelessness a central part of her Senate

campaign and political identity. Conor E. Ralph

for The New York Times
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The authorities keep arresting people said to



be bosses of wildlife trafficking, but that isn’t

making a dent in the problem.
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Orrin Evans Has Been Playing Jazz for Years.

So Why Is He a Rising Star?

The pianist has spent over two decades

committed to his own vision, but he’s never

been fully accepted as a marquee bandleader.

That’s changing.

Music8h ago
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Kavanaugh vows he won’t back down as

President Trump calls the sexual abuse

allegations political



By Sarah D. Wire , Jennifer Haberkorn  and Eli

Stokols

    • New sexual abuse allegations roil

Kavanaugh nomination

    • Hollywood shows solidarity with

Kavanaugh accuser Ford in walkout

Trump says no statehood for Puerto Rico as

long as San Juan mayor is in office

Trump says no statehood for Puerto Rico as

long as San Juan mayor is in office

Trump lobbed fresh broadsides at Mayor

Carmen Yulín Cruz, a critic of his

administration's response to hurricanes on the



island last year, during a radio interview.

Los Angeles reduces Eastern Sierra water

deliveries because of climate change. At risk,

ranchers say, is a way of life
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Former content moderator files lawsuit against
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The suit, filed in San Mateo County last week,

alleges negligence and failure to maintain a

safe workplace.
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company's structure

Wails and vows of revenge at Iran funeral after

parade attack

Rod Rosenstein, Justice Department official

overseeing the Russia investigation, will stay



— for now
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Can California’s next governor fix the state’s

problems? It depends on Palo Alto

It’s the financial success of residents in Palo

Alto’s 94301 and a handful of other affluent ZIP

Codes that will determine whether promises to

build more houses, overhaul healthcare or
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Trump's Supreme Court pick faces new sexual

misconduct claim

Donald Trump's embattled Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh was hit by a second

accusation of sexual misconduct Sunday,

leaving Republicans scrambling to save a

confirmation that until recently had seemed all

but certain. The latest claims of impropriety

during Kavanaugh's youth came as he was

already facing a dramatic hearing where his



testimony was to be weighed against that of a

university professor who has separately

accused him of assault. Senate Democrats are

now investigating a bombshell claim by

Deborah Ramirez, 53, who says Kavanaugh

exposed himself to her during a 1980s college

party at Yale University, thrust his genitals in

her face and caused her to touch them without

her consent, according to The New Yorker.

Trump comments on Kavanaugh and accuser

FOX News Videos

Kavanaugh accuser will testify before Senate

committee on Thursday

Yahoo View





politics

What Happened to Lindsey Graham?

politics Sept. 16, 2018

The “Little Jerk” Once defined by his loathing

for Trump, Lindsey Graham is now all-in for the

president. Why?

By Lisa Miller Illustration by Philip Burke

‘because he’s a typically insecure west point

homo’





Headlines
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play_arrow

Brett Kavanaugh's Fox News interview

transcript, annotated

Facing multiple accusations of sexual

misconduct, Brett Kavanaugh took an unusual

step for a Supreme Court nominee on Monday

night: Appearing on ...

video_youtube

The Washington Post

one hour ago

Senate Democrats Investigate a New

Allegation of Sexual Misconduct, from the

Supreme Court Nominee Brett Kavanaugh’s



College Years, by His Yale Classmate Deborah

Ramirez

Ronan Farrow and Jane Mayer on a new

allegation of sexual misconduct against Brett

Kavanaugh, Donald Trump's second Supreme

Court nominee. His Yale ...

The New Yorker

yesterday

Ronan Farrow details new allegations against

Brett Kavanaugh

video_youtube

CNN

today

The Kavanaugh controversy is a #MeToo

victory — however it turns out



Ever since murmurings began to emerge that a

woman had accused Supreme Court nominee

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh of sexually

assaulting her in high ...

Washington Post

5 hours ago

Opinion

Here's what the judiciary committee should

ask Christine Blasey Ford | TheHill

There are many reasons to be skeptical about

the narrative Supreme Court nominee Judge

Brett Kavanaugh's accuser Christine Blasey

Ford set forth in a letter ...

The Hill

4 hours ago



Opinion

What Rod Rosenstein's role means to the

Mueller probe

Reports that Rod Rosenstein would step down

or be fired as deputy attorney general fueled

several hours of intense speculation on cable

TV about what his ...

PolitiFact

4 hours ago

Trump on Rosenstein: I won't comment until I

get the facts

video_youtube

CNN

today

Yale Law School professors cancel class as



students protest Kavanaugh nomination

Several Yale Law School professors cancelled

classes Monday to accommodate students

who wanted to protest President Trump's

Supreme Court nomination ...

Fox News

today

Hundreds Of Yale Students Protest Kavanaugh,

Demand Investigation

The elite law school canceled 31 classes to

help facilitate protests on campus and in

Washington, D.C..

HuffPost

today



Avenatti stars in ‘avenging angel’ role -

POLITICO

Avenatti stars in ‘avenging angel’ role

For the third time this year, the attorney and

2020 presidential prospect has rolled a

grenade into the Trump White House.

POLITICO

2 hours ago

Kavanaugh denies 2nd accuser's sexual

misconduct allegation as Avenatti claims

'evidence' of 'targeting' women for gang rape

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

faced a storm of new sexual misconduct

allegations Sunday after attorney Michael



Avenatti said he had knowledge ...

Fox News

today

U.S.

More U.S.

Amber Guyger Fired By Dallas Police

Department

Guyger has said she mistakenly entered the

wrong apartment in her complex and shot a

man she thought was a burglar. She was later

arrested and charged ...

NPR

4 hours ago

Dallas police officer who shot neighbor fired by

department



DALLAS (AP) — A white Dallas police officer

who fatally shot her black neighbor inside his

own apartment was fired Monday, the same

day the man was being ...

Yahoo News

today

Dallas officer Amber Guyger fired after

manslaughter charge for killing Botham Jean

video_youtube

The Dallas Morning News

today

Officer Who Shot Man In His Own Home, Finally

Fired

Amber Guyger has finally been fired, though

there's no word on whether she was



terminated while sitting in her own home.

Above the Law

4 hours ago

Dallas police fire officer charged with fatally

shooting man in his apartment

Amber Guyger, the police officer charged with

manslaughter in the shooting of a man inside

his Dallas apartment, has been fired from the

department, according ...

CNN

3 hours ago

Boxes of donated bananas contained $17.8

million worth of cocaine

A shipment of overripe fruit to the Texas



Department of Criminal Justice contained 540

packages of cocaine with an estimated street

value of $17,820,000, ...

NBCNews.com

today

Police Say $18 Million Worth Of Cocaine In

Bananas Donated To A Texas Prison | TIME

video_youtube

TIME

today

Gov. John Kasich discusses gaps across Ohio

for entering protection orders and warrants

into a federal database to prevent people from

illegally buying firearms. Federal agents

consult the database when gun dealers call to

make sure the customer they're selling to is



allowed to possess a firearm.

With eye at curbing gun violence, Gov. John

Kasich signs executive order

Gov. John Kasich signed an executive order

that aims to increase the reporting of

protection orders and warrants in a database.

The database prevents people ...

cleveland.com

3 hours ago

AP: Despite shootings, states return to familiar

patterns

Shortly after last year's shooting massacre on

the Las Vegas strip, Ohio Gov. John Kasich

convened a working group to explore possible



reforms to state gun ...

Fox News

2 hours ago

South Carolina is enduring some of its worst

flooding from Florence, more than a week after

it departed

Under calm, blue skies, eight days after

Florence's final drops rained down, parts of

northeast South Carolina and southeast North

Carolina are experiencing ...

Washington Post

5 hours ago

Florence flooding far from over: Residents

prepare to evacuate amid cresting rivers



Ten days after the deadly hurricane hit, rivers

are continuing to crest and some South

Carolina residents are preparing to evacuate.

In Horry County, South ...

Yahoo News

today

World

More World

play_arrow

A peek inside Trump's chaotic trade war

Just days before announcing the latest round

of tariffs on Chinese imports, President Donald

Trump caught sight of a distressing suggestion

as he flipped ...

CNN



3 hours ago

Trade war escalates as China puts new tariffs

on U.S. products

video_youtube

CBS News

today

China retaliates after US imposes new tariffs

on goods

video_youtube

CNN

today

Opinion | The Unlikely, Obvious Solution to the

Trade War

WASHINGTON — The trade war really is on —

counterproductive and unnecessary and yet



likely to last. President Trump's new tariffs on

$200 billion worth of ...

The New York Times

today

Opinion

Trump misplays his trade hand

With tariffs and tweets, President Trump eggs

on a trade war between China and America.

With no trade talks on the horizon, relations

are unlikely to improve ...

Washington Examiner

today

Opinion

KORUS: Trump’s new trade deal with South

Korea, explained



President Donald Trump just signed his first

trade deal. At a meeting in New York on

Monday, Trump and South Korean President

Moon Jae-in signed a revised ...

Vox.com

3 hours ago

Trump: Next North Korea summit will happen

soon

video_youtube

CNN

5 hours ago

Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, Humiliated by

Attack, Vow to Retaliate

After an attack that killed 25 people, including

12 members of the elite unit, Iran promises to



strike back against the United States and its

Gulf allies.

New York Times

today

Iran warns US, Israel of 'devastating' response

after deadly parade attack, report says

A top military official in Iran on Monday warned

the U.S. and Israel of a “devastating” response

after he blamed the two countries of playing a

role in Saturday's ...

Fox News

today

Can Russia curb Israel's actions in Syria? |

Israel



Moscow is blaming Israel for its role in the

downing of a Russian jet on September 17.

Aljazeera.com

5 hours ago

In a blow to Israel, Russia says it will send

Syria powerful antiaircraft missiles

MOSCOW — Russia said Monday it would equip

Syria with sophisticated air defense systems, a

move that could worsen a rift with Israel by

limiting its ability to ...

The Washington Post

today

Business

More Business

Michael Kors Closing In On Buying Versace In



A $2.35 Billion Deal

In a move that would give Michael Kors

Holdings LTD a stronger foothold in the luxury

fashion space, the company, which already

owns Jimmy Choo, ...

Forbes

5 hours ago

Michael Kors Nears Deal to Buy Versace for

Around $2.4 Billion

Michael Kors is close to a deal to buy Italian

fashion house Gianni Versace for around $2.35

billion, in a move that would put one of the

glitziest names in high ...

The Wall Street Journal



2 hours ago

Michael Kors could buy Versace in $2 billion

deal

The US handbag maker is reportedly close to

buying Versace in a deal that values the Italian

fashion house at around $2 billion.

CNN

today

Michael Kors Near Versace Deal Valued At $2

Billion: Reports

Michael Kors (KORS) has agreed to take over

Italian fashion house Gianni Versace,

according to reports, as the American designer

looks to add more upscale ...



Investor's Business Daily

today

Michael Kors on verge of buying Versace for

$2B: Report

video_youtube

Fox Business

today

play_arrow

Smaller media companies like Discovery and

AMC probably won't find buyers until the giants

have digested their big deals

Comcast, Disney and AT&T want to increase

their scale, but they're probably going to need

to take a break and digest their megadeals

before going back into ...



CNBC

today

Sky share price soars after Comcast's $40

billion knockout bid

Sky shareholders are having a great day.

Comcast investors? Not so much.

CNN

today

Sears CEO's hedge fund: Struggling retailer

must act 'immediately' to buy time for

turnaround - Chicago Tribune

Sears CEO's hedge fund: Struggling retailer

must act 'immediately' to buy time for

turnaround



The hedge fund run by Sears CEO Edward

Lampert says the retailer needs to restructure

debt and sell off assets, citing "significant

near-term liquidity constraints ...

Chicago Tribune

4 hours ago

Sears CEO warns that time is running out

He says the company must address a cash

crunch, including $134 million in debt

payments due in three weeks.

CNN

today

What does this mean for artists, though?

How SiriusXM’s Purchase of Pandora Could

Change the Balance of Power in the Music



Industry

SiriusXM, the digital radio platform with more

than 36 million subscribers, announced on

Monday that it plans to buy Pandora, which,

with its nearly 75 million ...

Slate

today

SiriusXM is buying Pandora in $3.5 billion deal

The companies said the combination would

create the world's largest audio entertainment

company.

CNN

5 hours ago

Technology



More Technology

Apple details Mojave support on Mac Pro, says

some iMacs won't support Boot Camp after

update | 9to5Mac

Apple details Mojave support on Mac Pro, says

some iMacs won’t support Boot Camp after

update

Following the release of macOS 10.14 Mojave

this afternoon, Apple has published a pair of

support documents with details for specific

machines.

9to5Mac

2 hours ago

macOS Mojave review: dark mode and a

preview of the Mac’s future



macOS Mojave, the new version coming out, is

a prototypically 2010s macOS release: filled

with minor improvements, some additions from

iOS, and little to ...

The Verge

today

macOS 10.14 Mojave: The Ars Technica review

I ended last year's review of macOS High

Sierra by lamenting its invisibility but praising

the much-needed work it did on the macOS

foundation. There weren't a ...

Ars Technica

today

MacOS Mojave review: The 5 best features



From Dark Mode to Stacks, macOS 10.14

Mojave has several top-line features that can

make a serious difference in your day-to-day

Mac experience.

Mashable

today

Opinion

macOS Mojave: Hands-on with 20+ new

changes and features [Video]

After last week's successful launch of iOS 12,

it's now the Mac's turn to receive its yearly

software update in the form of macOS Mojave.

Version 10.14 of macOS ...

video_youtube

9to5Mac



today

Google Assistant teams up with Roku to

compete with Amazon's Alexa

No. 1 streaming player Roku is integrating

Google Assistant, which will let viewers

control the device with just a "Hey, Google."

USA TODAY

4 hours ago

Roku’s new $40 Premiere is the cheapest 4K

streaming player you can buy

Roku is announcing the Premiere and

Premiere+, two new devices that offer 4K HDR

video streaming for $39.99. That's far lower

than what you'd have to pay ...



The Verge

today

Salesforce Partners With Apple for Business

Apps

Apple and Salesforce.com said they have

formed a partnership intended on improving

apps for businesses.

The Wall Street Journal

today

Apple and Salesforce create a strategic

partnership to bring Siri to enterprise

customers

Salesforce and Apple have announced a

partnership that will result in Salesforce



releasing a fully native iOS app that takes

advantage of the mobile operating ...

The Verge

today

Perpetually licensed Office 2019 now available

for corporate customers

The perpetually licensed version of the

desktop Office apps, branded Office 2019, was

released today. It's available as a one-time

purchase for volume-licensed ...

Ars Technica

one hour ago

Microsoft launches Office 2019 for Windows

and Mac



Microsoft is releasing Office 2019 for Windows

and Mac today. The update is designed for

businesses and consumers that haven't opted

into Microsoft's Office ...

The Verge

today

Entertainment

More Entertainment

Bill Cosby called 'rapist' by protesters on first

day of sentencing hearing

Day 1 of Bill Cosby's sentencing hearing — for

drugging and sexually assaulting Andrea

Constand 14 years ago — ended with a big

break for the disgraced star ...

Yahoo Entertainment



5 hours ago

Bill Cosby sentencing: Live updates

Comedian Bill Cosby, who was convicted in

April of aggravated indecent assault for

drugging and sexually assaulting Andrea

Constand, will be sentenced today ...

CNN

4 hours ago

Bill Cosby To Get Less Than Three Years

Behind Bars For 2004 Rape, Says Judge

Despite heartfelt pleas in victims impact

statements and sharp words from lawyers on

both sides, Bill Cosby will see the inside of a

prison cell for the 2004 rape ...



Deadline

5 hours ago

Woman Cosby convicted of sexually assaulting

wants 'justice as the court sees fit'

A sentencing hearing for comedian Bill Cosby

began Monday as women who said he drugged

and physically took advantage of them,

including one whom he ...

Yahoo News

2 hours ago

Bill Cosby to soon learn his fate after

sentencing hearing

video_youtube

11Alive

3 hours ago



'Dancing with the Stars' Fall 2018 Contestants

– Meet the 13 Celebrities Competing This

Season

The premiere of Dancing with the Stars' new

season is finally here! The show is set to kick

off in just a few hours at 8pm ET on ABC, and

we have the full list of ...

Just Jared

4 hours ago

Season Premiere Of "Dancing With The Stars"

video_youtube

KTNV Channel 13 Las Vegas

today

Still Reinventing At 80, Jane Fonda Says, 'I

Feel Better Than I Ever Have'



The actress, activist and fitness icon is the

subject of the documentary Jane Fonda in Five

Acts. Married three times, she says, "It took

me into my 60s and 70s to ...

NPR

one hour ago

Jane Fonda In Five Acts traces disparate

phases of a fascinating life

Jane Fonda has donned so many personas over

the years—Hollywood starlet, Barbarella sex

kitten, Hanoi Jane, workout queen—it doesn't

even seem possible ...

The A.V. Club

today

NBC’s George Cheeks and Paul Telegdy to



Succeed Bob Greenblatt as Entertainment

Chiefs

NBC has settled on a pair of executives —

George Cheeks and Paul Telegdy — for new

roles as co-chairmen of NBC Entertainment

now that Bob Greenblatt ...

Variety

today

Robert Greenblatt Quits as NBC Chairmen

It's now official: Robert Greenblatt has exited

his post as Chairman of NBC Entertainment

after nearly eight years; his last day at the

Peacock is today.

TVLine



today

Sports

More Sports

play_arrow

[FULL] LeBron James' first press conference

with Los Angeles Lakers | ESPN

video_youtube

ESPN

4 hours ago

LeBron James on the Lakers: ‘Long way to go’

to catch the Warriors

The Los Angeles Lakers held their media day

on Monday, which meant the world finally got

to see LeBron James wearing that yellow and

purple Lakers uniform ...



Yahoo Sports

5 hours ago

LeBron James says Los Angeles Lakers don't

need title for success this season

(AP) LeBron James realizes the size of the

challenge he accepted when he joined the Los

Angeles Lakers. After eight consecutive NBA

Finals appearances, ...

NBA.com

one hour ago

LeBron James says Lakers aren't on Warriors

level yet

LeBron James says the Lakers have a long

way to go to reach the Warriors' level, but if



they put in the work, results will come.

ESPN

4 hours ago

The Latest: Doc Rivers urging eligible players

'to go vote'

Doc Rivers says he's always been political, he

just doesn't talk about it much. The Denver

Nuggets haven't set any sort of timetable for

the return of guard Isaiah ...

Yahoo Sports

4 hours ago

Tampa Bay Buccaneers vs. Pittsburgh

Steelers: Preview, pick, time, TV, statistics to

know for 'Monday Night Football'



Ryan Fitzpatrick and the Bucs look to continue

their hot start against the disappointing

Steelers.

CBSSports.com

today

Vance McDonald's MONSTER Stiff Arm on

75-Yd Catch & Run TD!

video_youtube

NFL

one hour ago

Photo: Dan Istitene (Getty)

Luka Modriæ Wins FIFA's Dumb Little "The

Best" Award

Individual awards in soccer are inherently silly

and effectively meaningless. FIFA's premier



individual award has been rendered even sillier

and less meaningful ...

Deadspin

4 hours ago

Luka Modric wins FIFA The Best award ends

Ronaldo Messi duopoly

Real Madrid's Luka Modric claimed FIFA's The

Best award for 2018 to end Cristiano Ronaldo

and Lionel Messi's decade-long hold on world

football's top player ...

ESPN

4 hours ago

The Dolphins demand our respect and 7 more

lessons from NFL Week 3



The “Any Given Sunday” cliche couldn't have

been more true this weekend. This was a reset

weekend in the NFL. Almost everything we

thought we knew, we ...

SB Nation

5 hours ago

Science

More Science

Newly-launched satellite to measure Earth's

melting ice in 'unprecedented accuracy'

NASA says its recently-launched Ice, Cloud

and land Elevation Satellite-2 will measure

Earth's melting ice with "unprecedented

accuracy" using an advanced ...

MLive.com



today

Humans Are Causing Earth To Wobble More As

It Spins, NASA Finds

An in-depth study conducted by NASA found

that humans are responsible for the increasing

wobble detected as Earth spins on its axis.

Forbes

today

Planet Earth Wobbles As It Spins, and Now

Scientists Know Why

Humans are responsible for some of the

wobble in Earth's spin. Since 1899, the Earth's

axis of spin has shifted about 34 feet (10.5

meters). Now, research ...



Live Science

today

New NASA space laser isn't a 'Space Force'

weapon

video_youtube

USA TODAY

today

NASA's New Space Laser to Measure Earth's

Changing Ice

The incredibly precise Advanced Topographic

Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS) is the main

feature of the Ice, Cloud and land Elevation

Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) that ...

EcoWatch

today



Skepticism surrounds renowned

mathematician's attempted proof of

160-year-old hypothesis

The Riemann hypothesis, a formula related to

the distribution of prime numbers, has

remained unsolved for more than a century.

Science Magazine

4 hours ago

Top mathematician says he solved the 'single

most important open problem' in math after

160 years

Mathematician Sir Michael Atiyah claimed he

solved the "most important open problem" in

maths, the Riemann hypothesis. At a lecture in



Germany on Monday ...

Business Insider

today

This hissing, bubbling Alaska lake is

frightening scientists

The first time Katey Walter Anthony saw Esieh

Lake in the western Brooks Range, she was

afraid it might explode. Across the Arctic,

lakes are leaking ...

Anchorage Daily News

2 hours ago

Across the Arctic, lakes are leaking dangerous

greenhouse gases

ABOVE THE ARCTIC CIRCLE, ALASKA - Katey



Walter Anthony has studied some 300 lakes

across the tundras of the Arctic. But sitting on

the mucky shore of ...

Prince George Citizen

today

Six sharks killed after attack on swimmers

near Great Barrier Reef

Six sharks have been killed after attacks on

two swimmers at a tourist destination in the

Great Barrier Reef.

Fox News

today

Scientists Are Trying To Save The Great

Barrier Reef By Zapping It With Electricity



An environmental group is looking into a novel

way to repair the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) in

Australia – they want to use electricity to

accelerate coral g.

IFLScience

4 hours ago

Health

More Health

Jered Chinnock walks down a clinic hallway

with his therapy team at the Mayo Clinic in

Rochester, Minn. on Sept. 18, 2018. Chinnock,

paralyzed since 2013, is taking steps again

thanks to an electrical implant that zaps his

injured spine and months of intense rehab as

part of a medical study at the clinic. From left

are physical therapist Megan Gill, Chinnock,



kinesiologists Daniel Veith and Margaux Linde,

and doctoral candidate Jonathan Calvert.

Electrical implant helps paralyzed patients

walk again

WASHINGTON — Three people whose legs

were paralyzed for years can stand and take

steps again thanks to an electrical implant

that zaps the injured spinal ...

CBS News

today

'Amazing' treatment helps paralyzed people

walk again

Kelly Thomas is paralyzed from the chest down

and can consciously control her ability to walk,



researchers say, thanks to a stimulation

device in her lower back.

CNN

today

A paralyzed man makes great strides with

spinal stimulation and rehab

With the help of a spine stimulator and

intensive training, a formerly paralyzed man

can command his legs to step again. This

achievement, described online ...

Science News

today

Two people with paralysis walk again using an

implanted device



After Kelly Thomas' truck flipped with her

inside of it in 2014, she was told that she

probably would never walk again. Now, thanks

to a spinal cord implant that ...

The Verge

Paralyzed patients walk again with help from

pain stimulator

At least five people whose legs were

completely paralyzed are walking again, two of

them with no outside help, thanks to a

specialized program of therapy and a ...

NBCNews.com

This adult Anopheles gambiae mosquito — the

kind that spreads malaria — was genetically

modified as part of the study.



Genetic Modification Of Mosquitoes Could

Provide New Weapon Against Malaria : Goats

and Soda

Scientists demonstrate that a "gene drive" can

rapidly spread a genetic mutation through a

species, perhaps providing a potent new

weapon against malaria.

NPR

No One Knows Exactly What Would Happen If

Mosquitoes Were to Disappear

When Delphine Thizy talks to people about

eliminating malaria by targeting mosquitos, the

one question she says everyone

asks—“whether you're talking to ...



The Atlantic

Milk Straight From Breast Best for Baby's

Weight

Breast milk from the bottle may not have as

many benefits for a baby's weight as feeding

straight from the breast, a new study suggests.

HealthDay

today

Breastfeeding better for weight than pumping,

study says

Research has already shown a link between

breastfeeding and lower obesity risk for

babies. But a new study finds another

association: "Breast is best" for them ...



CNN

Device a 'Game Changer' for Severe Heart

Failure?

The trial included 614 patients with severe

heart failure in the United States and Canada.

They were randomly assigned to receive either

the MitraClip plus ...

WebMD

Tiny Device Is a ‘Huge Advance’ for Treatment

of Severe Heart Failure

A clip used to repair damaged heart valves

sharply reduced deaths among patients with a

grim prognosis.

The New York Times



New York Times: Woman who signed letter

supporting Kavanaugh calls yearbook

revelation 'hurtful'

Anchor Muted Background

By Kate Sullivan, CNN

Updated 9:49 PM ET, Mon September 24, 2018
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Now Playing Kavanaugh: I never...

Kavanaugh accuser accepts request to testify

Trump Kavanaugh remarks

Trump: Kavanaugh one of the 'finest people'



Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee on the third day of his

Supreme Court confirmation hearing on Capitol

Hill September 6, 2018 in Washington, DC.

Kavanaugh calls allegations 'completely false'

Anita Hill: FBI should investigate Ford's claim

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee during the second day of

his Supreme Court confirmation hearing on

Capitol Hill September 5, 2018 in Washington,

DC.

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford

willing to testify

Anita Hill, University of Oklahoma Law



Professor, who testified, that she was sexually

harassed by Clarence Thomas.

Watch how senators grilled Anita Hill in 1991

Ralph Norman joke Kavanaugh accuser ebof

vpx_00000000.jpg

See GOP lawmaker's crude joke mocking

accuser

Ford wants FBI investigation before testifying

kavanaugh fox gillibrand reaction bts ac

vpx_00000119

Now Playing

Kavanaugh: I never sexually assaulted anyone

Kavanaugh: I was a virgin during high school

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

speaks while his wife Ashley Estes Kavanaugh

(L) and US President Donald Trump listens



after the announcement of his nomination in

the East Room of the White House on July 9,

2018 in Washington, DC. (Photo by MANDEL

NGAN / AFP) (Photo credit should read

MANDEL NGAN/AFP/Getty Images)

Kavanaugh tells Fox News: Not going

anywhere

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh (R) leaves his home September 19,

2018 in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Kavanaugh is

scheduled to appear again before the Senate

Judiciary Committee next Monday following

allegations that have endangered his

appointment to the Supreme Court. (Photo by

Win McNamee/Getty Images)

Kavanaugh slams 'smears' after new allegation



trump kavanaugh 092418

Trump: Hope Kavanaugh will be confirmed

quickly

MeToo founder to Ford: We stand with you

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee during the second day of

his Supreme Court confirmation hearing on

Capitol Hill September 5, 2018 in Washington,

DC.

Report: New woman comes out against

Kavanaugh

Kavanaugh accuser accepts request to testify

Trump Kavanaugh remarks

Trump: Kavanaugh one of the 'finest people'

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett



Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee on the third day of his

Supreme Court confirmation hearing on Capitol

Hill September 6, 2018 in Washington, DC.

Kavanaugh calls allegations 'completely false'

Anita Hill: FBI should investigate Ford's claim

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee during the second day of

his Supreme Court confirmation hearing on

Capitol Hill Sept. 5,2018 in Washington,DC

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford

willing to testify

Anita Hill, University of Oklahoma Law

Professor, who testified, that she was sexually

harassed by Clarence Thomas.



Watch how senators grilled Anita Hill in 1991

Ralph Norman joke Kavanaugh accuser ebof

vpx_00000000.jpg

See GOP lawmaker's crude joke mocking

accuser

Ford wants FBI investigation before testifying

kavanaugh fox gillibrand reaction bts

Kavanaugh: I never sexually assaulted anyone

Kavanaugh: I was a virgin during high school

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

speaks while his wife Ashley Estes Kavanaugh

(L) and US President Donald Trump listens

after the announcement of his nomination in

the East Room of the White House on July 9,

2018 in Washington, DC. (Photo by MANDEL

NGAN / AFP)



Kavanaugh tells Fox News: Not going

anywhere

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh (R) leaves his home September 19,

2018 in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Kavanaugh is

scheduled to appear again before the Senate

Judiciary Committee next Monday following

allegations that have endangered his

appointment to the Supreme Court. (Photo by

Win McNamee/Getty Images)

Kavanaugh slams 'smears' after new allegation

trump kavanaugh 092418

Trump: Hope Kavanaugh will be confirmed

quickly

MeToo founder to Ford: We stand with you

Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett



Kavanaugh testifies before the Senate

Judiciary Committee during the second day of

his Supreme Court confirmation hearing on

Capitol Hill Sept. 5, 2018 in Washington, DC.

Report: New woman comes out against

Kavanaugh

Kavanaugh accuser accepts request to testify

Washington (CNN)A woman who signed a letter

supporting Brett Kavanaugh after he was

accused of sexual assault earlier this month

called revelations from his high school

yearbook that showed he and his friends

reportedly boasted about their supposed

conquests with her "hurtful," The New York

Times reported Monday.

Renate Schroeder Dolphin joined 64 other



women this month who signed a letter to the

Senate Judiciary Committee saying they knew

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

during their high school years and that "he has

behaved honorably and treated women with

respect."

However, Kavanaugh included "Renate

Alumnius" as an entry in his high school

yearbook page, and two of Kavanaugh's

classmates told the Times the mentions of

"Renate" were part of the high school football

players' unsubstantiated boasting about their

conquests.

When Dolphin, who attended a nearby Catholic

girls' school and was then known as Renate

Schroeder, signed the September 14 letter, the



Times reports, she wasn't aware of the

"Renate" yearbook references about herself on

the pages of Kavanaugh and his football

teammates.

"I learned about these yearbook pages only a

few days ago," Dolphin said in a statement to

the Times. "I don't know what 'Renate

Alumnus' actually means. I can't begin to

comprehend what goes through the minds of

17-year-old boys who write such things, but the

insinuation is horrible, hurtful and simply

untrue. I pray their daughters are never treated

this way. I will have no further comment."

The word "Renate" appears at least 14 times in

Georgetown Preparatory School's 1983

yearbook, the newspaper reports, including in



the caption of a group photo of nine football

players that includes Kavanaugh. In the

caption they are described as the "Renate

Alumni."

"They were very disrespectful, at least

verbally, with Renate," Sean Hagan, a

Georgetown Prep student at the time, told the

Times in reference to Kavanaugh and his

teammates. "I can't express how disgusted I

am with them, then and now."

Christine Blasey Ford alleges Kavanaugh

sexually assaulted her when they were both in

high school. Kavanaugh has denied the claims.

Ford and Kavanaugh are both scheduled to

testify Thursday before the Senate Judiciary

Committee. 































































































































































    Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years

    US Entertainer Bill Cosby arrives for a

scenting hearing in Norristown, PA, on

September 25, 2018. Cosby appears before

Judge Steven O&#39;Neil after a jury found the

81 year old entertainer guilty of three counts of

aggravated indecent assault in a April 2018

retrial. (Photo by Bastiaan Slabbers/NurPhoto

via Getty Images)

    LIVE Updates

    Cosby also fined $25,000 plus the costs of

prosecution for the sexual assault of Andrea

Constand

    Judge to Cosby: 'The day has come, the time

has come.'

    What is a sexually violent predator?



    Highs and lows of Bill Cosby's career

    Opinion: This is the cultural dilemma of

Cosby's fall

    Cosby's star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame

is vandalized, again

    Opinion: Cosby tried to make it about race —

not rape

    Today in politics

    U.S. President Donald Trump addresses the

United Nations General Assembly on

September 25, 2018 in New York City. The

United Nations General Assembly, or UNGA, is

expected to attract 84 heads of state and 44

heads of government in New York City for a

week of speeches, talks and high level



diplomacy concerning global issues. New York

City is under tight security for the annual event

with dozens of road closures and thousands of

security officers patrolling city streets and

waterways.

    Analysis

    Trump bragged about himself to the UN.

They laughed.

    Trump at UN: I didn't expect that reaction

    Live Updates Trump: We only give foreign

aid to 'those who respect us'

    Trump gets unusual reaction from UN

    Lemon speaks out on his sexual assault

    Analysis: Brett Kavanaugh tries

unprecedented move

    Senate Judiciary hires an outside counsel to



question Kavanaugh accuser on Thursday

    Live Updates Trump: Democrats are playing

a 'con game' with Kavanaugh nomination

    Opinion: Burn down 'boys will be boys' club

    Top stories

    An employee fills a coffee order at a

Dunkin&#39; Donuts Inc. location in Ramsey,

New Jersey, U.S., on Thursday, May 5, 2016.

Dunkin&#39; Brands Group Inc., a leading

franchiser in the quick service restaurants

(QSR) sector, operates in almost 60 countries

around the world with more than 11,300

Dunkin&#39; Donuts restaurants and 7,500

Baskin-Robbins locations. Photographer: Ron

Antonelli/Bloomberg via Getty Images



    Dunkin' Donuts is officially dropping 'Donuts'

    Democratic congressional candidate dies

unexpectedly

    Teen survives 49 days adrift at sea

    Chances of a 2nd Brexit vote just got higher

    Ted Cruz forced from restaurant

    Mormons excommunicate bishop for

criticizing sexually explicit youth interviews

    Woman airlifted from ravine after 3 days

    Hurricane Florence is about to bring historic

flooding to Georgetown, South Carolina

    Seattle will vacate more than 500

convictions for marijuana possession



Daily Kos Recommended

    Kavanaugh's freshman roommate drops a

bomb: 'Debbie has a right to be heard and I

believe her'

When Debbie Ramirez came forward with her

account of a drunken college-aged Brett

Kavanaugh disrobing in front of her in the

common space of a Yale facility, she was

stepping bravely into the maelstrom of

Republican misogynistic hypocrisy. But she

was also opening up the gates to true

inspiration and support. Now, Brett

Kavanaugh’s first year roommate—James

Roche—has released a statement about the



character of the two parties involved.

In it he provides yet another account of

Kavanaugh’s excessive drinking that was

noticeable “even by the standards of the time.”

Roche says he became friends with Debbie,

who felt out of place amongst the wealthy

types like Kavanaugh, but tried hard to be

friendly and get along with everyone. And

while Roche says he was not present during

the incident that Ramirez has told the press,

he does not doubt it.  Based on my time with

Debbie, I believe her to be unusually honest

and straightforward and I cannot imagine her

making this up.Based on my time with Brett, I

believe that he and his social circle were

capable of the actions that Debbie described.



He says he has nothing more to add and will

not be doing interviews, but he makes one

thing very clear. I have shared this information

with a small number of reporters who reached

out to me directly because Debbie has a right

to be heard and I believe her.

Full statement below.

The Republican Party has so many

conservative asshats waiting in the judicial

wings but they continue to push to have the

most loathsome on our highest court? That’s

beyond political, it’s morally repugnant.

   





   Woman who signed letter supporting

Kavanaugh finds out he insulted her in

yearbook

    Now we know why Senate Republicans

didn't want Mark Judge to testify

    Please help get Democratic voters in LA to

the polls. Just click here, choose the date that

works best for you, search for events in 90034

and RSVP to attend.

    Can’t volunteer right now? Please, chip in $3

to Daily Kos to help us sign up Get Out the

Vote volunteers.



    Trump needs Rosenstein out, right

now—because of Manafort, and Cohen, and a

piece of paper

    If Trump fires Rosenstein, he may not be

able to replace him

    Publicist who set up Trump Tower meeting

insists Jared Kushner was present for full

meeting

    The powerful retort by a black pastor to the

black pastors who praised Trump: 'Do your

homework'

    Want to take back the House? Chip in $1 to



each of these Daily Kos-endorsed women

running in red-leaning seats!

    Texas refuses dentures to inmates because

'chewing isn't a medical necessity'

    What is the most ridiculous reason someone

has offered for censoring a book?

    Police departments keep breaking

Facebook's rules with undercover cop

accounts

    Sign and send the petition to your U.S.

senators: The sexual assault charges against

Brett Kavanaugh are disqualifying, and he



must be rejected.

    In a moment of solidarity, #BelieveSurvivors

and #StopKavanaugh selfies are burning up

Twitter

    Kavanaugh on the US Supreme Court will

condemn 100 species to extinction as early as

October 1

    Family of woman who escaped Border Patrol

serial killer speaks out: 'She can’t sleep. She

screams'

   The oil companies not only knew fossil fuels

caused climate change, they knew how bad it

would get



U.N. laughs as Trump touts his achievements

   President Trump spoke of "the extraordinary

progress" the United States has made during

his time in office.

    'Didn't expect that reaction' »

 WHAT A TOTAL FOOL/EMBARASSMENT!



    Trump attacks 2nd Kavanaugh accuser

    Sen. Ted Cruz heckled out of D.C. restaurant

    Predicting college football's Showdown

Saturday

    A dim view of the future of the U.S. middle

class

    Kavanaugh 'belligerent' when drunk:

Ex-roommate

Politics HuffPost

Michael Avenatti Warns Trump, Kavanaugh: 'Be

Very, Very Careful' About What You Do Next

Attorney Michael Avenatti has issued a stark

warning to those attempting to



The comedian was also fined $25,000 plus the

costs of prosecution for the sexual assault of

Andrea Constand

Judge to Cosby: 'The day has come, the time

has come.'

Bill Cosby leaves court in handcuffs

Constand's full victim impact statement about

Cosby's assault

Prosecutor: Andrea Constand never waivered

Opinion: This is the cultural dilemma of

Cosby's fall



Cosby sentenced1:30

(Video: The Washington Post; photo: AP)

Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in state

prison

Cosby’s sentencing follows an April conviction

on charges of drugging and sexually assaulting

Andrea Constand, a Temple University

basketball official he was mentoring.

    By Manuel Roig-Franzia

Bill Cosby ‘took my beautiful, healthy young

spirit and crushed it,’ sexual assault survivor

says

From the archives | Perspective: Bill Cosby



raped me. Why did it take 30 years for people

to believe my story?

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t

happened.

The populist ultimatum has been a frequent

applause line at Trump rallies and speeches

since the early days of his presidential

campaign. But turning it into an actual policy

has proved much more difficult, U.S. officials

familiar with internal debates said ahead of

Trump’s U.N. speech.

    By John Hudson and Josh Dawsey

Trump rejects constraints imposed by other



nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

The Fix: World leaders stumble upon a potent

response to Trump’s claims — laughter

Trump says second Kavanaugh accuser ‘has

nothing’ and was ‘totally inebriated’

In brief remarks after his United Nations
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Kavanaugh’s Fox News interview risks
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Cosby Sentencing

Bill Cosby Sentenced to 3 to 10 Years in Prison

    Mr. Cosby was sentenced on Tuesday for

drugging and sexually assaulting a woman,



Andrea Constand, at his home 14 years ago.

    He will go straight to prison after the judge

denied him a request to remain free on bail

while pursuing an anticipated appeal.

2h ago

0:27Bill Cosby Leaves Court for Prison

Bill Cosby left prison in handcuffs after being

sentenced on Tuesday. Brendan

Mcdermid/Reuters

Ms. Constand met Mr. Cosby in 2002. Here’s

what happened and how the case unfolded.

2h ago

Supreme Court Nominee

Trump Accuses Democrats of Running ‘Con

Game’ Against Kavanaugh



    Speaking in New York, President Trump

disparaged a woman who accused Judge Brett

M. Kavanaugh of exposing himself to her,

saying she was “messed up” and “drunk” at the

time.

    Dispensing again with the restraint that

advisers have urged, Mr. Trump went beyond

defending Judge Kavanaugh into attack mode.

3h ago

“I think it’s horrible what the Democrats have

done. It’s a con game,” President Trump said of

the sexual assault allegations against Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh. Tom Brenner for The New

York Times

Lisa Murkowski Delivers Message: Take



Kavanaugh Accusations Seriously

Senator Lisa Murkowski, Republican of Alaska

and a key swing vote, said she is troubled by

Christine Blasey Ford’s story.

2m ago

Judge Kavanaugh’s “golden résumé” has

turned into a lead weight, our columnist

writes.

8h ago

Kavanaugh’s Yearbook Page Is ‘Horrible,

Hurtful’ to a Woman It Named

    Judge Kavanaugh and some of his high

school friends described themselves in a

yearbook as “Renate” alumni.



    The woman, Renate Schroeder Dolphin, was

unaware of these references when she signed

a letter defending the judge’s character this

month.
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Alabama Revisits Ten Commandments, Hoping

for Help from Kavanaugh

The state’s voters this fall will decide on a

constitutional amendment that would allow the

commandments to be displayed in schools and

other public property.
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Anti-Kavanaugh protesters heckled Senator

Ted Cruz and his wife at a restaurant in



Washington on Monday night.
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International Relations

Trump, at U.N., Scorns ‘Unaccountable Global

Bureaucracy’

    President Trump, speaking at the General

Assembly, doubled down on his “America First”

foreign policy.

    He also promoted the results of his summit

meeting with Kim Jong Un in June, claiming

that his diplomacy had reduced the nuclear

threat from North Korea.

1m ago

Updates from the U.N. General Assembly



Leaders from around the world have gathered

in New York to deal with a host of issues, from

Iran’s nuclear program to North Korea to wars

in the Middle East.

30m ago

Here’s how Mr. Trump is being protected while

he is in New York — and what it may cost.

5h ago

U.S. ECONOMY

As Debt Rises, the Government Will Soon

Spend More on Interest Than on the Military

    Tax cuts, spending increases and higher

interest rates could make it harder to respond

to future recessions and deal with other needs.

    The deficit is expected to total nearly $1



trillion next year — the first time it has been

that big since 2012.

2h ago

Interest payments on the federal debt could

surpass the Defense Department budget in

2023. Jeon Heon-Kyun/EPA, via Shutterstock

One reason for slow wage growth? More

benefits.
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Supreme Confusion

Bill Cosby sentenced to three to 10 years in

prison

The judge rejects the defense’s claim that he

was too infirm for prison, and also orders the

81-year-old entertainer to register as a sex

offender.

Jenny Jarvie

By Jenny Jarvie



    • Read Andrea Constand's response to

Cosby's sentencing

    • Television Critics Assn. rescinds Cosby's

Career Achievement Award
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his teenage drinking
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    • Trump blasts Democrats for 'con game'

against Kavanaugh and dismisses second



accuser as 'messed up'

Trump's boasts in his address to the U.N.

prompt laughter — and then a wary silence

Trump's boasts in his address to the U.N.

prompt laughter — and then a wary silence

President Trump declared his tenure had

'accomplished more than almost any

administration in the history of our country.'

By Eli Stokols  and Tracy Wilkinson
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    • Ten days after Florence came ashore,

waters still rising in South Carolina
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Houston man now suspected of three killings,

four vicious assaults in L.A. homeless attacks

Houston man now suspected of three killings,

four vicious assaults in L.A. homeless attacks

After huge cockfighting bust, L.A. supervisors

seek to limit roosters

Trump administration defends nerve agent



pesticide found harmful to children

132,000 pounds of ground beef recalled from

stores in California and other states after E.

coli outbreak

Family of woman killed when Caltrans

bulldozed homeless camp in Modesto files

wrongful death claim
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amid record heat and dry conditions across

Southern California

Santa Ana winds pose extreme fire danger

amid record heat and dry conditions across

Southern California

Santa Ana winds pose a fire danger every year,



but 2018 has been particularly brutal because

record high temperatures and a lack of rain

have left brush ready to burn.
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Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in prison

for Andrea Constand sexual assault

Bill Cosby is led out of courtroom in handcuffs

after being sentenced to 3-10 years in prison

for Andrea Constand sexual assault.

    Gloria Allred reacts after Cosby sentenced

to 3 to 10 years in prison

    Cosby led out of court in handcuffs
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Former Bush Administration Official Stands By

Brett Kavanaugh’s Accuser

By Doha Madani

Rosario Marin said she believes Christine

Blasey’s sexual assault allegation against the

Supreme Court nominee.
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centuries,” Andrew Wyatt said.
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By Alanna Vagianos

The comedian was sentenced to three to 10

years in state prison for the sexual assault of

Andrea Constand.

POLITICS

Beto O’Rourke Defends Senate Rival Ted Cruz

After Restaurant Heckling Incident

By Jenna Amatulli

“The Cruz family should be treated with

respect,” O'Rourke said.

CRIME

Bill Cosby Sentenced To 3 To 10 Years In

Prison For Sexual Assault

By Alanna Vagianos

The disgraced comedian was found guilty in

April of drugging and sexually assaulting



Andrea Constand in 2004.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Made

Advertisement by New Arena

POLITICS

Smith & Wesson Shareholders Vote In Favor Of

Issuing Report On Gun Violence

By Nick Wing

The major gun manufacturer is the second to

face pressure from investors in recent months.

WORLD NEWS

Pope Says Sex Abuse Crisis Has Driven Young

Catholics Away From The Church

By Carol Kuruvilla

"Many young people do not turn to us for



anything," the pope said during a meeting in

Estonia.

HEALTH

Political Violence In DRC May Cause Ebola

Outbreak To Spin Out Of Control

By Lauren Weber

POLITICS

Do Republicans Think Christine Blasey Ford Is

Lying? They Can’t Say.

By Jennifer Bendery and Arthur Delaney

POLITICS

Creator Of 3D-Printed Gun Resigns From His

Company After Sexual Assault Arrest

By Andy Campbell

Cody Wilson left Defense Distributed in the

wake of charges involving a 16-year-old girl



and SugarDaddyMeet.com.

WOMEN

Judge Rules Bill Cosby A ‘Sexually Violent

Predator’

By Alanna Vagianos

Cosby was previously convicted of three

counts of aggravated indecent assault.

OPINION

Are You Asking Me To Talk The ‘Right’ Way Or

The ‘White’ Way?

By Jolie A. Doggett

If You Care About Immigrants, Prove It In The

Midterms

By Juan Escalante, Columnist

Christine Blasey Ford Steps Through The

Right-Wing Looking Glass



By Richard North Patterson, Columnist

TRENDING

Ted Cruz Spotted On Flight Looking At Photo

Of Senate Rival Beto O’Rourke

Michael Avenatti Warns Trump, Kavanaugh: ‘Be

Very, Very Careful’ About What You Do Next

New ‘Fantastic Beasts 2’ Trailer Confirms Fan

Theory About Classic ‘Harry Potter’ Character

Tiffany Haddish Says Women Must ‘Drown’

Their Vaginas For Good Sex

Princess Anne Won’t Shake Hands For A Very

Royal Reason

Andrea Constand Stood Up To Bill Cosby. Read

Her Statement In Full.

Subscribe to The Morning Email.

Wake up to the day's most important news.
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Headlines

More Headlines

GOP hires female attorney to question

Kavanaugh accuser - POLITICO

Senate panel schedules Kavanaugh vote for

Friday

The Senate Judiciary Committee will vote on

Brett Kavanaugh's nomination to the Supreme

Court on Friday morning, fewer than 24 hours

after Kavanaugh and ...

POLITICO

today

Kavanaugh hearing once again in question as

Christine Ford raises new concerns



An attorney for the woman who accused Brett

Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her decades

ago has raised fresh concerns about the

format for Thursday's ...

Fox News

today

Kavanaugh tries unprecedented move to save

his chance for the Supreme Court

Brett Kavanaugh looked less like a Supreme

Court justice than an ordinary political

candidate whose campaign is on the skids,

mired in scandal as he battles to ...

CNN

4 hours ago

FBI Brett Kavanaugh Investigation Is Probably



the Right Move

Should there be an FBI investigation into the

allegations against Brett Kavanaugh? On the

merits, I still think the answer is No — for

reasons discussed quite a bit ...

National Review

5 hours ago

Opinion

Five simple rules for judging Kavanaugh and

his accusers | TheHill

David Oscar Markus offers five simple

guidelines to help you judge the credibility of

the witnesses who testify.

The Hill



today

Opinion

play_arrow

Donald Trump bragged about himself to the

United Nations. The UN laughed.

President Donald Trump's touting of how his

administration has accomplished more than

any -- yes, any -- past administration in its first

two years is one of his ...

CNN

3 hours ago

Watch: Donald Trump Laughed at by United

Nations for Saying His Administration Has

Accomplished Most in History



President Donald Trump received laughs

before the United Nations General Assembly in

New York City Tuesday after he claimed his

administration had been ...

Newsweek

today

U.S. sanctions Venezuela officials, Trump

slams Maduro

NEW YORK/CARACAS (Reuters) - The United

States imposed new sanctions on Venezuelan

President Nicolas Maduro's wife and key allies

including the vice ...

Reuters

today

US slaps sanctions on wife of Venezuelan



President Maduro

Washington (CNN) The Trump administration

imposed sanctions on Venezuelan President

Nicolas Maduro's wife and three other

members of his inner circle.

CNN

today

Man being thrown over bridge captured by

police bodycam video

A Florida police officer's body camera captured

a man being thrown 30 feet off a bridge and

into a river on Sunday. In the video released by

the Daytona Beach ...

ABC News



4 hours ago

Florida man threw another man off bridge,

arrested after spotted by passing officer, cops

say

A man in Florida was arrested Sunday after he

threw another man off a bridge into a river just

as an officer was passing by, according to

police. The Daytona ...

Fox News

5 hours ago

U.S.

More U.S.

Creator Of 3D-Printed Gun Resigns From His

Company After Sexual Assault Arrest



Cody Wilson left Defense Distributed in the

wake of charges involving a 16-year-old girl

and SugarDaddyMeet.com.

HuffPost

3 hours ago

Cody Wilson, owner of controversial 3D gun

company, resigns after sexual assault arrest

The founder of the controversial Texas

company that sells blueprints for untraceable

3-D printed guns has resigned after his arrest

on charges of having sex with ...

Fox News

5 hours ago

3D Gun Pioneer Cody Wilson Resigned As Head

Of Defense Distributed



Even as he was making plans to rent a Taipei

apartment last week, it appears that Cody

Wilson had already severed all ties with the

controversial 3D gun ...

NPR

3 hours ago

Owner of 3D-printed gun company resigns

following arrest for having sex with underage

girl - NY Daily News

The founder of a Texas company that sells

blueprints for untraceable 3D-printed guns has

resigned after being arrested for having sex

with an underage girl, the ...

New York Daily News

5 hours ago



3-D Printed Gun Advocate Cody Wilson Quits

Company He Founded

Mr. Wilson, accused of sexual assault against

a minor and arrested in Taiwan on Friday, was

replaced as Defense Distributed's director by

Paloma Heindorff.

The New York Times

4 hours ago

NSA engineer gets 5+ years for security breach

- POLITICO

NSA engineer gets 5+ years for security breach

BALTIMORE — A federal judge on Tuesday

imposed a stiff sentence on a rank-and-file

engineer who caused a major security breach



for the National Security ...

POLITICO

one hour ago

Nghia Hoang Pho, ex-NSA employee, gets 5

years in prison for keeping top secret info at

home

Nghia Hoang Pho, 64, of Ellicott City, was

sentenced to five years and six months in

prison after pleading guilty.

CBS News

2 hours ago

Boy, 14, accidentally shot and killed during

target practice

A 14-year-old boy was struck and killed by a



stray bullet in what was apparently a freak

accident while riding in the back seat of a car

with his family Sunday.

ABC News

today

play_arrow

Trump's $250 billion in China tariffs are now in

effect—here's what could get more expensive

The trade war with China "has the potential to

impact a lot of areas that people need day to

day to survive or to run their business," says

personal finance expert ...

CNBC

5 hours ago

Trump attacks China's trade practices in UN



speech

video_youtube

ABC News

today

World

More World

New Iran video threatens Israel, Gulf states

with missile strikes and 'heavy punishment'

following parade attack

A threatening video showing a simulated

Iranian ballistic missile strike on Israel and

Saudi Arabia was posted to a pro-regime

Twitter account Tuesday -- but it ...

Fox News

today



Iran terrorist attack shows regime opponents

see 'unique opportunity,' experts say

LONDON — The crackle of gunfire has ceased,

but questions swirl around who carried out an

attack on a military parade in southern Iran

that left at least 25 ...

NBCNews.com

today

Saudi Arabia rejects Iran's claim it backed

parade attack

RIYADH (Reuters) - Saudi Arabia denied it had

backed the gunmen who killed 25 people at a

military parade in southwestern Iran over the

weekend, almost half ...



Reuters

today

Is it Ahvaz or Ahwaz - and what difference

does it make?

Ahvaz is a cosmopolitan city that cannot be

defined by narrow-minded ethno-nationalism.

Al Jazeera English

today

Opinion

Why Iran is blaming Saudi Arabia and America

over the Ahvaz attack

The specificity and scale of Iranian threats

that have followed Saturday's terrorist attack

in Ahvaz indicate that Iran will retaliate



against those it blames for the ...

Washington Examiner

yesterday

Opinion

Divers are seen during the discovery of a

centuries-old shipwreck, in Cascais in this

handout photo released September 24, 2018.

Incredible Images Reveal Renaissance

Shipwreck in 'Discovery of the Decade'

In Portugal, this is the most important find of

all time,” said project director Jorge Freire.

Newsweek

today

Stunning shipwreck discovery: 400-year-old

wreck thrills experts



A 400-year-old shipwreck discovered off the

coast of Portugal has been hailed as a

“significant” archaeological find.

Fox News

today

The UN laughed at Trump's claim about his

great accomplishments

The UN General Assembly broke into giggles,

then outright laughter when US president

Donald Trump made a grandiose claim about

his administration's ...

Quartz

today

Toby Melville/Reuters

Beluga Whale Sighted Swimming in Britain's



River Thames

A beluga whale was spotted swimming in

Britain's River Thames this week by an

ecologist who captured the rare sighting on

camera. Ecologist and ornithologist ...

The Daily Beast

one hour ago

Beluga whale spotted in the Thames off

Gravesend

A beluga whale has been seen swimming in the

River Thames. It was first spotted by ecologist

and ornithologist Dave Andrews, who said it

had been feeding ...

BBC News



4 hours ago

Business

More Business

play_arrow

Dunkin' Donuts is officially dropping 'Donuts'

Starting in January, Dunkin' Donuts will drop

the "Donuts" from ads, packages and signage

at new and remodeled stores, as well as its

social media accounts.

CNN

3 hours ago

Woman hopes to catch thief who stole money

from her wallet at Menands Dunkin' Donuts

A Brunswick woman who had more than $200



stolen from her wallet at a Dunkin' Donuts is

asking for the public's help.

WNYT

today

Dunkin' drops Donuts from its name

The restaurant chain wants its name to reflect

an emphasis on coffee and other beverages.

Fox Business

5 hours ago

Dunkin' Donuts to officially change its name

Doughnuts are still on the menu, but Dunkin'

Donuts is renaming itself Dunkin' to reflect its

increasing emphasis on coffee and other

drinks, which make up 60 ...



PennLive.com

2 hours ago

Just Dunkin': Dunkin' Donuts to change its

name

Doughnuts are still on the menu, but the

company is renaming itself "Dunkin"' to reflect

its increasing emphasis on coffee and other

drinks.

WBNG-TV

4 hours ago

Arby's parent company to buy burger chain

Sonic in $2.3 billion deal

With the $2.3 billion deal, Inspire Brands will

own Arby's, Sonic, Buffalo Wild Wings and



Rusty Taco.

USA TODAY

5 hours ago

Sonic sold to Arby's and Buffalo Wild Wings

owner for $2.3 billion

Fear not, drive-in fans. Inspire, the owner of

Arby's and Buffalo Wild Wings, said nothing will

change now that it is acquiring Sonic. The

company will remain an ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Michael Kors acquiring Versace explains how

modern fashion is about consolidating power

Two French conglomerates control much of



the fashion industry. America is trying to catch

up.

Vox

5 hours ago

Michael Kors to buy Versace for $2.1 billion

and change its name to Capri Holdings

Michael Kors is going high end. The handbag

maker is acquiring the Gianni Versace fashion

house for $2.1 billion, including debt, providing

Kors a launching ...

CNBC

today

Protesters call on Salesforce to end contract

with border patrol agency



A dozen or so people accompanied by a

14-foot, 800-pound cage gathered in downtown

San Francisco Tuesday morning to protest

Salesforce's contract with ...

TechCrunch

2 hours ago

Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff is opening his

'family room' to the city of San Francisco

Marc Benioff is opening his "family room" to

the city of San Francisco. Well, the Salesforce

CEO isn't exactly inviting people into his home

in a literal sense, but ...

SF Gate

4 minutes ago

Technology



More Technology

play_arrow

Facebook is responsible for Instagram now. It

better not mess it up

Instagram founders Kevin Systrom and Mike

Krieger are out. Now the question is what

happens to the business they started, and

what that will mean for its ...

CNN

2 hours ago

Instagram's co-founders are leaving Facebook

video_youtube

Arab News

today

Instagram’s Co-Founders to Step Down From



Company

SAN FRANCISCO — Kevin Systrom and Mike

Krieger, the co-founders of the photo-sharing

app Instagram, have resigned and plan to leave

the company in the ...

The New York Times

today

Instagram co-founders announce departure

from Facebook

video_youtube

Daily Mail

today

Clash of cultures led to pair's exodus from tech

giant



To lose one set of founders is unfortunate. But

to lose the creators of a second billion dollar

business looks like carelessness on the part of

Mark Zuckerberg, the ...

The Times

today

See the new iPhone’s ‘focus pixels’ up close

The new iPhones have excellent cameras, to

be sure. But it's always good to verify Apple's

breathless onstage claims with first-hand

reports. We have our own ...

TechCrunch

one hour ago

Apple iPhone XS Review: Excess at its Best



Apple's new iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max are

incredible smartphones, but do you really need

to upgrade?

TIME

today

Opinion

Office 2019 Has Arrived. Here’s Why You

Probably Won’t Care.

Yesterday, Microsoft announced the

availability of Office 2019 to volume licensing

customers, promising general retail availability

in the coming weeks. Unless ...

How-To Geek

today

Microsoft releases Office 2019 for Mac and



Windows

Just because Microsoft is bent on moving

everyone to cloud-based subscriptions doesn't

mean it has forgotten about those who want a

one-and-done purchase.

Engadget

yesterday

Fujifilm GFX 50R is a 51.4MP Medium Format

Rangefinder-style Mirrorless

Fujifilm has announced the new GFX 50R, a

new medium format mirrorless camera that

features a compact, rangefinder-style body

that's reminiscent of famous ...

PetaPixel



today

Fujifilm’s GFX 50R puts a medium format

sensor in a rangefinder-style body

Fujifilm announced the GFX 50R medium

format camera at Photokina 2018, with the "R"

signifying the rangefinder look of the new

design. The camera will be ...

Circuit Breaker

today

Entertainment

More Entertainment

'This is a very important day': Accusers, stars,

advocates on Bill Cosby's prison sentence

Bill Cosby has been sentenced to three to 10



years in state prison for sexual assault. Here's

how advocates and celebrities are reacting to

the news.

USA TODAY

2 hours ago

Bill Cosby sentenced to prison for sexual

assault

Bill Cosby was sentenced on Tuesday to three

to 10 years in state prison for the sexual

assault of Andrea Constand. Judge Steven T.

O'Neill rendered the ...

Yahoo Entertainment

5 hours ago

Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years for

drugging, sexually assaulting Andrea Constand



Disgraced comedian Bill Cosby will serve three

to 10 years in state prison, Montgomery County

Judge Steven T. O'Neill ruled on Tuesday. The

former television ...

Fox News

2 hours ago

Bill Cosby to 3 to 10 years in prison

video_youtube

SABC Digital News

5 hours ago

Bill Cosby gets 3 to 10 years in prison for sex

assault

The US comedian was sentenced after being

convicted of sexual assault.

Euronews English



5 hours ago

Jimmy Bennett gives first TV interview since

Asia Argento sexual assault allegations

Actor Jimmy Bennett appeared in his first TV

interview to detail his alleged relationship with

Italian actress Asia Argento, whom he accused

of sexually assaulting ...

Los Angeles Times

today

Asia Argento says Anthony Bourdain "cheated

on me, too"

The actress is pushing back against those who

blame her for the suicide of her late partner,

Anthony Bourdain.



CBS News

5 hours ago

play_arrow

DeMarcus Ware Jumps Over Partner In 'DWTS'

Debut

DeMarcus Ware was LITERALLY head and

shoulders above the competition.

video_youtube

TMZ

today

Who made an early case for the Mirrorball on

the 'Dancing With the Stars' season 27

premiere?

ABC reopened its ballroom doors on Monday



for Dancing With the Stars' 27th season, and

the two-hour broadcast featured some staples

of the series.

AOL

today

Flight of the Conchords on the "Late Show." 

Flight of the Conchords play new song on "Late

Show"

Flight of the Conchords, New Zealand's "fourth

most popular folk duo," are making their

comeback. Members Jemaine Clement and

Bret McKenzie appeared on ...

CBS News

5 hours ago

Flight Of The Conchords Regales Stephen



Colbert With A New Song

Flight of the Conchords duo Bret McKenzie and

Jemaine Clement debuted a new song on 'The

Late Show with Stephen Colbert' on Monday.

video_youtube

UPROXX

today

Sports

More Sports

Move Over, Ronaldo and Messi. Luka Modric Is

FIFA’s Player of the Year.

LONDON — The Croatian midfielder Luka

Modric was named FIFA's player of the year for

the 2017-18 season on Monday, ending a



decade of dominance by ...

New York Times

today

Luka Modric wins FIFA The Best award ends

Ronaldo Messi duopoly

Real Madrid's Luka Modric claimed FIFA's The

Best award for 2018 to end Cristiano Ronaldo

and Lionel Messi's decade-long hold on world

football's top player ...

ESPN

today

Best Fifa Football Awards 2018: Whom did

Ronaldo, Messi and other captains vote for

While Lionel Messi voted for Cristiano Ronaldo,



the Barcelona star did not find a place in the

Juventus man's choices for The Best men's

player award.

video_youtube

International Business Times, India

today

Premier League player Power Rankings

Who are the top 20 players in the Premier

League right now?

NBC Sports

today

Lionel Messi votes for Cristiano Ronaldo at The

Best FIFA awards, doesn't get one back

Lionel Messi cast his first ever vote for



Cristiano Ronaldo for 2018's The Best FIFA

award, but didn't get one back. Find out who

voted for who.

ESPN

today

play_arrow

Stephen A. reacts to LeBron James saying

Lakers won't catch Warriors | Get Up! | ESPN

video_youtube

ESPN

today

Lakers News: Rajon Rondo to Start over Lonzo

Ball as PG Recovers from Surgery

As Lonzo Ball continues to work his way back

from offseason knee surgery, Rajon Rondo is



expected to be the starting point guard for the

Los Angeles Lakers ...

Bleacher Report NBA

today

play_arrow

Philadelphia Flyers present new mascot

"Gritty"

The Philadelphia Flyers unveil their new

mascot "Gritty" at a preseason NHL hockey

game, and fans respond to his debut with an

outpouring of comments over ...

video_youtube

CBC News

one hour ago

NHL - Ranking every mascot, from Bailey,



Gritty and Youppi to Nordy, Victor E Green and

Hunter

The Flyers' first mascot since the 1970s broke

the internet on Monday. Find out where he

lands among every team's plush personnel.

ESPN

3 hours ago

LeBron Preaches Patience at First Training

Camp with Lakers

LeBron James focused on maintaining

patience with himself an his teammates at his

first day of Lakers camp.

Lakers.com

2 hours ago



Science

More Science

NASA warns Earth is WOBBLING more - and

HUMANS are to blame

THE EARTH is wobbling more as it spins on its

axis - and scientists at NASA think humans are

at least partially to blame.

Express.co.uk

3 hours ago

The Earth is wobbling more than it should, and

humans are likely the cause

When looking at the Earth from afar it appears

to be a perfect sphere, but that actually isn't

the case. Because Earth isn't uniform on all



sides due to land masses ...

BGR

today

This is why the Earth wobbles as it spins,

according to NASA

A study from NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

discovered three factors explaining why the

Earth wobbles while it spins on its axis.

USA TODAY

today

Humans Are Causing Earth to Wobble

When the Earth rotates, it doesn't just spin.

The Earth also wobbles on its axis like a top,

and now a NASA study has clarified just what



causes that wobble.

Popular Mechanics

today

NASA: Yes, The Earth Is Wobbling And Humans

Are Partly To Blame

Scientists say the Earth's axis of spin has

shifted about 34 feet in the last century and

cite three major causes.

CBS Los Angeles

today

Popular weed killer may be to blame for honey

bee deaths, study suggests

Are honey bees getting fatally “stung” by a

type of weed killer?



Fox News

3 hours ago

Bee death: Scientists Warn Common Weed

Killer Glyphosate Is Killing Honey Bees

Scientists urged amateur gardeners and

farmers to stop using the weed killer on plants

which bees visit.

Newsweek

today

Silent Opportunity Mars Rover Spotted from

Space (Photo)

The dust has cleared enough for NASA's Mars

rover Opportunity to be spotted from space. On

Thursday (Sept. 20), the agency's Mars



Reconnaissance Orbiter ...

Space.com

4 hours ago

Mars rover spotted in photo 3 months after it

went silent

NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has

spotted the still-silent Opportunity rover on the

surface of the red planet.

CBS News

4 hours ago

Scientists find home of mysterious

'Oumuamua' space object

Using data from the European Space Agency's

Gaia probe, scientists have identified four



stars that could have been home to the

mysterious Oumuamua space ...

NBCNews.com

2 hours ago

'Oumuamua Isn't from Our Solar System. Now

We May Know Which Star It Came From

Ever since astronomers spotted 'Oumuamua,

the first-ever object from beyond our solar

system, it has offered more questions than

answers: — What is it? Where ...

Space.com

5 hours ago

Health

More Health

New TB vaccine protects half of people with



latent infection

An experimental vaccine to prevent

tuberculosis prevented active TB infection in

more than half of people who got it.

NBCNews.com

4 hours ago

GSK vaccine success a milestone in TB, but

room for improvement

LONDON (Reuters) - An experimental

GlaxoSmithKline vaccine could prevent

tuberculosis developing in half of those who

receive it, making it potentially the ...

Reuters

today



TB vaccine shows early promise as world

leaders gather to discuss wiping out disease

The first new vaccine for preventing

tuberculosis in more than 100 years has shown

promising results in clinical trials.

The Telegraph

today

Syphilis cases in newborn babies reach

20-year high, CDC says

Congenital syphilis cases -- when a mother

passes syphilis onto her baby during

pregnancy or delivery -- have more than

doubled in the United States since ...

CNN



Number of babies born with syphilis has more

than doubled since 2013

The CDC reports a surge in cases of newborns

with syphilis.

USA TODAY

Researchers develop 'world's first' Alzheimer's

treatment, study claims

Scientists have developed a new way of

battling Alzheimer's.

Fox News

European Scientists Have Made an Intriguing

Discovery in Alzheimer's Drug Research

Scientists in the UK and Sweden believe



they've come across an unprecedented

advance in Alzheimer's disease research: A

method of developing new drugs ...

An Incredible New Therapy Is Helping

Paralysed People Walk Again

Kelly Thomas woke up in a Florida hospital

four years ago with no recollection of the car

accident that had robbed her of the ability to

walk. Thomas, an active ...

ScienceAlert

today

Two people with paralysis walk again using an

implanted device



After Kelly Thomas' truck flipped with her

inside of it in 2014, she was told that she

probably would never walk again. Now, thanks

to a spinal cord implant that ...

The Verge

Christine asks Senate to limit press access,

dictate outlets...

FRIDAY MORNING VOTE SCHEDULED...

TRUMP: DEM 'CON GAME'...

Avenatti Mocks Kavanaugh Virginity -- Asks

About Oral Sex...

Porn Star Lawyer Denies Fooled By 4CHAN...

Murkowski Goes Wobbly...

Fate rests with Sen. Collins?

Biden Flashback: FBI 'Do NOT Reach

Conclusions!'



BUCHANAN: Huge stakes of Thursday's

confrontations...

Republicans hire female attorney to question

accuser...

Fight takes on symbolism in divided era...

KIMMEL: Cut His Penis Off...



    Committee sets Kavanaugh vote

    Supreme Court associate justice nominee

Brett Kavanaugh (R) attends a meeting with

Chuck Grassley, R-IA, chairman of the Senate

Judiciary Committee, at the US Capitol in

Washington, DC on July 10, 2018. (Photo by

MANDEL NGAN / AFP) (Photo credit should

read MANDEL NGAN/AFP/Getty Images)

    Breaking News

    The Friday vote will come a day after the

panel questions a woman who accuses him of

sexual assault

    Lemon speaks out on his sexual assault

    Analysis: Lindsey Graham's disappointing

admission about Kavanaugh's hearing

    Trump: Kavanaugh accusation 'con game'



    Opinion: When boys humiliate girls at school

    Today in politics

    U.S. President Donald Trump addresses the
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Financial markets will anticipate that and

reprice riskier assets in 2019
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Will large numbers of people lose their homes

again?

By

Nouriel

Roubini

Brunello

Rosa

NEW YORK (Project Syndicate) — As we mark

the decennial of the collapse of Lehman

Brothers, there are still ongoing debates about

the causes and consequences of the financial



crisis, and whether the lessons needed to

prepare for the next one have been absorbed.

But looking ahead, the more relevant question

is what actually will trigger the next global

recession and crisis, and when.

The current global expansion will likely

continue into next year, given that the U.S. is

running large fiscal deficits, China is pursuing

loose fiscal and credit policies, and Europe

remains on a recovery path. But by 2020, the

conditions will be ripe for a financial crisis,

followed by a global recession.

There are 10 reasons for this.



First, the fiscal-stimulus policies that are

currently pushing the annual U.S. growth rate

above its 2% potential are unsustainable. By

2020, the stimulus will run out, and a modest

fiscal drag will pull growth from 3% to slightly

below 2%.

Read: A Fed official says the fleeting impact

from Trump’s stimulus is at its height right now

Second, because the stimulus was poorly

timed, the U.S. economy is now overheating,

and inflation is rising above target. The U.S.

Federal Reserve will thus continue to raise the

federal-funds rate from its current 2% to at

least 3.5% by 2020, and that will likely push up



short- and long-term interest rates as well as

the U.S. dollar.

Meanwhile, inflation is also increasing in other

key economies, and rising oil prices are

contributing additional inflationary pressures.

That means the other major central banks will

follow the Fed toward monetary-policy

normalization, which will reduce global

liquidity and put upward pressure on interest

rates.

Third, the Trump administration’s trade

disputes with China, Europe, Mexico, Canada,

and others will almost certainly escalate,

leading to slower growth and higher inflation.



Fourth, other U.S. policies will continue to add

stagflationary pressure, prompting the Fed to

raise interest rates higher still. The

administration is restricting inward/outward

investment and technology transfers, which

will disrupt supply chains. It is restricting the

immigrants who are needed to maintain growth

as the U.S. population ages. It is discouraging

investments in the green economy. And it has

no infrastructure policy to address supply-side

bottlenecks.

    Once a correction occurs, the risk of

illiquidity and fire sales/undershooting will

become more severe.



Fifth, growth in the rest of the world will likely

slow down — more so as other countries will

see fit to retaliate against U.S. protectionism.

China must slow its growth to deal with

overcapacity and excessive leverage;

otherwise a hard landing will be triggered. And

already-fragile emerging markets will continue

to feel the pinch from protectionism and

tightening monetary conditions in the U.S.

Sixth, Europe, too, will experience slower

growth, owing to monetary-policy tightening

and trade frictions. Moreover, populist policies

in countries such as Italy may lead to an

unsustainable debt dynamic within the

eurozone. The still-unresolved “doom loop”



between governments and banks holding

public debt will amplify the existential

problems of an incomplete monetary union

with inadequate risk-sharing. Under these

conditions, another global downturn could

prompt Italy and other countries to exit from

the eurozone altogether.

Read: Italy never should have joined the euro,

and the ECB can’t rescue it from its next crisis

Seventh, U.S. and global equity markets are

frothy. Price-to-earnings ratios in the U.S. are

50% above the historic average, private-equity

valuations have become excessive, and

government bonds are too expensive, given



their low yields and negative term premiums.

And high-yield credit is also becoming

increasingly expensive now that the U.S.

corporate-leverage rate has reached historic

highs.

Moreover, the leverage in many emerging

markets and some advanced economies is

clearly excessive. Commercial and residential

real estate is far too expensive in many parts

of the world. The emerging-market correction

in equities, commodities, and fixed-income

holdings will continue as global storm clouds

gather. And as forward-looking investors start

anticipating a growth slowdown in 2020,

markets will reprice risky assets by 2019.



Read: Was the financial crisis wasted?

Eighth, once a correction occurs, the risk of

illiquidity and fire sales/undershooting will

become more severe. There are reduced

market-making and warehousing activities by

broker-dealers. Excessive

high-frequency/algorithmic trading will raise

the likelihood of “flash crashes.” And

fixed-income instruments have become more

concentrated in open-ended exchange-traded

and dedicated credit funds.

In the case of a risk-off, emerging markets and

advanced-economy financial sectors with

massive dollar-denominated liabilities will no



longer have access to the Fed as a lender of

last resort. With inflation rising and policy

normalization underway, the backstop that

central banks provided during the post-crisis

years can no longer be counted on.

Ninth, Trump was already attacking the Fed

when the growth rate was recently 4%. Just

think about how he will behave in the 2020

election year, when growth likely will have

fallen below 1% and job losses emerge. The

temptation for Trump to “wag the dog” by

manufacturing a foreign-policy crisis will be

high, especially if the Democrats retake the

House of Representatives this year.



Since Trump has already started a trade war

with China and wouldn’t dare attack

nuclear-armed North Korea, his last best target

would be Iran. By provoking a military

confrontation with that country, he would

trigger a stagflationary geopolitical shock not

unlike the oil-price spikes of 1973, 1979, and

1990. Needless to say, that would make the

oncoming global recession even more severe.

Finally, once the perfect storm outlined above

occurs, the policy tools for addressing it will

be sorely lacking. The space for fiscal stimulus

is already limited by massive public debt. The

possibility for more unconventional monetary

policies will be limited by bloated balance



sheets and the lack of headroom to cut policy

rates. And financial-sector bailouts will be

intolerable in countries with resurgent populist

movements and near-insolvent governments.

Read: The regulator, the whistleblower and the

CEO: Key housing players reflect on the

financial crisis 10 years later

In the U.S. specifically, lawmakers have

constrained the ability of the Fed to provide

liquidity to non-bank and foreign financial

institutions with dollar-denominated liabilities.

And in Europe, the rise of populist parties is

making it harder to pursue EU-level reforms

and create the institutions necessary to



combat the next financial crisis and downturn.

Unlike in 2008, when governments had the

policy tools needed to prevent a free fall, the

policy makers who must confront the next

downturn will have their hands tied while

overall debt levels are higher than during the

previous crisis. When it comes, the next crisis

and recession could be even more severe and

prolonged than the last.

Nouriel Roubini is a professor of economics at

the Stern School of Business, New York

University and co-founder of Rosa & Roubini

Associates. Brunello Rosa is co-founder and

CEO of Rosa & Roubini Associates and a



research associate at the Systemic Risk

Center at the London School of Economics.

This first was published by Project Syndicate

— “The Makings of a 2020 Recession and

Financial Crisis.”

More on the next financial crisis:

    These 4 called the last financial crisis.

Here’s what they see causing the next one

    The next financial crisis ‘will be more

severe’ socially and politically, says billionaire

investor Ray Dalio

    Bank ‘living wills’ won’t save financial

system from a panic, Bernanke and Geithner

agree

    Here’s what J.P. Morgan says could cause



the next financial crisis





Hurricane Florence begins to batter US East

Coast

Outer edges of Category 2 storm reach North

Carolina with centre of hurricane expected to

hit on Friday.
















